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Application 
Equipment

CENTRO BULB 14oz 
CURVED 401610

14oz. hand duster with a curved tip, to allow easier application 
along baseboards and crawlspaces.

Application 
Equipment

CENTRO BULB 14oz 
STRAIGHT 401630

14oz. hand duster for your choice of dusting applications.

Application 
Equipment

CENTRO BULB 
EXTENSION 12 401670

12” brass extension rod for use with Centrobulb dusters.

Application 
Equipment

CENTRO BULB 
EXTENSION 6 401680

6” brass extension rod for use with Centrobulb dusters.

Application 
Equipment DUSTICK 401610

This duster is able to reach over 25 feet high. Attach extra 
extension poles and go even higher. The Dustick comes with a 
pump handle which is used to blow the dust out, 4 extensions 
which are over 4 feet long each and the dust tank which sits on 
top. (Photo courtesy of Bugspray)

Application 
Equipment

GOTCHA 12FT PRO 
SPRAY-N-DUST 776390

This is everything you need for safely applying either aerosols, or 
dusts, to stinging insect nests in high places. Kit includes: 12-foot 
extension pole, Gotcha Sprayer Attachment, Angled Scraper, 
Gotcha Powder Duster, and a 52” hard sided protective carrying 
case.

Application 
Equipment

GOTCHA 24 FOOT 
PRO COMBO 746666

Kit includes: Gotcha Sprayer Pro, Scraper and 24-foot Extension 
Pole Extra strength adaptor triggers aerosols and dusters. Angled 
scraper pole attachment and 3-section, heavy-duty, telescoping 
extension pole.

Application 
Equipment

GOTCHA 
EXTENSION POLE 

HD (12FT)
792204

Heavy duty, telescoping, professional extension pole. Extends 
from 4ft to 12ft.

Application 
Equipment

GOTCHA 
EXTENSION POLE 

HD (24FT)
792203

A quality, heavy-duty extension pole. Constructed from a 
combination smooth composite fiberglass handle and aluminum 
tube for balance. Die cast metal 3/4” (2 cm) threaded end and 
heavy-duty chuck and collet locking device. A three section 
pole that extends from 8.25ft-23.25ft. 1-1/4” (3.2 cm) Fiberglass 
Handle, 1” (2.5 cm) & 7/8” (2.2 cm) Aluminum Tubes. Extension 
poles have standard American threaded tip.

Application 
Equipment

GOTCHA 
EXTENSION 
SCRAPER

816116

The Nest Scraper is perfect for removing wasp nests or hornet 
nests or to knock down those Paper Wasp nests after you’ve 
sprayed them. It’s great for scraping off those ugly Mud Dauber 
nests. The 3-inch blade is made of heavy-duty steel integrated 
with a plastic handle. Use by hand or on the end of an extension 
pole. The Nest Scraper has an internal threaded handle that only 
works with extension poles with a standard American threaded tip.

Application 
Equipment

GOTCHA POWDER 
DUSTER 785765

Use this duster with your Gotcha Sprayer attachment to apply 
dusts in high places. Attach to any length pole and apply to 
stinging insect nests where needed. DUSTER WILL ONLY WORK 
WITH THE GOTCHA SPRAYER ATTACHMENT.
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Application 
Equipment

GOTCHA SPRAYER 
PRO ADAPTOR 754793

The Gotcha Sprayer is the perfect way to spray aerosol cans from 
a extension pole. Simply insert a can of aerosol spray, attach 
the Gotcha Sprayer to an extension pole (each sold separately) 
and you’re ready to spray. The Gotcha Sprayer will work with any 
standard aerosol spray can. The Gotcha Sprayer can attach to 
extension poles up to 24ft long to reach those high eaves. No 
more climbing on ladders or telling the customer you can’t reach 
those high peaks. It can be angled to reach under decks without 
having to crawl in the dirt or getting trapped in tight spaces. The 
entire body of the Gotcha Sprayer Pro is molded from a stronger 
material now, so the lever has extra strength for dusting, we’ve 
eliminated the friction between the pull string and the body for 
dusting, and...the strap that holds the aerosol/duster has a new 
formulation as well.

Bat Control BAT CONE FLANGE 827377

Replacement flexible vinyl flanges. Allows for installation of Bat 
Cones on virtually any surface.

Bat Control BAT EXCLUSION 
NETTING 14’X25’ 826352

Bat Control Netting is the humane method to exclude bats from 
roosting sites in buildings of all shapes and sizes. Use this 
netting to evict to bats from areas where you don’t want them, 
without inflicting trauma. This netting is UV stabilized for long 
life. It’s black, and nearly invisible once installed. It’s non-toxic, 
non-corrosive and non-conductive. It’s also clean and easy to 
fabricate. Whatever the building or structure, bat control netting 
can help guard against the safety and health hazards, and general 
nuisance that roosting bats can create.

Bat Control BAT EXCLUSION 
NETTING 14’X50’ 826632

Bat Control Netting is the humane method to exclude bats from 
roosting sites in buildings of all shapes and sizes. Use this 
netting to evict to bats from areas where you don’t want them, 
without inflicting trauma. This netting is UV stabilized for long 
life. It’s black, and nearly invisible once installed. It’s non-toxic, 
non-corrosive and non-conductive. It’s also clean and easy to 
fabricate. Whatever the building or structure, bat control netting 
can help guard against the safety and health hazards, and general 
nuisance that roosting bats can create.

Bat Control BAT HOUSE 827379

These hand-made 3-chamber bat houses hold 50 to 75 bats. 
Houses should be installed so they get maximum sunlight during 
the day and at a minimum height of 12-feet off the ground. May 
be stained or painted dark to retain heat (use water-based stains 
and paints only). Cedar exterior with 2 composite wood chamber 
baffles inside. - 17”w x 25”h x 4”

Bat Control BAT PRO-CONE 
CORNER 827374

Designed for multiple use and multiple wildlife species: Bats, small 
squirrels, sparrows, starlings, and small rodents. Made from heavy 
duty-plastic, built-in solid flange with mounting holes. Cone has 
pre-fixed angle and is designed for installation in corners. Flanges 
do not work with this model.

Bat Control BAT PRO-CONE 
ROUND 827373

Designed for multiple use and multiple wildlife species: Bats, small 
squirrels, sparrows, starlings, and small rodents. Made from heavy 
duty-plastic, built-in solid flange with mounting holes. Designed for 
installation in round areas. FLANGE NOT INCLUDED.

Bat Control BAT PRO-CONE 
SQUARE 827372

Designed for multiple use and multiple wildlife species: Bats, 
small squirrels, sparrows, starlings, and small rodents. Made from 
heavy duty-plastic, built-in solid flange with mounting holes. Offset 
square flange allows installation in difficult areas. FLANGE NOT 
INCLUDED.

Bat Control BAT-X ONE WAY 
VALVE 826732

The one - way chute design of BAT -X allows flying animals to 
leave, but never lets them return! Just peel the protective paper 
strip from the adhesive and press BAT -X around the opening, 
completely encompassing the entry point. • Takes only minutes 
to install • NO tools required • Save time and money • Attaches 
to most surfaces such as roof shingles, wood, brick, aluminum 
and vinyl • Flexible design allows for uneven surfaces • Works 
on inside and outside corners, as well as hard to reach areas 
• Removes easily with little to NO residue • Use the UV and 
microbial resistant adhesive strip to fill hole opening when finished
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Bat Control BATCONE 2 827371

The innovative design of the BatconeTM2 is ideal when a square 
shape is better suited to the entry port of a bat colony. It comes 
with a built-in flange as well as a secondary flange which makes 
it effective for virtually any surface application. Built-in holes 
for mounting are another design feature, making for easier and 
quicker installation of this flexible and sturdy bat removal system. 
FLANGE NOT INCLUDED.

Bat Control BB BAT NET 10X10 690645

Special knotted netting just for bats. This 3/8” polyethylene knotted 
mesh is ideal for all bat species, and is far stronger than other 
nets available. The black mono-filament withstands ultraviolet 
radiation extremely well, and is very hard to see when installed in 
shadowed areas. Another great feature is the large sizes available 
so any bat exclusion is possible with a single sheet, eliminating 
the need for seams. Lightweight, flexible plastic netting can be 
used to form a one-way valve over openings on smooth surfaces 
of exterior walls or attic louvers. Secure the top and sides of 
the netting, as shown in the diagram. The netting should extend 
18 to 24 inches (46 to 61 centimeters)below the lower edge of 
the opening with the bottom hanging loose. The netting should 
remain in place for a minimum of five to seven days to ensure all 
bats have left. Then openings should be permanently sealed with 
silicone caulking, caulkbacking rod, hardware cloth or heavy-duty 
netting. In some cases, sealing may require repair or replacement 
of old, deteriorated wood. When bats are using multiple openings 
to enter and exit, exclusion material should be placed on each 
opening. If they do not appear to be exiting or seem to be having 
trouble doing so, add new valves as needed.

Bat Control BB BAT NET 10X25 672990

Special knotted netting just for bats. Our polyethylene knotted 
mesh is ideal for all bat species and is far stronger than other 
nets availiable. The black mono-filament withstands ultraviolet 
radiation extremely well, and is very hard to see when installed in 
shadowed areas. Another great feature is the large sizes available 
so any bat exclusion is possible with a single sheet, elimnating 
any cause for seams.

Bat Control BB BAT NET 25X25 645218

Special knotted netting just for bats. Our polyethylene knotted 
mesh is ideal for all bat species and is far stronger than other 
nets availiable. The black mono-filament withstands ultraviolet 
radiation extremely well, and is very hard to see when installed in 
shadowed areas. Another great feature is the large sizes available 
so any bat exclusion is possible with a single sheet, elimnating 
any cause for seams.

Bat Control BB BAT NET 25X50 639873

Special knotted netting just for bats. Our polyethylene knotted 
mesh is ideal for all bat species and is far stronger than other 
nets availiable. The black mono-filament withstands ultraviolet 
radiation extremely well, and is very hard to see when installed in 
shadowed areas. Another great feature is the large sizes available 
so any bat exclusion is possible with a single sheet, elimnating 
any cause for seams.

Bat Control BB BAT NET 50X50 639872

Special knotted netting just for bats. Our polyethylene knotted 
mesh is ideal for all bat species and is far stronger than other 
nets availiable. The black mono-filament withstands ultraviolet 
radiation extremely well, and is very hard to see when installed in 
shadowed areas. Another great feature is the large sizes available 
so any bat exclusion is possible with a single sheet, elimnating 
any cause for seams.

Bird Misting 
Systems FOG FORCE AR 794672

Fog Force™ AR is an aerosol bird repellent formulated from 
Methyl Anthranilate (MA) and used for the non-lethal control 
of birds. This product is a ready to use hand held aerosol can, 
which immediately moves birds. Simply aim in the direction of the 
nuisance birds. Repeated applications may be needed to train 
the birds to leave the area. The perfect solution to instantly put 
distance between you and birds. A ready to use (RTU) aerosol 
spray can filled with Fog Force bird fogging repellent used for 
humane and immediate dispersal of pest birds. Ideal for use in 
isolated areas or areas with little or no air circulation. Each can 
contains 380 grams of Fog Force Repellent. Shoots Fog Force 
out over 15 square feet (farther with wind assist). While it provides 
immediate results, it may take repeated exposures for birds to 
learn to leave the area completely.
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Bird Misting 
Systems

FOG FORCE TR 
DISPENSER 784650

Time-release dispenser for the Fog Force TR system. The 
dispenser should be placed in a corner where birds roost to deter 
nesting, or where the airflow penetrates roosting and nesting sites.

Bird Misting 
Systems

REJEXIT FOG 
FORCE (gal) 650709

Rejex-it® Fog Force™ Bird Repellent is a fogging agent that is 
an efficient tool for the management of nuisance birds without 
harming target and non-target birds or other animals. It is 
formulated from a food grade ingredient, Methyl Anthranilate 
(MA), a naturally occurring compound with reduced risk to 
the environment. As a proactive method, it does not depend 
on birds to taste the repellent by eating treated food. Thermal 
or mechanical fogging of Rejex-it® Fog Force™ relies on the 
exposure of the birds to the fog. By fogging, the amount of 
repellent is greatly reduced and the cost for application greatly 
controlled. After several exposures to the fog the birds generally 
leave the area completely and do not return for the season. 
Automated fogging systems inhibit any future re-infestation from 
new bird populations and assure a total bird free environment.

Bird Other AVITROL DS CORN 
CHOPS MED 5LB 392170

DOUBLE STRENGTH CORN CHOPS For use on House 
Sparrows, Starlings and Pigeons. Follow label directions entirely. 
All other bird species are federally protected and may require 
federal permits to control.

Bird Other AVITROL DS 
WHOLE CORN 5LB 392250

DOUBLE STRENGTH WHOLE CORN For use on Pigeons. 
Follow label directions entirely. All other bird species are federally 
protected and may require federal permits to control.

Bird Other AVITROL MIXED 
GRAIN 5LB 392200

MIXED GRAIN This bait has the ability to artificially induce a birds 
natural fright response. This peculiar behavior is interpreted by 
the remainder of the flock as an alarm or distress reaction that 
frightens the flock from that location. For use to control Pigeons, 
House Sparrows, Red-Winged, Yellow-Headed, Brewer’s and 
Rusty Blackbirds, Grackles, Cowbirds and Starlings.

Bird Other BB OVOCONTROL 
FEEDER KIT 809770

Use this automatic feeder to distribute OvoConrol P at a rate of 1lb 
per 80 pigeons once daily.

Bird Other
BB OVOCONTROL 

RECHARGE 
BATTERY

778262

OvoControl feeder rechargeable battery.

Bird Other BB OVOCONTROL 
SOLAR PANEL 826917

Solar panel for the OvoControl tripod feeder.

Bird Other BB OVOCONTROL 
TRIPOD FEEDER 799835

Use this automatic feeder to distribute OvoConrol P at a rate of 1lb 
per 80 pigeons once daily.
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Bird Other BB 
OVOCONTROL-P 762177

OvoControl is a ready-to-use bait that interferes with the 
reproduction of treated birds, causing the population to decline. 
This effective and humane technology is especially useful for 
managing pigeon flocks in larger areas without having to resort 
to poisons and their associated risks. Registered by EPA (Reg. 
No. 80224-1) and approved in all 50 states, OvoControl is ideal 
for large areas where some pigeons can be tolerated but where 
a substantially reduced population is desired. OvoControl is non-
hazardous and is advocated by the Humane Society of the United 
States (HSUS), American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Animals (ASPCA), Audubon and Peregrine Fund. Baiting can 
begin at any time and OvoControl has been shown to have a wide 
margin of safety and efficacy. Flat rooftops are the ideal area to 
bait pigeons. No special license is required to purchase or apply 
the product (except New York). Pigeons breed rapidly -- just five 
mating pairs can produce up to 400 pigeons in only two years. 
Fortunately, the life-span of urban pigeons is short, limited to just 
2-3 years. When applied according to label directions, OvoControl 
interferes with egg hatchability. Since no new birds are hatching, 
the population of birds declines naturally and continuously. 
Field studies show a reduction of approximately 50%, annually. 
Recently collected data at a monitored site in San Diego reflected 
an 88% decline over 28 months.

Bird Traps BB PIGEON TRAP 
REPEATING SHADE 798874

This trap is designed with a unique hinged divider - for easier bird 
removal and features a Full Wire Floor. Has 4 one way entry doors 
with door guards - this means it has doors on all sides! Plus you 
have 2 centered top access doors for easy removal of birds, Can 
hold 35+ birds and no assembly required - simply remove from the 
box and place where needed.

Bird Traps
BB POWER 
ADAPTOR 

SPARROW AUDIO
815012

10-foot power adaptor for the sparrow audio module, for use on 
the Sparrow Trap.

Bird Traps BB SPARROW 
BIRD-HOUSE TRAP 655990

The wooden sparrow trap was designed to be a typical 
“birdhouse” but there’s a twist! The front panel drops down and 
inside the house is a spring-loaded trap door & perch, which is 
positioned below the opening so when the bird enters the house 
and lands to perch, the trap door snaps shut. The trap has a 
fluorescent orange sticker affixed to it allowing you to check the 
status of the trap from a distance.

Bird Traps BB SPARROW 
TRAP DOOR 806804

Representing over three years of testing and development, there 
is a finally a humane bird trap specifically for birds trapped inside 
structures. The “Trap Door” was designed specifically to provide a 
discrete, gentle, hygienic, and cost-effective way to get small birds 
out of buildings. When set, the “Trap Door” is simply a welcoming 
platform with food. Birds stand on the platform eating happily until 
they press down on the perch. Suddenly, the floor gives way under 
them and they fall inside the ventilated box with a lid positioned 
securely above. When a bird is captured it will remain quiet 
and calm within the holding box until it can be released safely 
outdoors. Food and water can be left inside to protect the bird. 
To release the bird outside simply open the “Trap Door” lid and it 
will fly out. The “Trap Door” looks more like a bird feeder than a 
trap. Sparrows easily become accustomed to coming and going 
from the trap to feed. Positioning - The trap should be placed 
high up in the facility near the most bird activity. Put on a shelf or 
secure to a post. Set the trap to the open position and bait and 
check regularly. Multiple traps will be necessary in large facilities. 
Easy to Visually Monitor - Because the roof baffle stands tall in 
the set mode, it is very easy to recognize a closed trap. Live birds 
should be removed as soon as possible. Detailed instructions 
are included. Dimensions Closed: 12.5”H x 6.5”W x 11.5”D 
Dimensions Open: 18.25”H x 6.5”W x 9.25”D

Bird Traps
BB SPARROW 

TRAP DOOR AUDIO 
MOD

814811

The sparrow call sound module is unique feature of the Sparrow 
Trap Door that is proven to significantly increase the effectiveness 
of the trap. The call module contains nine call presets such as 
constant calling, intermittent, volume level and timed. Toggle 
through each program by pressing the round button in front. 
Includes 3 AA batteries. A ten-foot optional power cord is available.
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Bird Traps BB SPARROW 
TRAP WITH AUDIO 815011

Representing years of testing and development, there is a finally 
a humane bird trap specifically for birds trapped inside structures. 
The “Trap Door” was designed specifically to provide a discrete, 
gentle, hygienic, and cost-effective way to get small birds out 
of buildings. When set, the “Trap Door” is simply a welcoming 
platform with food. Birds stand on the platform eating happily until 
they press down on the perch. Suddenly, the floor gives way under 
them and they fall inside the ventilated box with a lid positioned 
securely above. When a bird is captured it will remain quiet 
and calm within the holding box until it can be released safely 
outdoors. Food and water can be left inside to protect the bird. To 
release the bird outside simply open the “Trap Door” lid and it will 
fly out. The “Trap Door” looks more like a bird feeder than a trap. 
Sparrows easily become accustomed to coming and going from 
the trap to feed.

Bird Traps BBG SPARROW 
CHARMER 813949

Advantages & Benefits: Programmed with Bird• B• Gone®’s 
proprietary sparrow call; field tested and proven to attract 
sparrows - Separate remote control functions up to 150 meters 
away - Volume control up to 170 db - Attracts sparrows up to 2 
acres away - Built-in speaker with push-button controls - Additional 
speaker available for added coverage - Easy to use - Plays up to 
18 continuous hours. Package includes: Sparrow Charmer™ (5 in. 
x. 2 in. x 1 in.) - Mounting Clip - Remote Control - USB Cord - USB 
Power Adaptor - Power Cord.

Bird Traps BBG SPARROW 
SKY TRAP 813950

Advantages & Benefits: Hanging trap designed for high traffic 
areas - Proven V- top entry design enables Sky Trap to hang 
from the ceiling or sit on a flat surface - Pop-up feature makes 
this trap 24” x 12” x 18” high - Wider/longer pan (30” x 16”) 
captures droppings or other debris that may fall from the inside 
the trap - V-top includes built-in feed pan that lures birds to the 
top of the trap - Perches placed inside of the trap calms birds after 
capture - Includes water/feed containers - Full wire floor - Simple 
assembly; assembles in minutes - Trap and slide-out pan can 
be easily cleaned - Slide-out pan constructed of heavy 26 gauge 
sheet metal.

Bird Traps SAFEGRD PIGEON 
28x24x8 742576

Safeguard Bird Traps provide you with an easy way to safely 
‘catch and release’ birds. This trap has 8 entry doors and a top 
hinged unloading door. Holds up to 30 pigeons.

Bird Traps SAFEGRD PIGEON 
84x24x8 807350

Safeguard Bird Traps provide you with an easy way to safely 
‘catch and release’ birds. This trap has a triple compartment that 
folds for easy transporting and storage. Also features 12 outer and 
4 inner doors and a top hinged unloading door. Holds up to 100 
pigeons.

Bird Traps SAFEGRD 
SPARROW TRAP 754895

If it’s smaller-sized birds (like sparrows) you’re looking to catch, we 
have yet another solution for you. The Safeguard Sparrow Trap 
has an extra large capacity, with multiple compartments, allowing 
the trap to hold up to 40 birds at one time! Fully assembled 1/2” x 
1” 14 guage wire mesh has two repeating funnel-style entry doors 
into the trap lobby and a third funnel door leading to the main 
holding compartment. It also features two side hinged unloading 
doors with separate locking mechanisms.

Bird Traps TOMAHAWK 501 
SPARROW TRAP 824979

24”x12”x8” - Tomahawk Rigid Sparrow Trap, Model 501, comes 
assembled with a convenient release door that is located on 
the side of the trap. This door provides easy access to the 
trapped sparrows. Model 501 is constructed with small wire 
mesh openings, 1/2” x 1” inch, and two repeating trap doors. 
Tomahawk’s Sparrow Trap can hold up to 20 sparrows at a time.

Bird Traps TOMAHAWK 502R 
RIGID PIGEON DBL 668563

Completely redesigned rigid multiple catch pigeon trap with 2 trap 
doors consisting of independent bobs. The improvements that 
make this trap effective include 1) no step ups for pigeons when 
entering the trap, 2) angled trap doors to guide pigeons into the 
trap, 3) free swinging independent bobs to allow easy entry.
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Bird Traps
TOMAHAWK 506 
RIGID PIGEON 

SNGL
738725

42”x24”x12” - Tomahawk’s Extra Large Pigeon Trap, Model 506, 
can catch up to 30 pigeons at a time. This is the largest pigeon 
trap Tomahawk manufactures, and the only one that is assembled 
with ONE special recessed trap door constructed of hanging steel 
wire bobs. (Tomahawk’s other pigeon traps have two trap doors.) 
The unique slanted design of the repeating door encourages 
pigeons to move forward and enter the trap as they eat the grain. 
The special trapping mechanism of the door automatically resets 
after each bird is caught, and prevents the trapped pigeons from 
escaping. A convenient release door is located on the top of the 
trap. This provides easy access to the trapped pigeons.

Body Grip Traps DUKE #110 826280

4 1/2” x 4 1/2” single spring body grip trap for mink, muskrat and 
weasel.

Body Grip Traps DUKE #120 826281

4 1/2” x 4 1/2” double spring body grip trap for martin, mink, 
muskrat, opossum, skunk and weasel.

Body Grip Traps DUKE #160 826282

6” x 6” double spring body grip trap for fisher, marten, nutria, 
opossum, raccoon and skunk.

Body Grip Traps DUKE #220 826283

7” x 7” double spring body grip trap for badger, beaver, fisher, 
marten, nutria, opossum, otter, raccoon and skunk.

Body Grip Traps DUKE #330 826284

10” x 10” double spring body grip trap for beaver, bobcat, lynx and 
otter.

Body Grip Traps DUKE SAFETY 
GRIPPERS 826285

Attach these to the jaws of your set conibear traps, while you’re 
setting them in place. These will prevent the traps from going off 
on your hands and causing injury.

Body Grip Traps DUKE SETTING 
TOOL 826286

This tool is a must for the 220 and 330 conibears. Use it to 
squeeze the ears together to easily set your traps.

Brandguard Vents UNDER EAVE 
BLOCK HOLE 2 827684

Safety vents that are used in areas prone to wildfires, wind driven 
rain, or wind driven snow. This design also keeps animals out, yet 
allows air to flow through normally. Constructed with 26 gauge 
G-90 Galvanized steel, this vent has overlapping baffles to resist 
flames, embers and animals. Easy to paint! • Resists the intrusion 
of Flame and Embers, Wind Driven Rain and Wind Driven Snow 
• Compliant with new California Ch7a Building Code • Lifetime 
Warranty • Easy Install

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

ACES KETCH-ALL 
POLE 4-6 827450

Proven in decades of rugged field use, there is no better 
snare pole than Ketch-All. With all the features you demand-
lightweight aircraft aluminum shaft, swivel head, automatic locking 
mechanism, instant release, protective bite sleeve, non-slip rubber 
grips, vinyl-coated noose-plus a complete selection of lengths. 
Check our prices with any other source. This is the basic piece of 
equipment for any animal handler. For controlling the head; not 
for lifting. Note: the longer the pole, the larger the noose opening. 
Made from aircraft aluminum heavy-gauge tubing.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

MW ANIMAL 
GRASPER 28 826353

The animal grabber is one of the most used tools by animal 
control officers. Although used often for dogs and cats, this tool 
can be used for reptiles, such as large lizards and small alligators. 
Other uses include the swine and poultry industry. Strong,
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Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

MW ANIMAL 
GRASPER 38 826354

The animal grabber is one of the most used tools by animal 
control officers. Although used often for dogs and cats, this tool 
can be used for reptiles, such as large lizards and small alligators. 
Other uses include the swine and poultry industry. Strong,

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

PIG PULLER 
(CABLE LOOP) 826620

30” flexible galvanized cable snare.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
CATCH-POLE 3’ 

STD
823760

Tomahawk’s 3’ Animal Control Pole, Model ACP3, is most 
frequently used around kennels for the humane handling of cats 
and small dogs.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
CATCH-POLE 4’ 

STD
824700

Tomahawk’s 4’ Animal Control Pole, Model ACP4, is the most 
popular Tomahawk Animal Control Pole for general use.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
CATCH-POLE 4- 6’ 

TELE
692530

Tomahawk’s 4’ to 6’ Animal Control Pole, Model ACP46, is an 
extension pole that is used when additional length is needed. 
OR, it can be used retracted, when heavy duty restraining is 
necessary. Tomahawk also manufactures a larger extension pole, 
Model ACP 72.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
CATCH-POLE 5’ 

STD
647045

Tomahawk’s 5’ Animal Control Pole, Model ACP5, is popular 
because of its additional length and larger noose. A higher fee is 
added by UPS because the package exceeds 5 feet.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
CATCH-POLE 7-12’ 

TELE
647710

Tomahawk’s 7’ to 12’ Animal Control Pole, Model ACP72, is an 
extension pole that can be used extended or retracted. When 
extend, it’s used for rescuing animals from waterways, trees, 
storm drains, etc. When it’s retracted, it’s used as a longer, heavy 
duty retraining pole. A higher fee is added by UPS because the 
package exceeds 5 feet.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
GRASPER 310 28 647046

Tomahawk’s 28 inch Aluminum Cat Grasper, Model 310 is 
designed to gently restrain feral cats and other small animals 
while minimizing discomfort. The anatomical design prevents the 
handler from restraining the animal with “too-tight” of a grip. A 
larger size is available, Model 311.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
GRASPER 310C 28 824702

Tomahawk’s 28 inch Lightweight Composite Cat Grapser, Model 
310C, is designed to gently restrain feral cats and other small 
animals while minimizing discomfort. The anatomical design 
prevents the handler from restraining the animal with “too-tight” of 
a grip. A larger size is available, Model 311C.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
GRASPER 311 38 824703

Tomahawk’s 38 inch Aluminum Cat Grasper, Model 311 is 
designed to gently restrain feral cats and other small animals 
while minimizing discomfort. The anatomical design prevents the 
handler from restraining the animal with “too-tight” of a grip. A 
smaller size is available, Model 310.

Catch Poles & 
Animal Graspers

TOMAHAWK 
GRASPER 311C 38 658406

Tomahawk’s 38 inch Lightweight Composite Cat Grapser, Model 
311C, is designed to gently restrain feral cats and other small 
animals while minimizing discomfort. The anatomical design 
prevents the handler from restraining the animal with “too-tight” of 
a grip. A smaller size is available, Model 310C.

Clean-up BB DISSOLVE-IT (5 
GAL) 674736

5-Gallon Container

Clean-up BB DISSOLVE-IT 
(GAL) 655026

Efficiently breaks down bird droppings, reducing the solids and 
eliminating odors. It allows for easy removal of even stubborn, 
caked-on droppings and organic matter. Simply mix in a 1:1 ratio 
with water, saturate the target area and let the solution work for at 
least fifteen minutes. Solution can be applied with a hand sprayer 
and rinsed away with a hose or power sprayer. 1-Gallon Container
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Clean-up
BB REPELLANT 
GEL REMOVER 

PINT
645063

Actually dissolves gel, leaving an almost perfect clean-up. It is 
water soluble and will not damage most surfaces, with the notable 
exception of tar-based roofing materials. 1-Pint Bottle

Comstock Live 
Traps

COMSTOCK 
BEAVER TRAP 39 827222

This unique trap is designed for beavers and otters as a swim-
through trap, to be used under water or partially under water, 
but can also be used in shallow water or on land. Traps perform 
best when set upside down under 10 inches of water and deeper. 
Power doors actually lift and push the animal into the trap. This 
is a heavy duty professional trap with two trap doors. This trap 
is strong, reliable, durable, and requires little maintenance. It 
features super strong coil springs that power the trap doors. The 
doors lock into place which prevents animals from escaping, even 
if the trap is rolled over or flipped completely upside down. This 
trap is triggered by a swing bar wire trigger mechanism which 
allows you to capture the most trap shy animals and does not 
have a trip pan for animals to avoid.

Comstock Live 
Traps

COMSTOCK 
DOUBLE DOOR 36 827221

Designed for raccoon, armadillos, skunks, woodchucks, fisher, 
opossums, rabbits and similar size animals. This is a heavy duty 
professional trap with two trap doors. This trap is strong, reliable, 
durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong 
coil springs that power the trap doors. The doors lock into place 
which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled 
over or flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a 
swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the 
most trap shy animals and does not a have a trip pan for animals 
to avoid.

Comstock Live 
Traps

COMSTOCK 
SINGLE DOOR 36 827220

Designed for raccoons, armadillos, skunks, woodchucks, 
fisher, opossums and similar size animals. This is a heavy duty 
professional trap with one trap door. This trap is strong, reliable, 
durable, and requires little maintenance. It features super strong 
coil springs that power the trap door. The door locks into place 
which prevents animals from escaping, even if the trap is rolled 
over or flipped completely upside down. This trap is triggered by a 
swing bar wire trigger mechanism which allows you to capture the 
most trap shy animals and does not have a trip pan for animals 
to avoid.

Crawl Space Repair FLOOR LINER 12 
MIL 12 X 100

826667
827312

This reinforced polyethylene liner is generally used as a vapor 
barrier to cover all of the ground in the crawl space. All edges are 
sealed to the wall liner with tape, and also sealed to the wall liner 
at all piers.

Crawl Space Repair FLOOR LINER 20 
MIL 11.5 X 100 826667

This reinforced polyethylene liner is generally used as a vapor 
barrier to cover all of the ground in the crawl space. All edges are 
sealed to the wall liner with tape, and also sealed to the wall liner 
at all piers.

Crawl Space Repair FLOOR LINER 8 MIL 
12 X 100 827312

This reinforced polyethylene liner is generally used as a vapor 
barrier to cover all of the ground in the crawl space. All edges are 
sealed to the wall liner with tape, and also sealed to the wall liner 
at all piers.

Crawl Space Repair FLOOR LINER 8 MIL 
20 X 100 826668

This reinforced polyethylene liner is generally used as a vapor 
barrier to cover all of the ground in the crawl space. All edges are 
sealed to the wall liner with tape, and also sealed to the wall liner 
at all piers.

Crawl Space Repair LINER STAPLES 
(1000) 827314

Liner staples are a great way to keep the polyethylene floor liner 
in place while installing it and afterwards. Otherwise the liner 
will tend to slide around and pull at the taped seams, especially 
when someone is crawling across it. Simply push the liner staple 
through the liner and into the ground, then simply take a small 
piece of sealing tape and cover the staple.
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Crawl Space Repair MEGA DRY CS70 
DEHUMIDIFIER 826669

This powerful system is designed specifically to fit into even the 
tightest spaces. Provides the necessary dehumidification to dry 
out even the wettest crawl space, removing up to 70 pints of water 
from the air each day in a closed crawlspace of up to 3,000 square 
feet. With a high efficiency filter, this unit cleans the air, removing 
mold spores and preventing future mold growth. The CS70 is also 
up to 40% more efficient than a stand-alone dehumidifier, saving 
you money right away. And it’s easy to use, too. With a variety of 
installation and control options, including whole house ducting, 
operation can be as simple as setting the humidistat. Because the 
unit is permanently drained there are no buckets to empty or daily 
maintenance requirements, just dry, clean, healthy air, protecting 
your health and property.

Crawl Space Repair MEGA DRY FILTER 827313

High performance dehumidifier filter for the Mega Dry 
dehumidifier. These filters are a great choice for home owners 
who want exceptional dust particle and airborne contaminant 
control. It is important to clean or replace them when the 
manufacturer recommends, because they will become clogged 
and affect air flow. This can lead to performance problems with 
your dehumidifier and decreased operating efficiency.

Crawl Space Repair SEALING TAPE 4 
X 180 826666

A very strong polyethylene adhesive tape, used primarily to bond 
the seams of the floor and wall liners. Can also be used to cover 
and seal staples.

Deer Control BX NATURES 
DEFENSE DEER 826332

Nature’s Defense Deer Repellent Packs effectively deter all 
species of deer from eating/damaging valuable food plots. These 
100% organic packs can be hung in and around food plots to 
protect plants for up to 60 days. Made from all-natural ingredients, 
Nature’s Defense is even safe to use around children and pets!

Deodorizers
AIREACTOR 

STANDARD AIR 
(GAL)

826738

Permanently neutralizes and counteracts any malodors in their 
vapor phase caused by food spoilage, mold, organic decay, urine, 
feces, garbage, smoke, stale air and a multitude of other offensive 
odors.

Deodorizers AIREACTOR SUPER 
MIST 12oz 826737

12oz aerosol which counteracts and neutralizes offensive odors.

Deodorizers AIREACTOR WICK 
BOTTLE (12oz) 826739

Unlimited use as space odor counteractant. Simply remove cap, 
extend wick and place bottle approximately 6’ to 8’ above surface 
of affected area.

Deodorizers BAC-AZAP ODOR 
CONTROL GALLON 733924

BAC-A-ZAP At A Glance: Can be used as a spray, liquid or foam, 
Stops odors in wall voids and crawl spaces, No other product like 
it, Best drain treatment product. BAC-A-ZAP eliminates odors 
including: Feces, Sewage, Urine, Vomit, Smoke, Mold & mildew, 
Athletic smells, Skunk, Stinky drains, Garbage, Pet odors, Dead 
animals, Food odors.

Deodorizers BAC-AZAP ODOR 
CONTROL QUART 638304

BAC-A-ZAP At A Glance: Can be used as a spray, liquid or foam, 
Stops odors in wall voids and crawl spaces, No other product like 
it, Best drain treatment product. BAC-A-ZAP eliminates odors 
including: Feces, Sewage, Urine, Vomit, Smoke, Mold & mildew, 
Athletic smells, Skunk, Stinky drains, Garbage, Pet odors, Dead 
animals, Food odors.

Deodorizers DSV GALLON 747441

DSV is a concentrated disinfectant, sanitizer, virucide, cleaner, 
mildewstat and fungicide. When used according to label directions, 
it kills a broad spectrum of viruses, bacteria and fungi, including 
Influenza A, Avian Influenza, Hepatitis B&C and Hantavirus. • Kills 
a broad spectrum of harmful germs, bacteria, viruses and fungi. • 
Cleans and sanitizes. • One gallon of concentrate makes up to 64 
gallons of solution. • The ideal product to disinfect water damaged 
areas so reconstruction can begin.
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Deodorizers FIRE-D ONE SHOT 
5oz 825023

Fire-D is used to kill odors associated with fires, skunks, and 
decomposing animals. One can treats up to 1,800 cubic feet of 
space.

Deodorizers ODOR ASSASSIN 
(8oz) APPLE 826463

Beats even tough skunk odors. Odor Assassin contains pure citrus 
oils and is 4-5 times more effective than leading consumer “air 
fresheners” or “deodorizers”.

Deodorizers ODOR ASSASSIN 
(8oz) LEMON/LIME 826464

Beats even tough skunk odors. Odor Assassin contains pure citrus 
oils and is 4-5 times more effective than leading consumer “air 
fresheners” or “deodorizers”.

Deodorizers ODOR ASSASSIN 
(8oz) MT. SNOW 826465

Beats even tough skunk odors. Odor Assassin contains pure citrus 
oils and is 4-5 times more effective than leading consumer “air 
fresheners” or “deodorizers”.

Deodorizers ODOR ASSASSIN 
(8oz) ORANGE 826466

Beats even tough skunk odors. Odor Assassin contains pure citrus 
oils and is 4-5 times more effective than leading consumer “air 
fresheners” or “deodorizers”.

Deodorizers STINKINC (GAL) 826683

A non-masking, non-enzymatic, odor oxidizer formulated to 
eliminate the toughest of odors at their source. Utilizes destructive 
elimination of the odor molecule by oxidation. Can be used on 
walls, litter boxes, sports equipment, garbage pails, fabrics, 
hardwood floors, bathrooms, concrete, disposals and much more. 
Can be used in foggers (Fogmaster Jr.), humidifiers, vaporizers, 
mopping, wiping solutions, or directly sprayed from the bottle. This 
product may also be used during the spin cycle of your laundry, to 
rid clothing of obnoxious odors. 1-GALLON CONTAINER.

Deodorizers STINKINC (QT) 826682

A non-masking, non-enzymatic, odor oxidizer formulated to 
eliminate the toughest of odors at their source. Utilizes destructive 
elimination of the odor molecule by oxidation. Can be used on 
walls, litter boxes, sports equipment, garbage pails, fabrics, 
hardwood floors, bathrooms, concrete, disposals and much more. 
Can be used in foggers (Fogmaster Jr.), humidifiers, vaporizers, 
mopping, wiping solutions, or directly sprayed from the bottle. This 
product may also be used during the spin cycle of your laundry, to 
rid clothing of obnoxious odors. READY TO USE QUART.

Distress Units BB BIRD GARD 
EXTRA SPEAKER 671902

Extra speaker for the Bird-Gard units.

Distress Units BB BIRD GARD 
PRO 1 (110 V) 706899

A programmable electronic repeller that uses a variety of species 
specific distress signals and predator calls to send a “danger” 
alert to other birds in the area. All units have on-off and volume 
control, a “time-off” phase between sounds and a day-night 24 
hour switch. Pro-1 repels pigeons, starlings, sparrows, seagulls 
and woodpeckers.

Distress Units BB BIRD GARD 
PRO 2 (110 V) 706900

Pro-2 repels blackbirds, grackles, crows, cormorants and ravens.
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Distress Units BB NIGHTMARE 
PIGEON EVICTOR 809687

This system is capable of evicting roosting and nesting birds. Birds 
are sensitive to the sound made by the system and will choose 
to relocate to other areas. The time period required for relocation 
varies from 1 week to 1 month from installation, depending on the 
stubbornness of the birds and the sound setting chosen. Where 
to use - Inside warehouses, commercial building and outside 
where birds roost and nest. Will I hear it? - The Nightmare is not 
ultrasonic. Birds can only hear what humans can hear. The sound 
patterns vary from very soft to highly audible. A choice between 
five levels of sound is available and is controlled by a switch. 
It is not recommended for use near people or other animals. 
Timers can be used to switch the system off at sensitive times. 
Coverage - This system is ideal for open areas and warehouse 
applications. The four speaker sound system can deter birds in an 
area of about 1000 sq. ft., when the unit is placed in the center of 
the space. What to expect - After installation one should expect to 
see the birds leaving the area and then returning for a few days in 
the hope that the sound will stop. They may try to stick it out for a 
few more days but then slowly start to leave the area permanently. 
After a period of 1 month, 60-80% of the birds will be gone. Target 
birds - The system is very successful for the removal of sparrows, 
pigeons, and most species of pest birds. Bird pressure - All 
pressure levels. Nests must be removed. (Nesting sites will take 
longer.) Installation - Brackets and instructions are included to 
mount the Nightmare to most surfaces. Material - Stainless steel 
box with water resistant speakers. The system in water resistant 
and can be placed outdoors. Dimensions - 10 x 6.5 x 5.5 inches.

Distress Units BBG BIRD CHASE 
SUPER SONIC 792192

Easy installation, easy volume adjustment, easy to use and 
maintain. Features distress calls of 22 types of birds, including: 
Pigeons, Crows, Starlings, Swallows, Gulls, Woopeckers, 
Sparrows, Grackles, Cormorants and more! Select your “target” 
bird and distress calls will play for 1 minute, stop for 10 minutes 
and repeat. LCD display panel shows the status and user settings 
at all times. Covers up to 1 acre.

Distress Units BBG BIRD CHASE 
SUPER SONIC II 794385

Deters Pigeons, Starlings, Woodpeckers, Crows, Gulls, Sparrows, 
Grackles and more. Good for use in large open areas, such as 
vineyards, orchards, landfills, airfields, marine/pond areas, parks 
and more! Provides up to 3 Acres of coverage. Includes one 
control unit with two remote speaker attachments.

Distress Units BBG BIRD CHASE 
SUPER SONIC IV 793728

Deters Pigeons, Starlings, Woodpeckers, Crows, Gulls, Sparrows, 
Grackles and more. Good for use in large open areas, such as 
vineyards, orchards, landfills, airfields, marine/pond areas, parks 
and more! Provides up to 6 Acres of coverage. Includes one 
control unit with four remote speaker attachments.

Distress Units BBG SOLAR BIRD 
CHASE 811889

This is a solar-powered sound deterrent that plays recorded bird 
distress and predator calls to deter birds from large open spaces. 
When the birds hear the recorded calls their natural instinct is to 
flee the area. A solar panel mounted on top of the unit powers the 
system during the day, while rechargeable batteries keep the unit 
running at night.

Distress Units BX BROADBAND 
PRO 780394

Programmable ultrasonic AND sonic repeller. Chases away 
the birds without harming them. Includes 4 powerful directional 
speakers, each with 100’ of wire. Includes three visual repellers for 
a multi-sensory attack. Great for Signs, Towers, Roofs, Awnings, 
Antennae, Power Stations, Outdoor Stadiums, Manufacturing 
Facilities and Waste Facilities. Distress cries repel Pigeons, 
Starlings and Gulls, while the added predator sounds repel a 
host of other bird species. Dimensions: Control Unit 9” x 9” x 
5”; speakers 4” x 4” x 6” Speakers: 8 ohms, 30 watts Weight: 
15 pounds Coverage: 3600 square feet (900 square feet from 
each speaker ) Power Requirements: 110vAC Sound Pressure: 
Ultrasonic sounds 95-102 dB (each speaker) @ 1 m. Sonic: 105-
110 dB (each speaker) @ 1 meter Frequency: Ultrasonic 15-25 
KHz, Sonic 3-5 kHz Compliance: Supply power source is UL and 
CE listed. EPA Est. 075310-OR-001
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Distress Units
BX 

QUADBLASTER-4 
(ULTRASONIC)

717829

Mounts in any direction to send sound where you need it. Four 
Piezo ceramic speakers project powerful ultrasonic sound waves 
in all directions. Made with advanced solid-state circuitry, with no 
moving parts, for trouble free operation. Two red diodes indicate 
rate of “warble” and speaker sequencing. Contemporary low-
profile housing of sturdy, durable steel. Four green LEDs show 
each speaker’s sound output. Stop annoying birds from causing 
property damage and costing you maintenance dollars. Eliminate 
dangerous health and safety hazards. Rid your premises of 
unsightly bird droppings. Avoid persistent bird nuisance.

Distress Units BX ULTRASON X 779723

Targets pest birds with unrelenting newest-technology ultrasonic 
waves! This powerful sound attack forces birds to leave for good, 
yet it is harmless to the birds and the environment. Heavy-duty 
“surround sound”. Separate control box plus four powerful 
directional speakers (each with 100’ of wire) offer greatest 
all-around flexibility. Easy Operation. 110vAC electricity, adaptor 
included. PROTECT: • gas stations & eaves • hotels • small roof 
areas • open parking lots • open-air restaurants or food courts • 
park and picnic areas Coverage. 3600 square feet; 900 sq ft from 
each speaker.

Distress Units
BX XPELLER 
EXTENSION 
SPEAKER

785816

On a BirdXPeller PRO, the extension speaker can either. • 
Replace the built-in speaker’s sound with portable sound located 
to your convenience, or • Split the sound between the built-in 
and the remote speakers, covering two smaller areas instead of 
one large one. • Replace a QB-4 speaker’s sound with portable 
sound located to your convenience - replace all four for maximum 
convenience

Distress Units BX XPELLER PRO 725317 
827603

Programmable species-specific repeller - The new sonic repeller 
from BIRD-X uses birds’ own distress calls to create a “danger 
zone” - it frightens infesting birds away for good. How it Works 
- BirdXPeller PRO features birds’ distress cries on a microchip. 
The birds perceive danger when they hear these sounds. They 
become agitated and disoriented: they think their flockmates are in 
trouble so they flee the area... never to return. PLEASE SPECIFY 
UNIT CHOICE

Distress Units BX XPELLER PRO 
SUPER

728956 
827604

Programmable species-specific repeller - The new sonic repeller 
from BIRD-X uses birds’ own distress calls to create a “danger 
zone” - it frightens infesting birds away for good and covers up 
to 6 acres (2.4 hectares)! Comes with clips for battery operation. 
PLEASE SPECIFY UNIT CHOICE.

Distress Units BX XPELLER PRO 
WOODPECKER 827605

This sonic woodpecker repeller uses woodpeckers’ own distress 
calls to create a “danger zone”. It frightens infesting woodpeckers 
away for good. Species-Specific and Programmable. A species-
specific approach beats generic sounds! Choose any or all of 8 
sounds, including flicker and downy woodpeckers, yellow-bellied 
sapsuckers, and four predators to give the woodpeckers even 
more of a sense of danger. In addition to selecting the birds, 
choose volume, time off periods, hours of operation and random 
or sequential play. These programming options make it virtually 
impossible for birds to get used to any one pattern.

Distress Units RJ BIRD BANGERS 
(100) 827570

An excellent tool to scare birds and wildlife from crops, landfills, 
fish farms and feed lots. Launched from a Single, Double or Seven 
Shot Launcher with the aid of a 6 mm primer, the 15 mm Bird 
Banger travels 75 to 150 feet before exploding with a loud report. 
100 6mm blank primers included with each order.

Distress Units RJ BIRD 
SCREAMERS (100) 827573

Another efficient tool to deter nuisance birds, and launched in the 
same manner as the Bird Banger, our 15 mm Screamer Siren 
travels 250 to 300 feet, making an alarming siren-like sound as it 
flies. 100 6mm blank primers included with each order.

Distress Units RJ BLANK 
PRIMERS (100) 827572

15 mm Bird Banger, Bird Banger EXP, and Screamer Siren 
cartridges are fired using 6 mm blank primers, which are provided 
at no charge with all our Scare Away pyrotechnics orders. Also 
available for purchase separately.

Distress Units RJ SINGLE SHOT 
LAUNCHER 827574

Launches the 15mm Bird Bangers and Bird Screamer cartridges. 
Offers rugged dependability and low price
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Excluders and One-
Way Doors

GREY SQUIRREL 12 
STANDARD 828141

Use this cone in any location at any angle: Attic vents, above 
gutters, corners of dormers or anywhere squirrels may be entering 
your structure. DO NOT USE DURING SQUIRREL BIRTHING 
SEASONS! The female will chew a new hole to get to her 
offspring.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

GREY SQUIRREL 
CONE 7 STAN 828143

Use this cone in any location at any angle: Attic vents, above 
gutters, corners of dormers or anywhere squirrels may be entering 
your structure. DO NOT USE DURING SQUIRREL BIRTHING 
SEASONS! The female will chew a new hole to get to her 
offspring.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

RED-FLYING 
SQUIRREL 12 STD 828142

Use this cone in any location at any angle: Attic vents, above 
gutters, corners of dormers or anywhere squirrels may be entering 
your structure. DO NOT USE DURING SQUIRREL BIRTHING 
SEASONS! The female will chew a new hole to get to her 
offspring.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

RED-FLYING 
SQUIRREL 7 STD 828144

Use this cone in any location at any angle: Attic vents, above 
gutters, corners of dormers or anywhere squirrels may be entering 
your structure. DO NOT USE DURING SQUIRREL BIRTHING 
SEASONS! The female will chew a new hole to get to her 
offspring.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

SAFEGRD MULTI 
EXTENDER 24 749547

Connects with the 3.5” x 10” Safeguard Squirrel Controller, to 
make the controller a multiple catch trap.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

SAFEGRD MULTI 
EXTENDER 30 751420

Connects with the 5” x 12” Safeguard Squirrel Controller, to make 
the controller a multiple catch trap.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

SAFEGRD 
SQUIRREL 

CONTROL3.5x10
736607

Why not let squirrels and other small animals remove themselves 
from unwanted areas? Safeguard Squirrel Controller’s have 
mounting wings made to attachment over the entry hole. A one 
way gate let’s gray, red, flying squirrels and other small animals to 
easily exit, but prevents them from returning. It’s that simple!

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

SAFEGRD 
SQUIRREL 

CONTROL5x12
736608

Why not let squirrels and other small animals remove themselves 
from unwanted areas? Safeguard Squirrel Controller’s have 
mounting wings made to attachment over the entry hole. A one 
way gate let’s gray, red, flying squirrels and other small animals to 
easily exit, but prevents them from returning. It’s that simple!

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-30 
EXCLUDER 660194

10”x3”x3” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E30, is 
ideal for removing unwanted rats, flying squirrels, and chipmunks 
from your home without actually having to trap them. Just attach 
the eliminator to your home and once the animal gets out, the 
trap door does not allow it back in. If you want to actually trap the 
animal, order it with a rear sliding door, Tomahawk Model E30D.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-30D 
EXCLUDER W/

DOOR
824705

20”x3”x3” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E30D, is 
just like Tomahawk Model E30, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. Now the animal is not only excluded 
from the building, but it is also trapped inside the excluder. If you 
change you mind and just want to exclude the animal, simple 
remove the rear sliding door.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-40 
EXCLUDER 824704

10”x4”x4” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E40, is 
ideal for removing unwanted rats, flying squirrels, and chipmunks 
from your home without actually having to trap them. Just attach 
the eliminator to your home and once the animal gets out, the 
trap door does not allow it back in. If you want to actually trap the 
animal, order it with a rear sliding door, Tomahawk Model E40D.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-40D 
EXCLUDER W/

DOOR
801528

20”x4”x4” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E40D, is 
just like Tomahawk Model E40, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. Now the animal is not only excluded 
from the building, but it is also trapped inside the excluder. If you 
change you mind and just want to exclude the animal, simple 
remove the rear sliding door.
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Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-50 
EXCLUDER 801383

10”x5”x5” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E50, is 
ideal for removing unwanted rats, gray squirrels, and chipmunks 
from your home without actually having to trap them. Just attach 
the eliminator to your home and once the animal gets out, the 
trap door does not allow it back in. If you want to actually trap the 
animal, order it with a rear sliding door, Tomahawk Model E50D.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-50D 
EXCLUDER W/

DOOR
771904

20”x5”x5” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E50D, is 
just like Tomahawk Model E50, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. Now the animal is not only excluded 
from the building, but it is also trapped inside the excluder. If you 
change you mind and just want to exclude the animal, simple 
remove the rear sliding door.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-60 
EXCLUDER 686727

10”x6”x6” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E60, is 
ideal for removing unwanted gray squirrels, skunks and muskrats, 
from your home without actually having to trap them. Just attach 
the eliminator to your home and once the animal gets out, the 
trap door does not allow it back in. If you want to actually trap the 
animal, order it with a rear sliding door, Tomahawk Model E60D.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-60D 
EXCLUDER W/

DOOR
824803

20”x6”x6” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E60D, is 
just like Tomahawk Model E60, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. Now the animal is not only excluded 
from the building, but it is also trapped inside the excluder. If you 
change you mind and just want to exclude the animal, simple 
remove the rear sliding door.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-70 
EXCLUDER 663979

12”x7”x7” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E70, 
is ideal for removing unwanted skunks, cats, and rabbits from 
your home without actually having to trap them. Just attach the 
eliminator to your home and once the animal gets out, the trap 
door does not allow it back in. If you want to actually trap the 
animal, order it with a rear sliding door, Tomahawk Model 70D.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-70D 
EXLUDER W/DOOR 827458

24”x7”x7” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E70D, is 
just like Tomahawk Model E70, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. Now the animal is not only excluded 
from the building, but it is also trapped inside the excluder. If you 
change you mind and just want to exclude the animal, simple 
remove the rear sliding door.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-80 
EXCLUDER 663980

14”x8”x8” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E80, is 
ideal for removing unwanted raccoons, opossums, badgers, and 
feral cats from your home without actually having to trap them. 
Just attach the eliminator to your home and once the animal gets 
out, the trap door does not allow it back in. If you want to actually 
trap the animal, order it with a rear sliding door, Tomahawk Model 
80D.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK E-80D 
EXCLUDER W/

DOOR
827459

24”x8”x8” - Tomahawk One Way Door Excluder, Model E80D, is 
just like Tomahawk Model E80, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. Now the animal is not only excluded 
from the building, but it is also trapped inside the excluder. If you 
change you mind and just want to exclude the animal, simple 
remove the rear sliding door.

Excluders and One-
Way Doors

TOMAHAWK 
RACCOON 
EXCLUDER

827269

This raccoon excluder is specifically designed with the abilities 
of a raccoon in mind. It features a door stop panel to prevent 
raccoons from pulling the door open from the outside. Attach the 
excluder over an entry/exit point with screws, nails or heavy duty 
staples. The raccoon can exit from the inside but cannot gain 
re-entry.

Exclusion BB PVC COATED 
WIRE MESH 6X100 798873

Black PVC-coated 1/2” wire mesh offers an effective long-lasting 
exclusion screen where other products might fail. Can be bent into 
custom shapes.

Exclusion BB SOLAR PANEL 
EXCLUSION CLIPS 806238

Solar panel clips used to attach hardware cloth to the base of 
solar panels without drilling through the panel bases.
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Exclusion COPPER STUF-FIT 
(100’roll) 691331

Stuff-It is a pure, elemental copper gauze for plugging holes 
too big to caulk and too small to warrant expensive carpentry or 
woodwork. Requires no label or MSDS and it lasts for decades. 
Free shipping and price discounts on case orders - 12 rolls

Exclusion COPPER STUF-FIT 
(400’roll) 658592

Stuff-It is a pure, elemental copper gauze for plugging holes 
too big to caulk and too small to warrant expensive carpentry or 
woodwork. Requires no label or MSDS and it lasts for decades. 
Free shipping and price discounts on case orders - 5 rolls

Exclusion CRITTER GUARD 
LINE GUARD 826622

The Critter Line Guard keeps squirrels from using your power lines 
as a “highway for chaos”. A solid, free-spinning wheel requires a 
squirrel to jump over the barrier onto the touch-sensitive spinning 
cylinders on either side.The Critter Line Guard is quick to install, 
easily applied to existing equipment, and can be used on cable 
sizes up to 3-inches in diameter. Includes (5) Rollers, (2) Wheels, 
(2) “L” Brackets and (6) Stainless Steel Ties. See videos of this 
product in operationHERE

Exclusion CROWN VENT 
GUARD - BLACK 826643

BLACK Crown Vent Guard. Fits 2”, 3”, 4” PVC roof stack vents 
and blackpipes (no hub). Also works on most high-efficiency 
furnace pipes, PVC dryer vents and newer hot water heaters.

Exclusion CROWN VENT 
GUARD - WHITE 826644

WHITE Crown Vent Guard. Fits 2”, 3”, 4” PVC roof stack vents 
and blackpipes (no hub). Also works on most high-efficiency 
furnace pipes, PVC dryer vents and newer hot water heaters.

Exclusion DECO 4 1/2 BROWN 
40PC CARTON 827711

Decomesh is constructed from thick.0172 gauge aluminum, 
which cannot be eaten, gnawed or scratched through. The round 
perforated holes are small enough to keep out lizards, roaches 
and other insects. This undereave ventilation system comes in 
white, or brown aluminum, which can be painted to match your 
home. Decomesh sits flush to your undereave and does not 
protrude out causing unsightly grooves and ridges. Sizes available 
- 2 1/2” (flange width 3 1/2”), 4 1/2” (flange width 5 1/2”) and 6” 
(flange width 7”) by 8-feet.

Exclusion DECO 4 1/2 WHITE 
40PC CARTON 827710

Decomesh is constructed from thick.0172 gauge aluminum, 
which cannot be eaten, gnawed or scratched through. The round 
perforated holes are small enough to keep out lizards, roaches 
and other insects. This undereave ventilation system comes in 
white, or brown aluminum, which can be painted to match your 
home. Decomesh sits flush to your undereave and does not 
protrude out causing unsightly grooves and ridges. Sizes available 
- 2 1/2” (flange width 3 1/2”), 4 1/2” (flange width 5 1/2”) and 6” 
(flange width 7”) by 8-feet.

Exclusion DECO 6 BROWN 
30PC CARTON 827713

Decomesh is constructed from thick.0172 gauge aluminum, 
which cannot be eaten, gnawed or scratched through. The round 
perforated holes are small enough to keep out lizards, roaches 
and other insects. This undereave ventilation system comes in 
white, or brown aluminum, which can be painted to match your 
home. Decomesh sits flush to your undereave and does not 
protrude out causing unsightly grooves and ridges. Sizes available 
- 2 1/2” (flange width 3 1/2”), 4 1/2” (flange width 5 1/2”) and 6” 
(flange width 7”) by 8-feet.

Exclusion DECO 6 WHITE 
30PC CARTON 827712

Decomesh is constructed from thick.0172 gauge aluminum, 
which cannot be eaten, gnawed or scratched through. The round 
perforated holes are small enough to keep out lizards, roaches 
and other insects. This undereave ventilation system comes in 
white, or brown aluminum, which can be painted to match your 
home. Decomesh sits flush to your undereave and does not 
protrude out causing unsightly grooves and ridges. Sizes available 
- 2 1/2” (flange width 3 1/2”), 4 1/2” (flange width 5 1/2”) and 6” 
(flange width 7”) by 8-feet.
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Exclusion DRYER VENT 
COVER 826512

Prevent unwanted animals from entering the home through the 
dryer vent opening. Can be used on most low velocity fans, such 
as bathroom fan or kitchen range vent. Mounts easily on siding, 
brick or cement. Can be painted to match the siding. Floating 
shuttle will not allow allow hot air into your home during the 
summer months, and cold air in during the winter, thereby saving 
you energy and cash! 

Exclusion GARAGE DOOR 
RODENT GUARD 826480

The Garage Door Rodent Guard is designed to be secured to the 
garage door weather seal in order to prevent the entry of rodents. 
This product effectively creates an impenetrable barrier at the 
lower corners of the weather seal. It can also be used to repair 
existing damage to the seal. The device is made of metal, which 
prevents mice from chewing through it in order to gain access.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
1/2 24X100 826501

These meshes are first woven or welded from steel wire and 
then dipped in a bath of molten zinc. In an outdoor environment, 
the lifespan could be as little as six months to one year at the 
seashore and from 20 years and up in desert conditions. The color 
of galvanized mesh starts as a shiny silver. Overtime the color 
will become a dull gray with white powdery corrosion. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
1/2 36X100 826502

These meshes are first woven or welded from steel wire and 
then dipped in a bath of molten zinc. In an outdoor environment, 
the lifespan could be as little as six months to one year at the 
seashore and from 20 years and up in desert conditions. The color 
of galvanized mesh starts as a shiny silver. Overtime the color 
will become a dull gray with white powdery corrosion. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
1/2 48X100 826503

These meshes are first woven or welded from steel wire and 
then dipped in a bath of molten zinc. In an outdoor environment, 
the lifespan could be as little as six months to one year at the 
seashore and from 20 years and up in desert conditions. The color 
of galvanized mesh starts as a shiny silver. Overtime the color 
will become a dull gray with white powdery corrosion. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
1/4 24X100 826504

These meshes are first woven or welded from steel wire and 
then dipped in a bath of molten zinc. In an outdoor environment, 
the lifespan could be as little as six months to one year at the 
seashore and from 20 years and up in desert conditions. The color 
of galvanized mesh starts as a shiny silver. Overtime the color 
will become a dull gray with white powdery corrosion. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
1/4 36X100 826505

These meshes are first woven or welded from steel wire and 
then dipped in a bath of molten zinc. In an outdoor environment, 
the lifespan could be as little as six months to one year at the 
seashore and from 20 years and up in desert conditions. The color 
of galvanized mesh starts as a shiny silver. Overtime the color 
will become a dull gray with white powdery corrosion. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
1/4 48X100 826506

These meshes are first woven or welded from steel wire and 
then dipped in a bath of molten zinc. In an outdoor environment, 
the lifespan could be as little as six months to one year at the 
seashore and from 20 years and up in desert conditions. The color 
of galvanized mesh starts as a shiny silver. Overtime the color 
will become a dull gray with white powdery corrosion. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.
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Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
SS 1/2 36X100 826509

Type 304 stainless steel welded wire. 1/2-inch mesh. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
SS 1/2 48X100 826510

Type 304 stainless steel welded wire. 1/2-inch mesh. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
SS 1/2 PRECUT 826511

1/2” x 1/2” Type 304 Welded Stainless Steel 100-foot Pre-cut 
Strips. You get eight (8) 6” x 100’ strips, or (2) 24” x 100’ strips, 
or (6) 8” x 100’ pre-cut strips. Excellent for product for solar panel 
exclusion. Please select your choice.Solar Panel Strips. Solar 
Panel Screens. Solar Panel Screening. Solar Panel Gaps.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
SS 1/4 36X100 826507

Type 304 stainless steel welded wire. 1/4-inch mesh. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HARDWARE CLOTH 
SS 1/4 48X100 826508

Type 304 stainless steel welded wire. 1/4-inch mesh. Consider 
ordering pallets of 13 or 25 rolls to save on shipping. Mixed sizes 
are acceptable for pallet orders. Call for a shipping quote on pallet 
quantities.

Exclusion HY-C VENTGUARD 
PLUS 826231

Roof vents are the most common entry point for raccoons, 
squirrels and birds. Control the wild and protect your roof vents 
by covering them with VentGUARD PLUS. VentGUARD PLUS 
protects roof vents against wildlife, falling debris, hail, shingle 
mold, and damage from snow removal. Powder coated strong 
galvanized steel, engineered to resist denting, peeling, fading 
and extreme weather. Manufactured in gun smoke grey. Easily 
paintable to match roof color. The VentGuard Plus protects roof 
vents against hail, falling debris and shovel damage. Drainage 
openings prevent pooling while maximizing airflow and venting 
capabilities. 22”L x 16.5”W x 4.8”H

Exclusion KRITTER CAPS (10) 826977

Kritter Caps are the perfect fit to install in Vinyl-Sided Corner Caps 
where rodents, bats, insects, and other pests like to travel. They 
basically snap into place so no tools are necessary. They are self-
secured (dab of silicone caulk optional) and are completely hidden 
once installed. They are translucent in color. Orange shown for 
display purposes only. Stop stuffing with copper mesh and foam, 
start using Kritter Caps for a professionally finished appearance. 
These simple-to-use plastic inserts will help prevent: • Mice 
and other rodents crawling up the corner caps and potentially 
accessing the attic space. • Infestation of Bees, Wasps, and other 
stinging insects. • Dogs destroying corner caps while chasing after 
rodents. • Cold weather drafts that drive up heating costs.

Exclusion NO PEST VENT - 
BROWN 827629

NEW Low profile hood! • Minimal air flow resistance for improved 
efficiency • Acts as second door to insures positive inner door 
closure to reduce drafts • Easy to remove making duct work 
cleaning a breeze • Micro-magnet keeps lid closed until the 
pressure of your fan opens it Proven Bird Proof Door!

Exclusion NO PEST VENT - 
WHITE

827628 
827630

NEW Closure With Magnet! • Minimal air flow resistance for 
improved efficiency • Acts as second door to insures positive 
inner door closure to reduce drafts • Easy to remove making duct 
work cleaning a breeze • Micro-magnet keeps lid closed until the 
pressure of your fan opens it Proven Bird Proof Door!

Exclusion NO PEST VENT 
WIDE - BROWN 827633

Most Efficient Maintenance Free Vent on the Market. Wide Mount 
covers larger mounting areas and conceals rough-cut openings. 
• Reliable closure to eliminate drafts. • Doors open freely for 
adequate venting. • No screens that plug up with lint reducing 
dryer efficiency and create a fire hazard. • Tested in bird infested 
areas with 100% success • NEW Micro-magnet keeps lid closed 
until the pressure of your fan opens it
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Exclusion NO PEST VENT 
WIDE - WHITE

827632 
827634

Most Efficient Maintenance Free Vent on the Market. Wide Mount 
covers larger mounting areas and conceals rough-cut openings. 
• Reliable closure to eliminate drafts. • Doors open freely for 
adequate venting. • No screens that plug up with lint reducing 
dryer efficiency and create a fire hazard. • Tested in bird infested 
areas with 100% success • NEW Micro-magnet keeps lid closed 
until the pressure of your fan opens it

Exclusion SOLAR SEAL 
BLACK 826696

Solar Seal is based on terpolymer technology, which offers 
an alternative to silicone & urethane sealants. Protect your 
investments with high-performance terpolymer chemistry that 
provides exceptional weather resistance, adhesion, elongation 
and color stability. Exceptional joint flexibility - Full UV protection 
- Exceptional adhesion - FIELD PROVEN OVER 27 YEARS - 
Paintable - Skins in 1 hour - 4 Season application. 11oz. tube. 2 
year shelf life @ 75 degrees.

Exclusion SOLAR SEAL 
CLEAR 826694

Solar Seal is based on terpolymer technology, which offers 
an alternative to silicone & urethane sealants. Protect your 
investments with high-performance terpolymer chemistry that 
provides exceptional weather resistance, adhesion, elongation 
and color stability. Exceptional joint flexibility - Full UV protection 
- Exceptional adhesion - FIELD PROVEN OVER 27 YEARS - 
Paintable - Skins in 1 hour - 4 Season application. 11oz. tube. 2 
year shelf life @ 75 degrees.

Exclusion SOLAR SEAL 
WHITE 826695

Solar Seal is based on terpolymer technology, which offers 
an alternative to silicone & urethane sealants. Protect your 
investments with high-performance terpolymer chemistry that 
provides exceptional weather resistance, adhesion, elongation 
and color stability. Exceptional joint flexibility - Full UV protection 
- Exceptional adhesion - FIELD PROVEN OVER 27 YEARS - 
Paintable - Skins in 1 hour - 4 Season application. 11oz. tube. 2 
year shelf life @ 75 degrees.

Exclusion SUNSCREENER 
CLIP SS (100)

827214

Helps protect solar panels from rodents and nesting birds. 
Constructed from 303 and 304 Stainless Steel for maximum 
endurance to outdoor elements. 303 Stainless Steel J-Hook 
easily attaches to the solar panel frames. 304 Stainless Steel 
Washers will firmly hold wire mesh screen to the module 
assembly preventing squirrels and rodents from damaging the 
interconnection wires and birds from building nests under the solar 
panel. The Stainless Steel J-Hook can easily be trimmed or bent 
after assembly.

Exclusion SUPURR VENT 
WITH GRID

826727 
826728 
826729 
826730

5” or 6” white, or brown hood, with bird guard grid. Not for use with 
dryer vents. Select color and size choice.

Exclusion UNIV BIRD GUARD - 
BROWN 826702

Stops birds and rodents from nesting and entering home! Easily 
installs over most any type 3” or 4” dryer or bathroom exhaust 
vent. Self cleans with wind or rain. BROWN BASKET

Exclusion UNIV BIRD GUARD 
- WHITE 826704

Stops birds and rodents from nesting and entering home! Easily 
installs over most any type 3” or 4” dryer or bathroom exhaust 
vent. Self cleans with wind or rain. WHITE BASKET 48 per case.

Exclusion UNIV BIRD GUARD 
REMOVE- BROWN 826705

4” dia. wide mouth hood w/detachable bird guard. Removable bird 
guard helps prevent birds and other pests from nesting in vent 
or entering home. Vent closure designed for maximum airflow. 
Durable weather resistant. Should self clean with wind or rain. 
BROWN BASKET

Exclusion UNIV BIRD GUARD 
REMOVE- WHITE 826706

4” dia. wide mouth hood w/detachable bird guard. Removable bird 
guard helps prevent birds and other pests from nesting in vent 
or entering home. Vent closure designed for maximum airflow. 
Durable weather resistant. Should self clean with wind or rain. 
WHITE BASKET
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Exclusion DIG DEFENCE 40’ 827650

An easy to install permanent barrier, which will cost-effectively 
fix problems that previously required the back-breaking task of 
burying hardware cloth or repeated trapping. A simple, quick, 
trenchless, humane, drive-in below ground barrier that secures 
foundations, decks, sheds, electrical substations, zoos, barns and 
ranches against invasive wildlife and keeps pets from digging out 
of yards.

Exclusion XCLUDER DOOR 
SWEEP 36 823814

Ideal for: Restaurants, Food Processing Facilities, Hotels / Motels, 
Schools, Food Distribution Centers, and other facilities that 
require reduced or eliminated chemical pest control. Xcluder™ 
Pest Control Door Sweeps provide a barrier that is virtually 
impenetrable to rodents and other pests. The reinforced neoprene 
rubber provides a durable weatherseal that can pay for itself in 
energy savings. Easy to install and fit most common door sizes. 
Available in Clear Aluminum, Gold, and Dark Bronze finishes. 
Please select your choice.

Exclusion
XCLUDER DOOR 
SWEEP 36 LOW 

PRO
823816

This less obtrusive sweep is ideal for residences. Featuring a 
sturdy aluminum retainer and rubber gasket, containing the same 
Xcluder® core as the residential sweeps.

Exclusion XCLUDER DOOR 
SWEEP 48 823810

Ideal for: Restaurants, Food Processing Facilities, Hotels / Motels, 
Schools, Food Distribution Centers, and other facilities that 
require reduced or eliminated chemical pest control. Xcluder™ 
Pest Control Door Sweeps provide a barrier that is virtually 
impenetrable to rodents and other pests. The reinforced neoprene 
rubber provides a durable weatherseal that can pay for itself in 
energy savings. Easy to install and fit most common door sizes. 
Available in Clear Aluminum, Gold, and Dark Bronze finishes. 
Please select your choice.

Exclusion
XCLUDER DOOR 
SWEEP 48 LOW 

PRO
823811

This less obtrusive sweep is ideal for residences. Featuring a 
sturdy aluminum retainer and rubber gasket, containing the same 
Xcluder® core as the residential sweeps.

Exclusion XCLUDER SS WIRE 
WOOL

430750 
795856

Xcluder Rodent and Pest Control materials are 100% non-toxic. 
Stainless steel and synthetic fibers combine to form a permanent 
fill material that won’t shrink, stain, pull out or corrode. Install it 
once and forget it. Copper fill products can’t compete with this 
product, as it takes 10 times more copper material to fill the same 
sized hole. That means this 10-foot roll of Xcluder can fill as much 
as a 100-ft roll of copper product.

Exclusion XCLUDER SS WIRE 
WOOL 3 STRIPS 792877

Three 1” x 48” rolls/strips of Xcluder material. Perfect for filling 
those fascia board gaps, or any small access point. Xcluder 
Rodent and Pest Control materials are 100% non-toxic. Stainless 
steel and synthetic fibers combine to form a permanent fill material 
that won’t shrink, stain, pull out or corrode. Install it once and 
forget it.

Exclusion XCLUDER SS WRAP 
2 X 10’ 825004

Xcluder™ Wrap combines the same tough blend of stainless steel 
and polyester fibers used in our regular Xcluder™ Fill Fabric with 
a super strong pressure sensitive adhesive backing. Suitable for 
indoor and outdoor installation, the adhesive backing withstands 
elemental extremes and the stainless steel and poly fibers won’t 
rust. Simple installation requires only scissors and gloves. Wrap 
around cables or wires to prevent rodents from gnawing. Seal 
gaps in buildings and enclosures to prevent rodent and pest entry 
-- door frames, window frames, attic vents, access panels, etc. 
Any difficult location where adhesion is important. Install on any 
clean, dry surface including wood, metal, plastic, and fiberglass.

Exclusion XCLUDER SS WRAP 
4 X 10’ 804533

Xcluder™ Wrap combines the same tough blend of stainless steel 
and polyester fibers used in our regular Xcluder™ Fill Fabric with 
a super strong pressure sensitive adhesive backing. Suitable for 
indoor and outdoor installation, the adhesive backing withstands 
elemental extremes and the stainless steel and poly fibers won’t 
rust. Simple installation requires only scissors and gloves. Wrap 
around cables or wires to prevent rodents from gnawing. Seal 
gaps in buildings and enclosures to prevent rodent and pest entry 
-- door frames, window frames, attic vents, access panels, etc. 
Any difficult location where adhesion is important. Install on any 
clean, dry surface including wood, metal, plastic, and fiberglass.
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Flush Mount Traps
SAFEGRD 

UNIVERSAL 
36x11x12

736583

Great for burrowing animals such as woodchucks, opossums, 
skunks and similar sized animals. Recessed door enables you to 
set the trap flush with trees, building and walls. Universal in the 
fact you can close the sliding end door and set the trap over a 
burrow. The critter will enter the trap through the bottom opening 
making the set near fool-proof. 1” x 1” 14 gauge mesh. Sliding 
rear release.

Gloves
GLOVES ACES 

ANIMAL GAUNTLET 
18

826375 
826374 
826373 

Heavy-Duty elkhide hands, plus extra-long cowhide gauntlets. 
Fully lined with Kevlar. A perfect cat, small animal and bird glove. 
18 inch Kevlar gauntlet. Please select size

Gloves
GLOVES ACES 

ANIMAL GAUNTLET 
23

826378 
826377 
826376

Heavy-Duty elkhide hands, plus extra-long cowhide gauntlets. 
Fully lined with Kevlar. A perfect cat, small animal and bird glove. 
23 inch Kevlar gauntlet. Please select size

Gloves
GLOVES ACES 
BEAST 18-INCH 

L/XL
826380

The all-in-one utility glove consisting of a proprietary blend of 
double layers of Kevlar and synthetic puncture resistant polymers. 
Made for animal handling but used by many police, fire and 
military personnel. Washable - no animal skins.

Gloves GLOVES ACES 
BEAST 18-INCH S/M 826381

The all-in-one utility glove consisting of a proprietary blend of 
double layers of Kevlar and synthetic puncture resistant polymers. 
Made for animal handling but used by many police, fire and 
military personnel. Washable - no animal skins.

Gloves
GLOVES ACES 
BEAST 22-INCH 

L/XL
826382

The all-in-one utility glove consisting of a proprietary blend of 
double layers of Kevlar and synthetic puncture resistant polymers. 
Made for animal handling but used by many police, fire and 
military personnel. Washable - no animal skins.

Gloves GLOVES ACES 
BEAST 22-INCH S/M 826383

The all-in-one utility glove consisting of a proprietary blend of 
double layers of Kevlar and synthetic puncture resistant polymers. 
Made for animal handling but used by many police, fire and 
military personnel. Washable - no animal skins.

Gloves GLOVES ACES 
CRITTER GLOVE

826386 
826385 
826384 
826387

These gloves have been designed to give you added protection 
without compromising dexterity when handling animals. These 
gloves are made from Elkhide and lined with Kevlar. The gauntlet 
is made from Cordura and lined with a special knit Kevlar. Resists 
sharp teeth, talons, and scratches. Covers past the elbow. 
Excellent for cats, birds and small mammals.

Gloves GLOVES ACES 
DUTY GLOVES

826392 
826391 
826390 
826388 
826398

Topgrain leather construction with full Spectra lining. Full 
protection against small bites and scratches. Add the Protector 
Sleeve for additional protection. Please select size

Gloves GLOVES ACES 
PADDED SLEEVES

826397 
826396

Nitrile and Kevlar are combined with a heavy layer of neoprene 
for padding. This gives both excellent penetration protection and 
good crushing protection. A must-have item for working with cats. 
Padded sleeves fit under all Bitebuster Gloves. Pleas

Gloves GLOVES ACES 
RABIES W/KEVLAR

826401 
826400 
826399

Elkhide hand, lined with Kevlar and a double-layer of leather 
extending over the back of the hand for bite protection. Heavily 
padded gauntlets extend to elbow. Please select size

Gloves GLOVES ACES 
TALON W/KEVLAR

826406 
826405 
826409

These Kevlar-lined gloves provide superior animal handling 
protection against cats, dogs, raptors and other wildlife. Split 
cowhide glove, Kevlar lining and gauntlet up to the elbow. Please 
select size

Gloves GLOVES ACES TOP 
GRAIN TALON

826413 
826412 
826411 
826414

We’ve taken our popular Talon Glove and made it better by using 
top-grain leather for increased penetration protection. We also 
added a layer of DFI - a tough penetration-resisting material - to 
the Kevlar inner liner. Please select size
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Gloves GLOVES DISPOS 
LATEX (100) 816054

100 non-sterlile latex disposable gloves.

Gloves GLOVES DISPOS 
VINYL (100) 802425

100 lightly powdered non-sterile disposable vinyl exam gloves.

Gloves GLOVES ECONOMY 
LEATHER

826627 
826628 
826629 
826630

These Economy Leather Gloves feature a soft cowhide leather 
lower and a sturdy canvas upper at a price that can’t be beat! 
Please select size.

Gloves TOMAHAWK GLOVE 
BGD W/DEER 825036

Tomahawk’s 18” Deer Skin Gloves made with the KEVLAR® Brand 
Fiber, Model DAHG, is the most comfortable glove in the industry 
and yet offers a very high level of safety. They offer almost as 
much protection as our Model KKAHG, and an extremely flexible 
grip. The inside of this glove is fully lined with the KEVLAR® Brand 
Fiber, while the outside of the hand area is lined with deer skin for 
better flexibility. These gloves are recommended when you need 
that extra padding for your arm, yet still need to keep your fingers 
flexible. That makes them excellent cat and bird gloves. There 
is additional padding in the gauntlet for added protection against 
wildlife. Only available in large.

Gloves TOMAHAWK GLOVE 
BGL 18 KEVLA 692521

Tomahawk’s 18” Gloves made from KEVLAR® Brand Fiber, 
Model KKAHG, offer the most protection against animal bites and 
scratches. They are a perfect accessory for anyone who uses a 
cat grasper, snake tong, animal net or trap. These gloves provide 
the handler with added reassurance and confidence against bites 
and scratches when working with wildlife. The entire inside of this 
glove is fully lined with KEVLAR® Brand Fiber, while the outside 
is lined with split cowhide and sewn with KEVLAR® Brand Fiber 
thread. A special tanning process makes the cowhide very strong 
and durable and additional padding in the gauntlet adds protection 
against wildlife. These gloves measure 18” long and are only 
available in large.

Gloves TOMAHAWK GLOVE 
BGS 14 KEVLAR 824795

Tomahawk’s 14” Gloves made with the KEVLAR® Brand Fiber, 
Model KAHG, are just the thing to use to protest yourself against 
bites and scratches. They are made from split cowhide, fully lined 
with the bullet proof material, KEVLAR® Brand Fiber, are sewn 
with KEVLAR® Brand Fiber thread, and have additional padding 
in the gauntlet for added protection against wildlife. They offer 
the ultimate protection and do not sacrifice comfort. These gloves 
measure 14” long and are only available in large.

Havahart HAVAHART 0745 
CHIPMUNK 411990

Chipmunk Trap 16”x6”x6”

Havahart HAVAHART 1020 
DBL DOOR MOUSE 412000

Two-door Mouse trap 10”x3”x3”

Havahart HAVAHART 1025 
DBL DOOR SML SQ 412010

Two-door small Squirrel trap 17.5”x7.25”x5.25”

Havahart HAVAHART 1030 
DBL DOOR RABBIT 412020

Two-door Squirrel & Rabbit trap 24”x7”x7”
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Havahart
HAVAHART 1040 
DBL DOOR LG 

RABT
412030

Two-door Rabbit trap 30”x7”x7”

Havahart
HAVAHART 

1045 DBL DOOR 
RACCOON

412040

Two-door Raccoon trap 36”x10”x12”

Havahart
HAVAHART 

1050 DBL DOOR 
WOODCHK

412050

Two-door large Raccoon trap 42”x10”x13”

Havahart
HAVAHART 

1077 COMPACT 
SQUIRREL

672921

Compact Squirrel trap 17”x7”x7”

Havahart HAVAHART 1078 
SQUIRREL 412060

Squirrel trap 24”x 7”x7”

Havahart HAVAHART 1079 
RACCOON 412070

Raccoon trap 32”x10”x12”

Havahart HAVAHART 1081 LG 
RACCOON 600878

Large Raccoon trap 42”x15”x15”

Havahart HAVAHART 1082 
EASY SET CAGE 817564

The safest, easiest live animal cage trap on the market. Set and 
release mechanism is operated with one hand and its location 
on the top of the trap limits interaction with the captured animal. 
Animal-safe design with rolled metal edges and snug fitting doors.

Havahart HAVAHART 1083 
EASY SET CAGE 790459

Perfect for first time trappers - one simple move and these animal 
traps are set! Ideal for humane trapping of squirrels, small rabbits, 
small skunks and similar sized animals. 17” x 7” x 7”

Havahart HAVAHART 1084 
EASY SET CAGE 756304

New unique design makes it a snap to set and release this Easy 
Set cage trap. Simply pull the lever over the cage handle and 
the door locks in place for easy setting, or release. Ideal size for 
squirrels, rabbits, skunks and mink. 24” x 7” x 7”

Havahart HAVAHART 1085 
EASY SET CAGE 783601

This trap can be set with one hand! The set and release 
mechanism is located on top of the trap, limiting the interaction 
with the trapped animal. The high tensile wire mesh makes 
this trap more durable without making it heavier. Animal-safe 
design: rolled metal edges, snug fitting doors and solid metal 
top, eliminate sharp surfaces and gaps that could harm the 
animal. Ideal for catching: Raccoons, Cats, Groundhogs, Nutria, 
Armadillos and similar-size animals. Size - 32”x12”x14”

Havahart HAVAHART 1088 SM 
CPSBL TRAP 644103

Small Collapsible Live Animal Cage Trap - 24”x8”x8”H Assembled 
- 27”x8”x3”H Collapsed For Squirrel-sized animals. Collapsible, 
easy to set, bait and release. Takes up less space during storage, 
transportation or shipping mass quantities.

Havahart HAVAHART 1089 LG 
CPSBL TRAP 644886

Large Collapsible Cage Trap 32”x11”x13”H Assembled - 
38”x11”x4”H Collapsed For Raccoon-sized animals. Collapsible, 
easy to set, bait and release. Takes up less space during storage, 
transportation or shipping mass quantities.
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Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
10x10 827669

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights. Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
10x14 827670

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
13x19 825142

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
14x14 827671

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
14x21 825145

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
14x26 825146

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
14x30 825147

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
15x37 828223

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
17x17 825148

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
17x29 825226

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
17x35 825227

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.
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Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
17X49 828207

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP GALV 
17x53 825228

24-gauge removable 100% galvanized steel hood with scalloped 
corners and roll formed edges. • 24-gauge 100% galvanized steel 
base flanges for extra strength in mounting. • Attractive black 
powder-coated paint. • 18-gauge 3/4” 100% galvanized steel 
expanded metal mesh, available in standard 8-inch height, as well 
as 10-inch and 14-inch heights.  Available in custom-made sizes.

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
10x10 825229

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
10x14 825230

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
13x19 825231

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
14x14 825232

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. FREE 
SHIPPING ON 30 HY-C UNITS. (Hinged base available on 
stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
14x21 825233

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. FREE 
SHIPPING ON 30 HY-C UNITS. (Hinged base available on 
stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
14x26 825234

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
14x30 825235

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
14x34 825236

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)
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Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
15x37 827789

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
17x17 825237

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
17x29 825240

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
17x35 825241

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
17x41 825246

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
17x49 825260

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
17x53 825261

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C BIGTOP SS 
17x64 825266

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL BIG TOP chimney covers. Heavy 
duty welded construction and 24 gauge removable hood for 
easy cleaning. Hood attaches to base with weld bolts and nuts. 
Knocked down big tops are assembled at the factory before 
shipping, to assure the proper fit of all parts. Tapmark masonry 
screws and a 10 oz. tube of adhesive are included. (Hinged base 
available on stainless steel and copper big tops only.)

Hy-C Products HY-C CH SCREEN 
9x13 825563

Spark Arrestor / Bird & Squirrel / Pest & Wildlife Screen. - Black 
powder coat finish - No tools needed. Quick & easy install - 
Effective barrier to small animal pests such as birds and squirrels 
- keeps them out of vents.

Hy-C Products HY-C CH SCREEN 
9x9 825564

Hy-C BLACK GALVANIZED chimney spark arrestors with 16 
gauge steel mesh. Entire unit is made of galvanized steel and 
painted black to resist rusting. No tools needed to install.
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Hy-C Products HY-C CH SCREEN 
10 ROUND 825565

ROUND Hy-C BLACK GALVANIZED chimney spark arrestors with 
16 gauge steel mesh. Entire unit is made of galvanized steel and 
painted black to resist rusting. No tools needed to install.

Hy-C Products HY-C CH SCREEN 
12 ROUND 825566

Spark Arrestor / Bird & Squirrel / Pest & Wildlife Screen. - Black 
powder coat finish - No tools needed. Quick & easy install - 
Effective barrier to small animal pests such as birds and squirrels 
- keeps them out of vents.

Hy-C Products HY-C CH SCREEN 
13x13 825567

Spark Arrestor / Bird & Squirrel / Pest & Wildlife Screen. - Black 
powder coat finish - No tools needed. Quick & easy install - 
Effective barrier to small animal pests such as birds and squirrels 
- keeps them out of vents.

Hy-C Products HY-C CH SCREEN 
14 ROUND 825568

Spark Arrestor / Bird & Squirrel / Pest & Wildlife Screen. - Black 
powder coat finish - No tools needed. Quick & easy install - 
Effective barrier to small animal pests such as birds and squirrels 
- keeps them out of vents.

Hy-C Products HY-C DRYER VENT 
GUARD 827668

Easy to install over most 3” or 4” dryer or bathroom exhaust 
vents. This unit is an effective barrier to small animals, such as 
birds, squirrels and other rodents. Keeps animals from nesting 
or entering your home thru vents. Made entirely of heavy-duty 
stainless steel mesh that will not rust or corrode. Animals 
CANNOT chew through the strong, durable stainless steel mesh. 
White powder coat finish is durable and blends into most exterior 
surfaces.

Hy-C Products HY-C DRYER VENT 
GUARD (6) 810263

Easy to install over most 3” or 4” dryer or bathroom exhaust 
vents. This unit is an effective barrier to small animals, such as 
birds, squirrels and other rodents. Keeps animals from nesting 
or entering your home thru vents. Made entirely of heavy-duty 
stainless steel mesh that will not rust or corrode. Animals 
CANNOT chew through the strong, durable stainless steel mesh. 
White powder coat finish is durable and blends into most exterior 
surfaces.

Hy-C Products HY-C FOUNDATION 
GALV 10X18 827284

10”x18” GALVANIZED foundation vent covers. Available in Black, 
Grey or White. Sold in packs of 10 covers. Price displayed is for 
10 units. Please choose your color.

Hy-C Products HY-C FOUNDATION 
SS 10X18

827733 
827734 
827735

10”x18” STAINLESS STEEL foundation vent covers. Available in 
Black, Grey or White. Sold in packs of 10 covers. Price displayed 
is for 10 units. Please choose your color.

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV 13X13 
5/8 MESH CAP 825570

13” x 13” GALVANIZED Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 11.5” x 
11.5” to 13.5” x 13.5”.

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV 13X17 
5/8 MESH OVAL 826496

13” x 17” GALVANIZED Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 11.5” x 
16.5” to 13.25” x 18.25”.

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV 13X18 
5/8 MESH RECT 825363

13” x 18” GALVANIZED Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 11.5” x 
16.5” to 13.25” x 18.25”.

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV 18X18 
5/8 MESH CAP 825571

18” x 18” GALVANIZED Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 16” x 
20” to 17.5” x 22”.
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Hy-C Products HY-C GALV 8X17 5/8 
MESH OVAL 826233

8” x 17” GALVANIZED Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 7.5” x 
16.5” to 9.25” x 18.25”.

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV 9X13 5/8 
MESH CAP 825573

GALVANIZED Steel Cap. Fits outside tile dimensions 7.5” x 11.5” 
to 9.5” x 13.5”

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
9x 9 825356

Hy-C BLACK GALVANIZED chimney caps. 24-gauge single piece 
steel hood, 14 gauge steel base, 18 gauge 3/4” expanded steel 
mesh. Attractive black powder coated paint finish. Slotted hex-
head bolts. Expanded metal mesh turned inward at base to allow 
cover to rest firmly on the tile, closing any openings around the 
tile. Outside mounting provides greater free air-space for better 
draft.

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
9x13 810266

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
9x18 825357

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 10 
RND 825358

Hy-C BLACK GALVANIZED chimney caps. 24-gauge single 
piece steel hood, 14 gauge steel base, 18 gauge 3/4” expanded 
steel mesh. Attractive black powder coated paint finish. Slotted 
hex-head bolts (BOLT-ON MODEL). Expanded metal mesh turned 
inward at base to allow cover to rest firmly on the tile, closing any 
openings around the tile. Outside mounting provides greater free 
air-space for better draft.

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
11x11 825359

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 12 
RND 825360

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
12x16 825361

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
13x13 825362

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
13x18 825363

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 14 
RND

825364 
826805

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements
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Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
15x15 825365

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C GALV CAP 
18x18 825367

The Black Galvanized Steel Draft King chimney cover is the 
durable and economic choice for chimneys in most regions. 
Like all Draft King chimney covers, the outside mounting design 
provides maximum free air space and better draft while the 
attractive powder-coat finish helps it stand up to the elements

Hy-C Products HY-C LEG KIT 
STAINLESS (25) 825572

Heavy-duty 304 STAINLESS STEEL cap legs, for use when the 
flue tile does not extend above the crown. 25 legs.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 10 827502

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 11 825574

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 12 827503

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 13 827449

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 14 825575

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts. Other sizes 
available on special order basis from 3.5” to 14.5”. All HY-C’s 
Liner Cap straps around the outside of liner, which makes it easily 
removed for chimney cleaning. Does not slip inside liner.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 4 827498

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 5 827499

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 6 825576

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 7 827500

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 8 825577

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.
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Hy-C Products HY-C LINER CAP 9 827501

Hy-C 100% 304 Stainless Steel Liner Cap. Specifically designed 
to fit rigid and flexible stainless steel liners. It is also adaptable for 
use with clay flue liners or any round application. Easily mounted 
with 2” draw band and slotted hex bolts and nuts.

Hy-C Products HY-C RACCOON 
SCREEN 9x13 649166

NORaccoon Screens offer a realiable solution to pest exclusion. 
With tamper-proof bolt-on attachment method, animal pests are 
unable to remove the screen to gain access to the chimney liner. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RACCOON 
SCREEN 9x13 SS 649172

Raccoon Screens offer a realiable solution to pest exclusion. With 
tamper-proof bolt-on attachment method, animal pests are unable 
to remove the screen to gain access to the chimney liner. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RACCOON 
SCREEN 9x9 SS 649167

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL RACCOON SCREENS, made of 
18-gauge 304 stainless steel 5/8” mesh and 16 gauge stainless 
steel base. Stainless slotted hex-head bolts to securely fasten this 
screen to the flue tile.

Hy-C Products HY-C RACCOON 
SCREEN 13x13 658832

Raccoon Screens offer a realiable solution to pest exclusion. With 
tamper-proof bolt-on attachment method, animal pests are unable 
to remove the screen to gain access to the chimney liner. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RACCOON 
SCREEN 13x13 SS 650091

Raccoon Screens offer a realiable solution to pest exclusion. With 
tamper-proof bolt-on attachment method, animal pests are unable 
to remove the screen to gain access to the chimney liner. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RACCOON 
SCREEN 9x9 650089

Hy-C GALVANIZED RACCOON SCREENS, made of 18-gauge 
galvanized 5/8” mesh and 14 gauge galvanized steel base. Slotted 
hex-head bolts to securely fasten this screen to the flue tile.

Hy-C Products HY-C ROOF VENT 
GUARD 16x16 826800

KEEPS OUT RACCOONS, OPOSSUMS, SQUIRRELS AND 
OTHER PESKY ANIMALS The Roof VentGuard™ from HY-C 
prevents raccoons, opossums, squirrels and other pesky animals 
from entering your home through roof vents. Most roof vents are 
made of a plastic material with simple window type screening or 
no screening at all. Animals can and do chew through these vents 
to enter the attic where they can destroy wiring, cause leaks and 
do severe damage to your home. HY-C Roof VentGuards™ are 
made from heavy duty 18 Gauge expanded metal mesh in 304 
Stainless Steel or Galvanized. Animals cannot chew through the 
strong durable steel mesh of the Roof VentGuard.™ Avoid costly 
repairs and possible injury. Install a HY-C Roof VentGuard™ and 
protect your home and family. Roof VentGuards™ are available in 
many sizes to fit static vents, dryer vents, power ventilators or any 
additional vent you may have on your roof. 

Hy-C Products HY-C ROOF VENT 
GUARD 16x16 BLK 826456

A Roof VentGuard from HY-C prevents animals from entering 
your home through roof vents. Made from heavy duty 18 gauge 
expanded mesh, animals cannot chew through this guard. Made 
in the USA. 

Hy-C Products HY-C ROOF VENT 
GUARD 25x25 826497

KEEPS OUT RACCOONS, OPOSSUMS, SQUIRRELS AND 
OTHER PESKY ANIMALS The Roof VentGuard™ from HY-C 
prevents raccoons, opossums, squirrels and other pesky animals 
from entering your home through roof vents. Most roof vents are 
made of a plastic material with simple window type screening or 
no screening at all. Animals can and do chew through these vents 
to enter the attic where they can destroy wiring, cause leaks and 
do severe damage to your home. HY-C Roof VentGuards™ are 
made from heavy duty 18 Gauge expanded metal mesh in 304 
Stainless Steel or Galvanized. Animals cannot chew through the 
strong durable steel mesh of the Roof VentGuard.™ Avoid costly 
repairs and possible injury. Install a HY-C Roof VentGuard™ and 
protect your home and family. Roof VentGuards™ are available in 
many sizes to fit static vents, dryer vents, power ventilators or any 
additional vent you may have on your roof. 
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Hy-C Products HY-C ROOF VENT 
GUARD 25x25 BLK 825772

A Roof VentGuard from HY-C prevents animals from entering 
your home through roof vents. Made from heavy duty 18 gauge 
expanded mesh, animals cannot chew through this guard. Made 
in the USA. 

Hy-C Products HY-C ROOF VENT 
GUARD 30x30 826801

KEEPS OUT RACCOONS, OPOSSUMS, SQUIRRELS AND 
OTHER PESKY ANIMALS The Roof VentGuard™ from HY-C 
prevents raccoons, opossums, squirrels and other pesky animals 
from entering your home through roof vents. Most roof vents are 
made of a plastic material with simple window type screening or 
no screening at all. Animals can and do chew through these vents 
to enter the attic where they can destroy wiring, cause leaks and 
do severe damage to your home. HY-C Roof VentGuards™ are 
made from heavy duty 18 Gauge expanded metal mesh in 304 
Stainless Steel or Galvanized. Animals cannot chew through the 
strong durable steel mesh of the Roof VentGuard.™ Avoid costly 
repairs and possible injury. Install a HY-C Roof VentGuard™ and 
protect your home and family. Roof VentGuards™ are available in 
many sizes to fit static vents, dryer vents, power ventilators or any 
additional vent you may have on your roof. 

Hy-C Products HY-C ROOF VENT 
GUARD 30x30 BLK 826802

A Roof VentGuard from HY-C prevents animals from entering 
your home through roof vents. Made from heavy duty 18 gauge 
expanded mesh, animals cannot chew through this guard. Made 
in the USA. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RVG 1111 
GALVANIZED 825578

A Roof VentGuard from HY-C prevents animals from entering 
your home through roof vents. Made from heavy duty 18 gauge 
expanded mesh, animals cannot chew through this guard. Made 
in the USA. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RVG 1616 
GALVANIZED 826322

A Roof VentGuard from HY-C prevents animals from entering 
your home through roof vents. Made from heavy duty 18 gauge 
expanded mesh, animals cannot chew through this guard. Made 
in the USA. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RVG 2525 
GALVANIZED 810261

A Roof VentGuard from HY-C prevents animals from entering 
your home through roof vents. Made from heavy duty 18 gauge 
expanded mesh, animals cannot chew through this guard. Made 
in the USA. 

Hy-C Products HY-C RVG 3030 
GALVANIZED 810313

A Roof VentGuard from HY-C prevents animals from entering 
your home through roof vents. Made from heavy duty 18 gauge 
expanded mesh, animals cannot chew through this guard. Made 
in the USA. 

Hy-C Products HY-C SOFFIT 
GUARD GALV 4x16

827705 
827704 
827703

4”x16” GALVANIZED soffit vent covers. Available in Black, Grey or 
White. Sold in packs of 10 covers. Price displayed is for 10 units. 
Please choose your color.

Hy-C Products HY-C SOFFIT 
GUARD SS 4x16

827707 
827706 
827708

4”x16” STAINLESS STEEL soffit vent covers. Available in Black, 
Grey or White. Sold in packs of 10 covers. Price displayed is for 
10 units. Please choose your color.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS 13X13 5/8 
MESH CAP 827692

13” x 13” Stainless Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 11.5” x 11.5” 
to 13.5” x 13.5”.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS 9X13 5/8 
MESH CAP 827819

9” x 13” Stainless Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 7.5” x 11.5” to 
9.5” x 13.5”.
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Hy-C Products HY-C SS 9X21 5/8 
MESH CAP 825139

9” x 21” Stainless Steel Chimney Cap. Fits flue tiles 7” x 19” to 
9.5” x 21”.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIM CAP 
9x13 (4) 827819

4 caps per pack.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIM CAP 
9x18 (4) 828132

4 caps per pack.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIM CAP 
9x9 (4) 828133

Hy-C STAINLESS STEEL MULTI PACK stackable chimney 
covers. Save on shipping costs and save space in your truck. 4 
covers per pack. Includes stainless steel attachment nuts. FREE 
SHIPPING ON 30 HY-C UNITS.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIM CAP 
12x12 (4) 828135

4 caps per pack.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIM CAP 
13x13 (4) 827820

4 caps per pack.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIM CAP 
13x18 (4) 828134

4 caps per pack.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 9x13 810269

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 9x18 826809

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 9x9 810268

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 11x11 826325

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 12 RND 828597

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 12x16 826232

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.
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Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 13x13 826810

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 13x18 810273

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 14 RND 826803

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 15x15 826326

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Hy-C Products HY-C SS CHIMNEY 
CAP 18x18 825366

The Stainless Steel Shelter chimney cover is the durable and 
economic choice for chimneys anywhere oil or coal is burned 
or where wood is the primary source of heat. Stainless is also 
necessary for applications within 25 miles of a saltwater coast.

Insulation Supplies INSULATION 
REMOVAL BAG 2oz 826498

2.0oz polypropylene, rather than 1.5oz, which reduces tears and 
makes this bag far stronger. Allows the customer to fill the bags 
with more insulation. Each bag measures 4’ x 6’ long.

Insulation Supplies
INSULATION 

REMOVAL BAG 
3.5oz

826499

These black pro bags are 3.5oz strength polyprolyne vs. standard 
white bags that are 2.0oz strength. These bags will not rip!

IPM Vacuums ATRIX BATTERY 
BACKPACK 823245

This backpack vac is perfect for cleaning where corded vacuums 
are not a viable option. Users are granted the freedom to 
clean anywhere such as on scaffolding, entry ways, attics, or 
in stairwells. Has a continuous run time of 50-55 minutes and 
features a convenient on/off switch which allows users to power 
down between work stations and extend battery life. Features: 
Lithium Ion Battery Operated Vacuum, Full Battery Charge Time 
of 2.5 Hours, 8 Quart HEPA Filter Bag, Easily Converts to Blower, 
Ergonomic, Comfortable.

IPM Vacuums BUG SUCKER HEPA 
BACKPACK VAC 792043

The Bug Sucker HEPA Backpack Vacuum is a cost effective 
affordable solution, for comfort, power, and fine filtration. Four 
stage high efficiency filtration including a 3 quart hepa filter bag. 
The versatile design allows for powerful vacuum and blower 
capacities. Weighing only 10 pounds the comfortable ergonomic 
fit provides easy dispersion of weight making it convenient to use. 
Comes complete with telescopic wand and all the accessories 
shown for your cleaning needs. Ideal for situations that involve a 
lot of cleaning such as slot machines, drapes, blinds, air vents, 
perfect for offices, lobbies, schools, hotels, and hospitals. Includes 
the following attachments: • Hose • Adjustable Extension Wand • 
1.5’ Power Cord • Hard Floor Tool • Crevice Tool • Carpet Turbo 
Brush

IPM Vacuums BUG SUCKER VAC 
FILTER BAGS (5) 792044

5 HEPA filters for the “Bug Sucker” HEPA Vac.

IPM Vacuums EXPRESS PLUS IPM 
HEPA FILTERS 784499

Two HEPA filters for the Express Plus IPM Vac.
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IPM Vacuums EXPRESS PLUS IPM 
VACUUM 784384

PORTABLE - Weighing just 4 pounds, the Express Plus IPM 
vacuum is one of the lightest portable vacuums available. 
FILTRATION - HEPA Filter is 99.97% efficient at 0.3 microns. 
HEPA filtration reduces the risk of virus and bacteria dispersion. 
CONVENIENT - The Express Vacuum is easy to operate. The 
replacement cartridge filters install with a snap and without mess. 
POWERFUL - A new powerful motor makes the Express Plus 
as powerful as most of the larger service vacuums. Ideal for bed 
bugs and bees. Price Includes: • 2 HEPA Filters • 6’ Clear Hose • 
Deluxe Carrying Bag • 16” Flexible Wand • 36” Extension Tube • 
Crevice Tool • Utility Nozzle • 25’ Power Cord

IPM Vacuums HIGH CAPACITY 
HEPA IPM VAC 784500

The High Capacity HEPA IPM 5 Gallon dry particulate vacuum 
is an excellent choice for large volumes of dry chemical, rodent 
droppings and bat guano. HEPA Efficiency: 99.97% @.3 micron 
Features • True HEPA Filter • High Capacity 5 Gallon Filter • Hose 
Plugs for Safety • Powerful 1,000 Hour Motor • 2 20” Extension 
Wands Applications/Industries • Pest Management • Rodent 
Droppings • Dry Chemical

IPM Vacuums HIGH CAPACITY 
HEPA VAC FILTERS 784501

HEPA filter bucket, 5 gallon

IPM Vacuums
OMEGA GREEN 

SUPREME 
FILTERS-4

784498

4 filters for the Omega Green Supreme IPM Vac

IPM Vacuums
OMEGA GREEN 
SUPREME IPM 

VACUUM
794708

The Omega Green Supreme IPM vacuum is made from high 
impact Starex flame retardant polymer for durability and long life. 
FILTRATION - A self-contained HEPA filter cartridge reduces the 
risk of virus and bacteria dispersion. Most odors are contained. 
The cartridge filter makes filter changes easy, clean and 
safe. POWERFUL AND QUIET - Will capture everything from 
cockroaches and bed bugs to even hazardous particles. 16” 
flexible wand is pliable and will fit into hard to reach places. Price 
Includes: • 1 HEPA Filter • 6’ Clear Hose • 16” Flexible Wand • 36” 
Extension Tube • Crevice Tool • Utility Nozzle • 25’ Power Cord

Jab Sticks TOMAHAWK POLE 
SYRINGE 16 824800

Tomahawk’s Standard Pole Syringe, Model TP12, measures 16” 
long and holds 12cc syringes. This pole syringe provides a safe, 
fast and simple means of injecting animals in situations where 
adequate restraint facilities, or space, are not available. They are 
perfect for use in cages and traps. The needle or solution is not 
included, and may be purchased from a local veterinarian.

Jab Sticks TOMAHAWK POLE 
SYRINGE 36 824801

Tomahawk’s Standard Pole Syringe, Model PS03, measures 36” 
long and holds both a 3cc and 12cc syringe. This pole syringe 
provides a safe, fast and simple means of injecting animals in 
situations where adequate restraint facilities, or space, are not 
available. They are perfect for use in cages and traps. The needle 
or solution is not included, and may be purchased from a local 
veterinarian.

Kaput KAPUT RAT-
MOUSE-VOLE (150) 740475

Kills Norway Rats, Roof Rats, House Mice and Voles. First dead 
rats, mice and voles will appear 4 to 5 days after feeding begins. 
Active ingredient is Warfarin. For best performance, remove 
other food sources from the area. • Rats: Apply 2-8 packs per 
placement in intervals of 15 to 30 feet along infested areas. 
Maintain bait supply for 10 days. • Mice: Apply &frac14; - 1/2 oz 
bait per placement (or entire package in highly infested areas) in 
intervals of 8 to 12 feet. Maintain bait supply for 15 days. • Voles: 
Apply directly to burrows or runways and cover well to prevent 
non-target exposure. Maintain bait supply for 15 days. * Use 
tamper-resistant bait stations when children, pets, or non-target 
wildlife are present.
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Kaput KAPUT RAT-
MOUSE-VOLE (32) 740473

Kills Norway Rats, Roof Rats, House Mice and Voles. First dead 
rats, mice and voles will appear 4 to 5 days after feeding begins. 
Active ingredient is Warfarin. For best performance, remove 
other food sources from the area. • Rats: Apply 2-8 packs per 
placement in intervals of 15 to 30 feet along infested areas. 
Maintain bait supply for 10 days. • Mice: Apply &frac14; - 1/2 oz 
bait per placement (or entire package in highly infested areas) in 
intervals of 8 to 12 feet. Maintain bait supply for 15 days. • Voles: 
Apply directly to burrows or runways and cover well to prevent 
non-target exposure. Maintain bait supply for 15 days. * Use 
tamper-resistant bait stations when children, pets, or non-target 
wildlife are present.

Kaput KAPUT RAT-
MOUSE-VOLES (60) 740474

Kills Norway Rats, Roof Rats, House Mice and Voles. First dead 
rats, mice and voles will appear 4 to 5 days after feeding begins. 
Active ingredient is Warfarin. For best performance, remove 
other food sources from the area. • Rats: Apply 2-8 packs per 
placement in intervals of 15 to 30 feet along infested areas. 
Maintain bait supply for 10 days. • Mice: Apply &frac14; - 1/2 oz 
bait per placement (or entire package in highly infested areas) in 
intervals of 8 to 12 feet. Maintain bait supply for 15 days. • Voles: 
Apply directly to burrows or runways and cover well to prevent 
non-target exposure. Maintain bait supply for 15 days. * Use 
tamper-resistant bait stations when children, pets, or non-target 
wildlife are present.

Kaput KAPUT-D GOPHER 
BAIT 748247

Bait can be applied by hand, in underground bait stations, or 
with a gopher probe. The bait is manufactured with wheat and 
the anticoagulant diphacinone. After initial treatment, if fresh 
mounds appear after 2 -3 weeks, repeat treatment. Before use, 
please read the entire label and follow all use directions and use 
precautions.

Liquid Lures ACORN ESSENCE 
(1oz) 826259

Use as a deer attractant for the Havahart Electronic Deer 
Shockers. Simply place a few drops of Acorn Essence on the 
cotton ball and place it in the unit. Deer can’t resist the sweet 
smell of acorns.

Liquid Lures BEAVER CASTOR 
16oz 827579

The main territorial scent gland of the beaver. This ground and 
preserved gland is essential for trapping beaver.

Liquid Lures FISH OIL (16oz/pint) 827581

Great liquid lure for skunks and raccoons!

Liquid Lures FISH OIL (gal) 827582

Great liquid lure for skunks and raccoons.

Liquid Lures FOX GLAND LURE 
(4oz) 827583

This lure is aged for over a year and is essential for the trapping 
of red fox. This lure is used as a territorial scent and suspicion 
remover.

Liquid Lures HOG JUICE (16oz/
pt) 827596

This lure is absolutely deadly during the spring and summer of the 
year. You trail this liquid from the hole to the trap, using a large 
leaf of cabbage for an eye attractor. I have watched groundhogs 
exit their holes and start digging frantically where I had placed this 
liquid! (DO NOT APPLY DIRECTLY UNDER THE DOOR). 16 oz. 
container

Liquid Lures HOG JUICE (1oz) 826309

This lure is absolutely deadly during the spring and summer of the 
year. You trail this liquid from the hole to the trap, using a large 
leaf of cabbage for an eye attractor. (DO NOT APPLY DIRECTLY 
UNDER THE DOOR). 1 oz. container
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Liquid Lures HOG JUICE (4oz) 826311

This lure is absolutely deadly during the spring and summer of the 
year. You trail this liquid from the hole to the trap, using a large 
leaf of cabbage for an eye attractor. I have watched groundhogs 
exit their holes and start digging frantically where I had placed this 
liquid! (DO NOT APPLY DIRECTLY UNDER THE DOOR). 4 oz. 
container

Liquid Lures LIQUID APPLE 
(16oz/pint) 826344

A very effective lure for nearly every animal (except cats), but 
especially effective on squirrels. May also be used as a skunk 
deodorizer. Works well on muskrats. 16 oz. container

Liquid Lures LIQUID APPLE (1oz) 826440

A very effective lure for nearly every animal (except cats), but 
especially effective on squirrels. May also be used as a skunk 
deodorizer. Works well on muskrats. 1 oz. container

Liquid Lures LIQUID APPLE (4oz) 826441

A very effective lure for nearly every animal (except cats), but 
especially effective on squirrels. May also be used as a skunk 
deodorizer. Works well on muskrats. 4 oz. container

Liquid Lures LIQUID 
CHUCKSTER (1 oz) 826442

Use this liquid in conjunction with the chuckster paste during 
the summer months. You only need several drops to achieve 
the necessary odor to catch the animal. (THIS PRODUCT 
WILL ATTRACT RACCOONS IF THE GROUNDHOG IS NOT 
CAPTURED DURING THE DAYLIGHT HOURS. 1 oz. container

Liquid Lures LIQUID 
CHUCKSTER (4oz) 826684

Use this liquid in conjunction with the chuckster paste during 
the summer months. You only need several drops to achieve 
the necessary odor to catch the animal. (THIS PRODUCT 
WILL ATTRACT RACCOONS IF THE GROUNDHOG IS NOT 
CAPTURED DURING THE DAYLIGHT HOURS. 4oz. container.

Liquid Lures LIQUID GARDEN 
FRESH (16oz/pt) 828137

A combination of different vegetable essences and has a long 
lasting odor that will lure groundhogs during the late summer and 
fall until the time in which they go into hibernation (in northern 
climates). 16 oz. container

Liquid Lures LIQUID GARDEN 
FRESH (4oz) 828138

A combination of different vegetable essences and has a long 
lasting odor that will lure groundhogs during the late summer and 
fall until the time in which they go into hibernation (in northern 
climates). 4 oz. container

Liquid Lures LIQUID GRUB (16oz) 827588

A great skunk bait!

Liquid Lures PROVOKE MOUSE 
(2 0Z) 786188

A highly effective food-based matrix, targeted specifically to the 
feeding preferences of mice. Extremely attractive to even “finicky” 
mice. Completely non-toxic and non-allergenic.

Liquid Lures PROVOKE RAT 
(8 0Z) 773989

This new rat attractant is a food-based gel, which entices rats 
to rat traps. It is formulated to meet the unique behavioral 
characteristics of rats, particularly their sense of smell.

Liquid Lures RACCOON 2000 
(16oz) 826443

This has been called “the best coon lure on the market!” This 
product will excel miles above any other lure or bait.

Liquid Lures TRAILING SCENT 
(16oz/pint) 826459

Use for raccoon, opossum and skunk, but will unfortunately catch 
an occasional cat. It should be used as a daily part of your baiting 
procedure. It can’t be washed down or dried up due to the fact that 
it is an oil base. Shake well before applying.
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Miscellaneous EUTHANASIA 
CHAMBER 827530

The Wildlife Euthanasia Chamber, constructed of galvanized sheet 
metal is a top loading model which allows you to place the animal 
& trap into the chamber eliminating unnecessary contact. This unit 
operates on CO2 gas and comes complete with a 8” x 12” viewing 
window on top and a hose with fittings to connect to a regulator 
(not included). Measuring 14” x 14’ x 38”, this chamber is more 
than adequate to handle most large traps.

Miscellaneous FOGMASTER JR 679919

The Fogmaster Junior is a small but powerful tool used for 
eliminating odors in enclosed areas. Fill with Expel, Stink Inc., 
Odor Eliminator or your favorite liquid deodorizer and let it run for 
15-minutes at a time.

Miscellaneous TOILET BARRIER 826825

It is a known fact that many people across the USA have had 
unpleasant experiences when using their toilets to find that 
snakes, rats, frogs etc have gained access to their homes/offices 
via the toilet sewerage system. Numerous people have been 
bitten whilst sitting on the toilet or trying to remove the vermin from 
their homes. Rats can easily swim half a mile in open water, can 
tread water for up to three days and survive being flushed down 
the toilet only to return once again into the building via the same 
route. It is possible for a rat to walk up a vertical soil pipe from 
the sewer, swim through the water filled piping inside the toilet 
and surface in the toilet bowl. These incidents can be prevented 
by installing one of our anti-vermin barriers. In addition to vermin 
control our devices also prevent cross-flow in horizontally opposed 
connections and reduce backflow of effluent in the event of a 
blockage. Deter vermin from gaining access to property via the 
toilet sewerage system. • Act as anti-cross flow devices enabling 
toilets to be fitted back-to-back reducing the space required for 
pipework to prevent cross-flow. • Reduce backflow of effluent in 
the event of a blockage in the underground drainage system. • 
Assist in flood plain areas stopping solids coming back up through 
toilet and any vermin trying to force their way out through the 
pipes. • Eliminate the need to dig up roads/walls etc to access 
the drainage system to remove/bait vermin as the barriers are 
easily accessible. • The barriers are black in color to stop light 
penetration which attracts vermin in the pipes. • The barriers 
are easily installed and have been tested in excess of 2-million 
opening and closing cycles and should last 30-years. • Spring and 
hinge are constructed of stainless steel.

Mole Control FUMITOXIN 
TABLETS (7000) 653260

Fumitoxin Tablets for underground burrow application - 500 tablets 
per flask/14 flasks to a case/7000 tablets per case. RESTRICTED 
USE ONLY - YOU MUST PROVIDE US A COPY OF YOUR PEST 
CONTROL APPLICATORS LICENSE TO PURCHASE THIS 
PRODUCT. HAZMAT SHIPPING CHARGES WILL APPLY.

Mole Control GOPHER HAWK 
TRAP 827443

Single trap. Does not include the necessary wedge and probe 
tool. Purchase a trapping set first, wedge & probe required for 
proper use.

Mole Control GOPHER HAWK 
TRAP SET 827444

Use the probe to find the tunnel. Use the wedge tool to open the 
hole, place your trap and pull up on the outer tube to expose the 
trapping mechanism within the tunnel. Traps that are tripped are 
easily recognizable.

Mole Control KAPUT MOLE GEL 
3oz 784049

Scimetrics spent 10 years of research into gel formulations and 
mole attractants in order to develop a quality product. Kaput Mole 
Gel Bait is uniquely attractive to moles and is packaged to ensure 
effective mole control. Its patented delivery system and formula 
provide a good solution for removing menacing moles from lawns 
and turf. Not registered for sale in AK, AZ, CA, CO, CT, HI, MT, 
NV, NM, NC, ND, SD, UT, WY or Washington DC.

Mole Control MOLE PATROL (16 
OZ) 826229

Mole Patrol is a ready to use pelleted bait designed specifically to 
be accepted by moles. It blends Chlorophacinone™, a historically 
sound toxicant (anti-coagulant) that has performed well in field 
and structural baiting applications for many years. The pellet is 
stabilized with Sustane™ for extended shelf life.
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Mole Control NoMOL TRAPS (4) 827490

This trap is set completely underground, protecting children 
and pets from risk of injury and protecting the trap from lawn 
mowers. Use where low/no visibility is a concern (golf courses, 
playgrounds, sport fields, etc.) These traps are now plated to 
prevent rust and corrosion.

Mole Control SWEENEY’S MOLE 
AND GOPHER 10LB 826288

Quickly repels moles, gophers, voles, armadillos and other 
burrowing animals - Dual Action: Repels by scent and taste - 
Tunnel Penetrating Formula: penetrates soil allowing repellent to 
reach tunnels quickly - 10,000 sq. feet of coverage - Easy-to-apply 
- Safe to use in gardens, on lawns and around children and pets - 
All-natural ingredients, no poisons - Convenient, resealable bag.

Mole Control SWEENEY’S MOLE 
AND GOPHER 4LB 826143

Quickly repels moles, gophers, voles, armadillos and other 
burrowing animals - Dual Action: Repels by scent and taste - 
Tunnel Penetrating Formula: penetrates soil allowing repellent to 
reach tunnels quickly - Provides 2,000 sq. feet of coverage - Easy-
to-apply - Safe to use in gardens, on lawns and around children 
and pets - All-natural ingredients, no poisons - Convenient, 
resealable bag.

Mole Control TALPIRID MOLE 
BAIT 738614

Proven Effective - Active ingredient capitalizes on a mole’s 
physiology. In both field and laboratory tests, TALPIRID achieved 
outstanding acceptance and control. • One worm mimics a mole’s 
natural food source and contains a lethal dose that can kill in 24 
hours. - Size, shape and feel let moles consume the bait in the 
same manner as its primary food source, the earthworm. Special 
enhancers ensure immediate attraction and excellent product 
acceptance. • Ready-To-Use • Comes in two convenient 10 pack 
trays (20 worms) which release freely from the tray, ready for 
immediate placement. Trays are individually sealed in a bag for 
ultimate freshness and maximum shelf life. Not registered for sale 
in CA, MA or NC.

Mole Control TALPRID MOLE 
TRAP 787280

Bell offers the pest control industry the latest in mole trap 
technology with new TALPIRID Mole Trap. Designed for safe, 
easy use, TALPIRID Mole Trap features dual springs for maximum 
power and curved jaws that scoop moles for improved capture. 
The trap’s yellow foot pedal makes setting “hands free.” To use, 
PMPs place the trap jaws in an active mole tunnel and step on the 
trap’s yellow foot pedal which sets the trigger below the surface. 
The trap has a low profile, when set, as it sits close to the ground. 
The yellow foot pedal springs up making notification of capture 
easy and safe. The trap can be easily and safely disengaged and 
relocated to other mole tunnels, depending on mole pressure. 
Made of glass-filled nylon, TALPIRID Mole Trap will not rust and 
can be used over and over again...in all types of soils.

Mole Control VICTOR 0631 OUT 
OF SIGHT 628131

Our most popular and best selling mole trap. Victor Out O’Sight 
Mole Trap (Also called the Scissor Trap).

Mole Control
VICTOR 0645 

PLUNGER MOLE 
TRAP

433950

Victor Plunger Trap (Also called a Spear Trap). Price reduction for 
purchases of 12 units. Spring has been restrengthened and legs 
have been elongated. Spears are still barrel shaped and angled 
cut. One leg is turned for mounting flush with sidewalks, patios, 
fences, etc.

Mole Control VICTOR 
MOLEWORMS 806015

Quickly and effectively kills moles in 12-24 hours. Uniquely 
formulated -- highly palatable to moles. looks and feels like real 
earthworms. For use in underground runways or subsurface 
feeding tunnels. Easily locate runways with active tunnel locator 
flags. Simple-to-use -- just drop bait into holes in the roof of mole 
tunnels. Safe: disposable gloves included -- prevents contact with 
bait. Active Ingredient: Bromethalin

Mosquito Control
EXECUTIVE 

REPLACEMENT 
NET

818077

For use with the Mosquito Magnet Executive trap! The high rigid 
bug bag with its self contained door allows for larger catches and 
makes disposal and replacement simple. Start each season with a 
new bag and replace every 21 days or sooner.

Mosquito Control EXECUTIVE TRAP 
COVER 826431

Made of durable, weather-resistant material, the Liberty Plus 
Trap Cover will keep insects from hibernating inside the trap and 
clogging the funnel or fans when in storage. It will also prevent 
dust and moisture from accumulating in the unit.
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Mosquito Control
INDEPENDENCE 
REPLACEMENT 

NET
825525

Replacement net for your Mosquito Magnet® Independence and 
Liberty Plus Traps. Start each season with a new net and replace 
as needed. Nets that are clogged with dead mosquitoes or spiders 
will have an adverse effect on the vacuum. Pack contains 1 net.

Mosquito Control LUREX3 MOSQUITO 
LURE - 3 PK 818078

Using attractants is critical to the performance of your Mosquito 
Magnet®. Once mosquitoes sense the carbon dioxide from the 
Mosquito Magnet®, they need secondary attractants, Octenol or 
Lurex3™, to hone in on the trap. Choose Lurex3 for hard-to-catch, 
aggressive day-biters such as the Asian Tiger mosquito, or if you 
live in the Southern US region, or Hawaii. See MAP.

Mosquito Control MOSQUITO DUNKS 
(100) 653683

Made with natural B.t.i., Mosquito Dunks represent a major 
breakthrough for people and the environment when compared 
with the traditional toxic chemical approach to mosquito control. 
Once a month float a Dunk in the Water Garden and every place 
water accumulates around your home - you’ll be rid of mosquitoes 
for the whole season. Each Dunk will effectively treat up to 100 
square feet of surface water regardless of depth. Dunks may be 
broken to treat small areas. Unused and dried out Dunks retain 
their potency indefinitely. That’s a great shelf life.

Mosquito Control MOSQUITO 
ELIMINATOR 785992

Combines ultraviolet black light and special attractants to lure 
mosquitoes and flying insects and a large capacity, exclusive 30 
day auto advancing replaceable cartridge. Fresh sticky surface 
and attractants released continuously. The trapping system is 
environmentally friendly and meets applicable guidelines. UV lamp 
must be replaced after 8 months of use.

Mosquito Control
MOSQUITO 

ELIMINATOR 
CARTRIDGES

798609

Replacement cartridges for the Mosquito Eliminator. Each 
cartridge has over 12-feet of catching surface and can trap over 
6,000 mosquitoes and other flying insects. Must be replaced after 
30 days of use.

Mosquito Control
MOSQUITO 

ELIMINATOR UV 
LAMP

791173

Replacement UV lamp for the Mosquito Eliminator. UV lamps 
become ineffective for catching insects after 8 months of use and 
must be replaced, even though they appear to be functional.

Mosquito Control MOSQUITO 
GRANULES (25LB) 679033

Dr. T’s Nature Products Mosquito Repelling Granules are all 
natural and non-toxic. The formula’s active ingredients are lemon 
grass, mint and garlic oils. The granules can be dispersed in 
seconds with a shaker-top spreader, making application simple. 
Mosquito Repelling Granules begin working within 1 hour and 
residual protection lasts 2 to 3 weeks under normal weather 
conditions &mdash; 7 times longer than any similar product.

Mosquito Control
MOSQUITO 
MAGNET - 

EXECUTIVE
798905

SAVE $187.00 BY ENTERING THIS CODE AT CHECKOUT! 
TB4ZUWHH Built on the Patented Technology that has made 
Mosquito Magnet the #1 market leader! The Executive features: • 
Covers 1 acre • Cordless, “smart” technology • Easy to read LCD 
screen • 24/7 operation • 4 fuel saving modes, for up to 30-day 
propane usage • Learns night and day cycles • Cold temperature 
indicator - Auto start • Remote battery charger • Child safe control 
• Simple one-button start • Large, self contained bug bag How 
it Works • Lures - the trap emits a plume of CO2 mixed with an 
attractant • Captures - As biting insects are lured close to the 
trap, they are then vacuumed into a net through our patented 
CounterFlow Technology. • Controls - By capturing the egg laying 
female mosquitoes, the Mosquito Magnet dramatically reduces 
the biting insect population and virtually eliminates your mosquito 
problem.
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Mosquito Control
MOSQUITO 
MAGNET - 

INDEPENDENCE
811391

SAVE $125 AT CHECKOUT BY ENTERING THIS CODE! 
Y5ZS3655 Attracts and captures mosquitoes and other biting 
insects like midges, black flies and no-see-ums. Backed by 
18 years of research and over 15 patents. • Features the 
Mosquito Magnet® patented Catalytic Converter -- converts 
propane into carbon dioxide (CO

2
 ), heat, and moisture to 

simulate human presence. • Features the Mosquito Magnet® 
patented Counterflow™ Technology - Lures, Captures, Controls 
mosquitoes. • The Mosquito Magnet® Independence is ideal 
for larger yards -- protects up to 1 acre. • Cordless -- Runs 
on 4 “C” batteries. • Operates 24 hours a day for optimal 
performance. • Silent, odorless. Dual-tone color design is proven 
to attract more mosquitoes. • Self Contained net secures and 
eliminates interaction with insects. • Easy assembly. All-weather 
performance. Heavy duty construction with reinforced base for 
added durability. Includes wheels to move unit. • Easy to maintain. 
Refill propane tank and replace attractant cartridge and net (if 
necessary) every 21 days. • Backed by the exclusive Mosquito 
Magnet® 360º Customer Support Program. Shop with confidence! 
• One-Year Limited Manufacturer Warranty. • #1 mosquito trap in 
North America!

Mosquito Control MOSQUITO 
MAGNET - PATRIOT 825925

SAVE $70 BY ENTERING THIS CODE AT CHECKOUT! 
KAAACE7V Built on 18 years of research and more than 15 
patents. 360º Customer Support by phone, in person and online. • 
For large yards - covers 1 acre • Attracts and captures mosquitoes 
and other biting insects like midges, black flies and no-see-ums. 
• Patented CounterFlow Technology emits a plume of CO2, heat, 
and moisture -- attracts and traps mosquitoes, keeping them away 
from you. • Operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for optimal 
performance • Silent • Odorless • Quick start-up • Includes 50-foot 
low voltage cord and lawn clips to secure cord • Easy 3-step 
assembly • Heavy duty construction • All-weather performance • 
Sled base provided for stability • Self Contained rigid net secures 
and eliminates interaction with insects and allows for easy 
disposal • One-year limited manufacturer warranty

Mosquito Control OCTENOL LURE 
- 3 PK 825526

Choose Octenol for most mosquito species, including salt marsh 
and no-see-ums, or if you live in the Northern US region, or 
Alaska. See MAP.

Mosquito Control
PATRIOT 

REPLACEMENT 
NET

826429

Replacement net for your Mosquito Magnet® Defender Trap. Start 
each season with a new net and replace as needed. Nets that are 
clogged with dead mosquitoes or spiders will have an adverse 
effect on the vacuum. Pack contains 1 net.

Mosquito Control PROPANE TANK 
COVER 826431

Made of tough, weather-resistant material, the Propane Tank 
Cover is the perfect complement to your Mosquito Magnet® trap. 
Dark green color matches that of the trap cover and convenient 
side velcros allow for easy set up.

Net Guns BBG SUPER TALON 
NET GUN 805839

The Super Talon Net Launcher is a humane capture net used 
to trap and release birds. It uses compressed air to launch a 
weighted net up to 60 feet out. The standard 7’ x7’ net has a 2” 
mesh that can be used to trap any size bird. The Super Talon 
net can be re-used over and over and comes complete with a 
carrying case and all the necessary components. Net sizes: 2-inch 
standard mesh 7’x7’ - used for small birds or small animals 4-inch 
mesh 7’x7’ with grapples - used for most animal captures 4-inch 
mesh 7’x7’ without grapples - bird captures on water 6-inch mesh 
8’x8’ - human and large animal captures Choose your desired net 
size.

Paste Baits ANISE PASTE (6oz) 826273

A sweet product for a raccoon’s sweet tooth. Price reduction for 
purchase of 4 paste bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the 
discount. Discount will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping 
cart.

Paste Baits ANISE PASTE 
GALLON 827595

One Gallon Container
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Paste Baits BACON & CHEESE 
(6oz) 826274

This bait is based in tallow fat oil and cannot be washed away or 
dried up under any condition. The use of this bait, if only a small 
stick dipped into the jar and placed at the back of the trap, will 
always keep your trap in a ready condition. Price reduction for 
purchase of 4 paste bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the 
discount. Discount will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping 
cart.

Paste Baits CHECITA (6oz) 826275

Very attractive to skunks in the spring of the year. It is also very 
effective for raccoon all year long. Price reduction for purchase of 
4 paste bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the discount. 
Discount will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping cart.

Paste Baits CHUCKSTER (6oz) 826301

This bait works very well for late spring and early summer 
groundhogs. It hangs on the stick and cannot be washed off under 
any conditions. Use this paste in conjunction with several drops 
of liquid chuckster for a deadly combination! Price reduction for 
purchase of 4 paste bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the 
discount. Discount will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping 
cart.

Paste Baits CHUCKSTER 
GALLON 827580

One Gallon Container

Paste Baits FRUIT PUNCH (6oz) 826303

Smells like an empty fruit punch container. It gives off this mouth 
watering smell that will make coon’s drool. Good for groundhog’s, 
skunks and opossums too. Price reduction for purchase of 4 paste 
bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the discount. Discount 
will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping cart.

Paste Baits FRUIT PUNCH 
GALLON 827584

One Gallon Container

Paste Baits GOLDEN MAZE 
(6oz) 826304

The sweet smell of sweet corn is what makes this bait a real 
coon slayer. In the early summer and all the way through fall. It 
also works very well on the juvenile coons. Price reduction for 
purchase of 4 paste bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the 
discount. Discount will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping 
cart.

Paste Baits GOLDEN MAZE 
GALLON 827586

One Gallon Container

Paste Baits GRUB PASTE (6oz) 826305

This grub paste bait is good for both roaming and grubbing 
skunks. When other attractants don’t seem to be doing the trick, 
try Grub Paste in your cage traps and you’ll see the success.

Paste Baits HONEY GLAND 
(6oz) 826313

This is a fantastic bait for both raccoon and skunk during the 
summer and fall of the year. It has a gland base and plenty of 
honey to keep their undivided attention at the set until they get 
caught. Price reduction for purchase of 4 paste bait units. Any 4 
paste baits will qualify for the discount. Discount will be applied at 
WMS, not on your shopping cart.

Paste Baits HONEY GLAND 
GALLON 827587

One Gallon Container

Paste Baits SQUIRREL PASTE 
(6oz) 826445

This bait blows peanut butter and sunflower seed’s off the face of 
the earth. It has 7 different nut essences and plenty of real nuts 
and grains to boot. Price reduction for purchase of 4 paste bait 
units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the discount. Discount will 
be applied at WMS, not on your shopping cart.
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Paste Baits SQUIRREL PASTE 
GALLON 827589

One Gallon Container

Paste Baits SWEET TOOTH 
(6oz) 826446

This bait will attract raccoons from very long distances as it 
puts an intense sweet burning odor no coon can resist. Also 
more importantly, this bait will not catch cats. Price reduction for 
purchase of 4 paste bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the 
discount. Discount will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping 
cart.

Paste Baits SWEET TOOTH 
GALLON 827590

One Gallon Container

Paste Baits TRIPLE TREAT (6oz) 826460

Long used for a variety of carnivores. Price reduction for purchase 
of 4 paste bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the discount. 
Discount will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping cart.

Paste Baits TRIPLE TREAT 
GALLON 827592

One Gallon Container

Paste Baits VERY BERRY (6oz) 826450

Another raccoon favorite! Price reduction for purchase of 4 paste 
bait units. Any 4 paste baits will qualify for the discount. Discount 
will be applied at WMS, not on your shopping cart.

Paste Baits VERY BERRY 
GALLON 827593

One Gallon Container

PPE Other TOMAHAWK 21-
INCH BITE STICK 824983

A great protection tool! This bite deterrent stick is a must for every 
animal control officer and professional that needs extra protection 
from animal bites. Use it to create a barrier between you and the 
aggressive animal. The telescoping action of the pole is usually all 
that is needed to deter animals from charging or biting. You can 
also use it as a device to hold dogs off at a distance. It’s virtually 
indestructible. A convenient holster is also available and perfect 
for carrying the bite stick with you on every job.

PPE Other TOMAHAWK BITE 
STICK HOLSTER 824982

Holster for the bite stick.

PPE Other COVERALLS 
MAXSHIELD N/E XL 826621

MaxShield Disposable Coveralls are made of micro porous 
material which is water resistant consisting of two layers of 
material. This double protective layering process creates a 
stronger, more liquid resistant garment. This Maxshield garment is 
used in the paint industry, industrial areas, farms, environmental 
areas, labs and many other locations. These are designed for 
enhanced strength and flexibility. This is a limited use garment. 
These protective disposable garments are flexible, breathable and 
lightweight. They can save you over 30% over other coveralls, 
making them a great choice for your budget. Purchase a case of 
25 coveralls and save big $$$.
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PPE Other
COVERALLS 

MAXSHIELD N/E 
XXL

826289

MaxShield Disposable Coveralls are made of micro porous 
material which is water resistant consisting of two layers of 
material. This double protective layering process creates a 
stronger, more liquid resistant garment. This Maxshield garment is 
used in the paint industry, industrial areas, farms, environmental 
areas, labs and many other locations. These are designed for 
enhanced strength and flexibility. This is a limited use garment. 
These protective disposable garments are flexible, breathable and 
lightweight. They can save you over 30% over other coveralls, 
making them a great choice for your budget. Purchase a case of 
25 coveralls and save big $$$.

PPE Other
COVERALLS 

MAXSHIELD N/E 
LARGE

826290

MaxShield Disposable Coveralls are made of micro porous 
material which is water resistant consisting of two layers of 
material. This double protective layering process creates a 
stronger, more liquid resistant garment. This Maxshield garment is 
used in the paint industry, industrial areas, farms, environmental 
areas, labs and many other locations. These are designed for 
enhanced strength and flexibility. This is a limited use garment. 
These protective disposable garments are flexible, breathable and 
lightweight. They can save you over 30% over other coveralls, 
making them a great choice for your budget. Purchase a case of 
25 coveralls and save big $$$.

PPE Other
COVERALLS 

MAXSHIELD W/
HOOD L

826277

MaxShield Coveralls are made with a microporous film laminate, 
water resistant textile with a two-fold layer cloth providing greater 
liquid and dry particulate barrier shield, comfort, breath-ability 
and strength. This is a limited use garment. These disposable 
protective coveralls are designed with raglan sleeves, as well as, 
a webbed crotch to maximize tensile strength and flexibility. This 
is a great affordable alternative to other suits. Used mainly for 
painting, environmental areas, laboratory areas, animal waste, etc. 
Purchase a case of 25 coveralls and save big $$$.

PPE Other
COVERALLS 

MAXSHIELD W/
HOOD XL

826278

MaxShield Coveralls are made with a microporous film laminate, 
water resistant textile with a two-fold layer cloth providing greater 
liquid and dry particulate barrier shield, comfort, breath-ability 
and strength. This is a limited use garment. These disposable 
protective coveralls are designed with raglan sleeves, as well as, 
a webbed crotch to maximize tensile strength and flexibility. This 
is a great affordable alternative to other suits. Used mainly for 
painting, environmental areas, laboratory areas, animal waste, etc. 
Purchase a case of 25 coveralls and save big $$$.

PPE Other
COVERALLS 

MAXSHIELD W/
HOOD XXL

826279

MaxShield Coveralls are made with a microporous film laminate, 
water resistant textile with a two-fold layer cloth providing greater 
liquid and dry particulate barrier shield, comfort, breath-ability 
and strength. This is a limited use garment. These disposable 
protective coveralls are designed with raglan sleeves, as well as, 
a webbed crotch to maximize tensile strength and flexibility. This 
is a great affordable alternative to other suits. Used mainly for 
painting, environmental areas, laboratory areas, animal waste, etc. 
Purchase a case of 25 coveralls and save big $$$.

PPE Other HONEYMAKER SUIT 
W/ HOOD LG 825330

Honey Maker® Bee Suits are specially tailored for the hard working 
beekeeper. A few features include: relaxed fit so the Honey 
Maker® doesn’t bind when you bend over, suit material is made of 
heavy duty cotton/poly. Waist is elastic for a more comfortable fit, 
two chest pockets with velcro closures, and heavy duty zippers at 
the neck, chest and ankles for easy on and off, and self supporting 
collapsible veil.

PPE Other HONEYMAKER SUIT 
W/ HOOD XL 825331

Honey Maker® Bee Suits are specially tailored for the hard working 
beekeeper. A few features include: relaxed fit so the Honey 
Maker® doesn’t bind when you bend over, suit material is made of 
heavy duty cotton/poly. Waist is elastic for a more comfortable fit, 
two chest pockets with velcro closures, and heavy duty zippers at 
the neck, chest and ankles for easy on and off, and self supporting 
collapsible veil.

PPE Other HONEYMAKER SUIT 
W/ HOOD XXL 828231

Honey Maker® Bee Suits are specially tailored for the hard working 
beekeeper. A few features include: relaxed fit so the Honey 
Maker® doesn’t bind when you bend over, suit material is made of 
heavy duty cotton/poly. Waist is elastic for a more comfortable fit, 
two chest pockets with velcro closures, and heavy duty zippers at 
the neck, chest and ankles for easy on and off, and self supporting 
collapsible veil.
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PPE Other INSTANT SOAP’N 
WATER 9OZ

423160 
742730

Toteable, ready-to-use hand and surface cleaner. Foaming 
cleanser for hands and surfaces. • Ready-to-Use • Smells great • 
Hundreds of uses

PPE Other SHOE COVERS - 
LARGE (300) 817640

Made from breathable spunbound polypropylene, Elastic top fits 
snugly to the shoe for easy donning, Non-skid patterned sole 
provides traction to prevent slipping

PPE Other SHOE COVERS - 
XLARGE (300) 817641

Made from breathable spunbound polypropylene, Elastic top fits 
snugly to the shoe for easy donning, Non-skid patterned sole 
provides traction to prevent slipping

Repellents ATTACK SPIDER 827435

The BIRDS-AWAY Attack Spider™ is a battery-operated device 
that will chase away damage-causing woodpeckers. Activated by 
sound, the spider drops down on an 18 inch string while making 
a loud noise. Then it climbs back up the string to await another 
stimulus. This unusual solution is both very inexpensive and highly 
effective. Woodpeckers cannot stand them!

Repellents AVIAN DISSUADER 
GREEN LASER 827575

Disperse birds without sound or harm! The Avian Dissuader®was 
designed and engineered for bird control. The 650nm wavelength 
beam will startle, frighten, and drive them away. Light, rugged, 
easy to maneuver, no noise, nor chemicals, and minimal 
maintenance. It is tested, proven and especially effective against 
diurnal birds such as pigeons, starlings, grackles and sparrows. 
Range is at least half a mile.

Repellents AVIAN DISSUADER 
RED LASER 827576

Disperse birds without sound or harm! Simply point the hand-held 
laser in the direction of targeted birds. The 650nm wavelength 
beam will startle, frighten, and drive them away. Most effective in 
low light conditions. Range is 1500 feet. For technical information, 
visit AvianDissuader.com.

Repellents BB 24-OUNCE 
CAULK GUN 808539

24 oz. Caulking gun, includes one metal applicator tip and three 
plastic cone tips that can be cut to the ideal setting.

Repellents BB BIRD OFF GEL 
(10.2 OZ) 809199

Finally, a “green” repellent gel. This gel can be used for pigeons, 
sparrows, starlings, gulls etc. It deters birds using a combination 
of feel, taste and smell. • Made from all-natural, food-grade 
ingredients: Geranium Oil and Malic Acid • Polybutene-free, non-
toxic • Will not entrap birds • Will not melt, evaporate or freeze; 
and will withstand wind, rain and heat • Wipes easily from most 
surfaces, and cleans up easily with soap and water (it may stain 
dirty porous surfaces) • Exempt from FIFRA Regulation, 40 CFR 
152.25 (f)

Repellents BB BIRD OFF GEL 
5-GALLON 807813

Save time and money by buying in bulk. Fill your own 24 oz. 
BULK caulking gun from the five gallon pail using the Follow 
Plate attachment. Bird-Off Gel is a clear gel that effectively deters 
birds from most landing surfaces. Because it does not contain 
polybutene, this gel will not turn black from exended exposure to 
the elements. This gel deters birds by a combination of feel, taste 
and smell. Made from all-natural ingredients (white pepper and 
geranium oil), it is Polybutene-free, non-toxic, and will not entrap 
birds. It will not melt, evaporate or freeze, and will withstand wind, 
rain and heat. It wipes easily from most surfaces, and cleans up 
easily with soap and water.

Repellents BB BIRD SCARE 
FLASH TAPE 1/2 650715

Mylar tape reflects sunlight, and creates a humming sound when 
tape is twisted in the breeze, signalling danger to the birds in the 
area. 1/2-inch wide x 300-feet long.

Repellents
BB EAGLE EYE 

WIND POWERED 
KIT

825620 
812540

Like the 12 volt model, this Eagle Eye must be raised a few feet 
above a rooftop or agricultural setting; but unlike the electric 
version, this one spins on its own without a motor or power 
source; it’s powered by the wind.
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Repellents BB FOLLOW PLATE 
FOR GEL GUN 788277

The Follow Plate features an O-ring seal to the gun and a rubber 
gasket that rides down the insides of the bucket. Attach the gun, 
press down and pull back on the plunger to fill the gun.

Repellents BB GOOSE GUARD 
KIT 674224

Dead Goose Decoy! A life-like decoy placed in “agony” position 
convinces geese there is a predator in the area. Can be used on 
land and in water. Minimum of two decoys must be used. Two 
Dead Geese Decoys

Repellents BB OCTOPUS 650716

Scare eyes combined with long mylar streamers flash brilliantly 
in sunlight, signal danger to birds causing them to leave the 
immediate area. One per package.

Repellents BB ROTATING OWL 672992

The same rotating owl as our Screech Owl, but without the 
sounds.

Repellents BB SCREECH OWL 650717

A rotating, screeching owl. Four predator/scare sounds are 
programmed: birds in distress, predator attack cries and wing 
beats. The rotating base mounts easily to any flat surface, and 
spins in the wind. A photo cell activates the sounds during daylight 
hours only. One per package.

Repellents BB ZON SCARE 
GUN 650720

Propane cannon for airports, fields and large open areas. A 
lightweight portable propane-fired cannon emits automatic 
thunderclaps that deter birds and other nuisance wildlife. The 
intervals between detonations can be adjusted from 2-30 minutes. 
Operates on LP gas and uses a ‘piezo’ lighter for ignition, which is 
good for 100,000 sparks.

Repellents BBG BEAKGUARD 
GALLON 807095

Elastomeric acrylic finish that applies to surfaces like standard 
latex paint, including: wood, fiber-cement, stucco, aluminum or 
vinyl. This compound immediately communicates a warning signal 
to woodpeckers, prompting them to find a more desirable location. 
BeakGuard offers outstanding coating durability, extended service 
life, provides maximum dirt pick-up resistance and weatherability 
in a vapor permeable, flexible membrane with exceptional color 
retention. CHOOSE YOUR COLOR

Repellents BBG BIRD GEL 
REPELLENT (12) 795351

Transparent bird gel repellent. Each tube covers 10 linear feet of 
surface. Sold in cases of 12 tubes ONLY.

Repellents BBG BIRD-OFF GEL 
(10) 809199

Bird-OFF gel is aliquid gel used to keep pest birds off of horizontal 
surfaces. The unique combination of smells and sticky sensation 
on their feet causes birds to stop landing on the surface and leave 
the area. Bird-OFF gel has no burning sensation and is safe for 
installers. SOLD IN CASES OF TEN 10OZ TUBES.

Repellents BBG MINI 
SCARECROW 795368

This motion detector activates a sound, followed by a harmless, 
odorless and stainless spray of air to deter pest birds. The 
adjustable detection and spray angle sensor detects motion up to 
3-feet away (6-foot diameter). Ideal product for use on: Balconies, 
Patios, Building Eaves and Window Ledges. Each can holds over 
500 sprays.

Repellents BX IRRI TAPE (100’ 
KIT) 827657

Irri-Tape® is designed to utilize sight and sound to scare birds 
away from an effected area. The iridescent material shimmers 
and shines in the sunlight, disorienting and confusing any bird 
that catches a glimpse. Irri-Tape also creates a metallic noise as it 
flaps in the wind, adding an additional threatening sound to keep 
pest birds away.

Repellents BX IRRI TAPE (500’ 
KIT) 827602

Larger, 500 feet length of scarecrow Bird X bird tape streamers 
is a pest bird control product that combines effects of iridescent 
diffraction holographic foil tape, wind and light to create "off limits" 
zone for birds.
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Repellents BX NATURES 
DEFENSE 22oz 826332

Nature’s Defense All-Purpose Animal Repellent effectively deters 
22 different pest species. These 100% organic granules can be 
sprinkled anywhere to create an irritant scent barrier that keeps 
pests away. Made from all-natural ingredients, Nature’s Defense is 
even safe to use around children and pets! 22 ounces

Repellents
BX NATURES 

DEFENSE MOUSE/
RAT

826747

Nature’s Defense Mouse and Rat Repellent effectively deters 
rodents. These 100% organic granules can be sprinkled anywhere 
to create an irritant scent barrier that keeps mice and rats away. 
Made from all-natural ingredients, Nature’s Defense is even safe 
to use around children and pets!

Repellents BX SCARE EYE 
BALLOONS (3pk) 785818

Keep birds away with these simple vinyl ball visual deterrents that 
move with the wind & intimidate pest birds within visible range. • 
Includes three balloons -- one white, one yellow, one black • Easy 
to use, cost-effective solution -- hang the balloons anywhere • 
Balloons move in the wind for fear of movement • Useful in many 
applications -- homes, gardens, barns, trees, garages, marinas, 
doorways, & many more.

Repellents BX TERROR EYES 717870

Large, ‘moving’ 3D eyes scare birds away. Simple and easy to 
use, money-saving bird deterrent. • Holographic eyes create the 
illusion of a predator following pest birds to attack • Bright colors 
& fierce features mimic natural predators • Moves in the wind, 
increasing the “moving” effect • Easy to install, requires little to no 
maintenance

Repellents DETOUR 10 OZ 789455

DeTour Rodent Repellent is a CONTACT repellent. DeTour will 
not harm rodents. It is a contact irritant. In order for it to work it 
must be placed in areas where rodents will come in contact with it 
and get the product on them. Once a Rodent has come in contact 
with the product they will desire to exit the structure and will 
start looking for ways to get away from the area. PRICE IS PER 
10-OUNCE TUBE

Repellents FLASHER - 
WOODPECKER 826690

Visual Woodpecker-Bird Repellent. Possibly the easiest, yet most 
effective method of reducing or eliminating expensive woodpecker 
damage. No batteries, cords, or other maintenance requirements. 
Small 2x6 inch reflectors are wind operated, easy to install and 
durable.

Repellents FLOCK REFLECTOR 821702

The Flock Reflector uses the sunlight and wind to create flashing 
lights during daylight hours. An effective deterrent for seagulls 
and other migratory birds. Use with other methods of deterrent for 
best results. Made from aluminum and plastic, it’s weatherproof 
construction will provide many years of service. Can be screwed 
or glued into place.

Repellents
HAVAHART 

CRITTER RIDDER 
2LB

737320

Repels Skunks, Groundhogs, Squirrels, Raccoons, Dogs, and 
Cats • 1 Application Lasts Up to 30 Days! • Repels by Odor and 
Taste • Patented formula contains Oil of Black Pepper, Piperine, 
Capsaicin • Proven Canadian Technology • Safe to use indoors 
and outdoors • Not a urine-based product that may attract other 
predators • Testing conducted in 1998 proves product efficacy

Repellents MIGRATE GALLON 672935

Migrate is micro-encapsulated turf control for geese. It protects the 
turf 24 hours a day: no stains, no cross-species risks, no re-entry 
concerns. It can be tank mixed with other turf chemicals. A spray 
surfactant is recommended. It is a feeding aversion; when geese 
don’t eat, they don’t leave a mess.We suggest adding Invisi-Dye 
to this product, to make the grass taste AND look unattractive. 
1 gallon treats 16,000 sq. ft! Mix 1 gl. concentrate with 3 gallons 
water.Water (rain) will NOT wash off product! Will not harm birds 
or people, and run-off will not contaminate nearby bodies of water!

Repellents MYLAR TAPE 
(.5x250) 826725

Mylar Reflective Tape - Hang in strips or suspend between two 
poles. The slightest breeze causes the red/silver mylar to flash 
and crackle, irritating and confusing birds. 1/2” x 250 feet.

Repellents MYLAR TAPE 
(1.25x250’) 826726

Mylar Reflective Tape - Hang in strips or suspend between two 
poles. The slightest breeze causes the red/silver mylar to flash 
and crackle, irritating and confusing birds. 1 1/4” x 250 feet.
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Repellents PIGNX 10 OZ TUBE 787781

PiGNX® is a ORGANO-REPELLENT that affects the bird’s 
sense of touch. It contains an ingredient processed from fruit 
& vegetable extracts. When pigeons come into contact with 
PiGNX®, it causes extreme discomfort to the bird; for the birds it 
is like walking on HOT molten lava rocks. This discomfort is so 
uninviting, annoying and disturbing to pigeons/birds; they learn 
not to return through negative reinforcement caused by the active 
agents. PiGNX® is training the pigeons not to return. PiGNX® 
will not harm the pigeons/birds other mammals. Why Does This 
Get Rid of Pigeons? Pigeons/Birds HATE PiGNX® PiGNX® is 
a cost effective pigeon abatement solution. PiGNX® is the only 
harmless bio-pesticide that changes pigeon/bird behavior so 
they go elsewhere keeping them away. PiGNX® will not kill any 
migratory aviary species. Effective pigeon control. How to get 
rid of pigeons effectively prevents pigeons/birds from returning 
to roost. PiGNX® does not require certified licensed personnel 
for application. (Unless State Required) NO other product has 
a naturally occurring active ingredient to ward off pigeons/birds 
from coming back. Stops pigeon infestations. Our product is safe 
for birds, humans and animals if direct contact is made. PiGNX® 
is the only pigeon repellent that makes a money back guarantee. 
PiGNX® can be cleaned up with soap and water. No mineral spirits 
required for clean up.

Repellents PIGNX 5 GALLON 
BUCKET 788011

PiGNX® is a ORGANO-REPELLENT that affects the bird’s 
sense of touch. It contains an ingredient processed from fruit 
& vegetable extracts. When pigeons come into contact with 
PiGNX®, it causes extreme discomfort to the bird; for the birds it 
is like walking on HOT molten lava rocks. This discomfort is so 
uninviting, annoying and disturbing to pigeons/birds; they learn 
not to return through negative reinforcement caused by the active 
agents. PiGNX® is training the pigeons not to return. PiGNX® will 
not harm the pigeons/birds other mammals. Why Does This Get 
Rid of Pigeons?  Pigeons/Birds HATE PiGNX® PiGNX® is a cost 
effective pigeon abatement solution. PiGNX® is the only harmless 
bio-pesticide that changes pigeon/bird behavior so they go 
elsewhere keeping them away. PiGNX® will not kill any migratory 
aviary species. Effective pigeon control. How to get rid of pigeons 
effectively prevents pigeons/birds from returning to roost. PiGNX® 
does not require certified licensed personnel for application. 
(Unless State Required) NO other product has a naturally ocurring 
active ingredient to ward off pigeons/birds from coming back. 
Stops pigeon infestations. Our product is safe for birds, humans 
and animals if direct contact is made. PiGNX® is the only pigeon 
repellent that makes a money back guarantee. PiGNX® can be 
cleaned up with soap and water. No mineral spirits required for 
clean u

Repellents RABBIT SCRAM 
25LB 784911

More than just another offensive scent or unpleasant taste to 
foraging rabbits. Blended from selected organic and natural 
components, Rabbit Scram rabbit repellent is sniffed off the 
ground by foraging rabbits before they enter your gardens. 
Convinces rabbits that harm is nearby. Rabbit Scram will change 
rabbit behavior. As they near the applied barrier of Rabbit Scram, 
rabbits actually alert to a sense of danger -- even death! Creates 
a barrier 24 hours a day! -- Rabbits will not cross to reach your 
plants and Rabbit Scram’s granular application won’t wash off with 
rain as many spray repellents do.

Repellents RACCOON 
EVICTION ( 1oz) 826444

About one ounce of this product will make the female remove her 
family from the dwelling in less than 48 hours. It almost always 
works on the first night but has not taken over two days yet. You 
must enter the attic to apply this liquid. Place the liquid on a tennis 
ball, then screw the ball to a large nylon piece of rope. Toss the 
ball in those hard to reach places near the den and retrieve. (1oz. 
is pictured on the left.)

Repellents RACCOON 
EVICTION ( 4oz) 826746

About one ounce of this product will make the female remove her 
family from the dwelling in less than 48 hours. It almost always 
works on the first night but has not taken over two days yet. You 
must enter the attic to apply this liquid. Place the liquid on a tennis 
ball, then screw the ball to a large nylon piece of rope. Toss the 
ball in those hard to reach places near the den and retrieve. (4oz. 
is pictured on the right.)
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Repellents RACCOON 
EVICTION (16oz) 827529

About one ounce of this product will make the female remove her 
family from the dwelling in less than 48 hours. It almost always 
works on the first night but has not taken over two days yet. You 
must enter the attic to apply this liquid. Place the liquid on a tennis 
ball, then screw the ball to a large nylon piece of rope. Toss the 
ball in those hard to reach places near the den and retrieve.

Repellents RAT OUT GEL 1oz 
TUBE (3) 808749

A non-toxic, green rodent repellent that excludes or re-routes 
rats, mice, squirrels, gophers and other mammals. Rat-Out Gel 
is changing rodent control. It is an instant “off-switch” for rodent 
activity. Exclusion jobs can be done on the spot, and trapping and 
baiting programs can be reinforced with Rat-Out Gel. Rat-Out’s 
garlic smell deters rodents before they touch it. If they do contact 
it, they do not like the feel of it.

Repellents SCARECROW 
SPRINKLER 794490

Scarecrow senses animals the same way security lights detect 
people; movement and heat. When an animal is seen, a valve 
opens instantly releasing a three-second pulsating spray of water. 
The combination of the sudden noise, movement, and water 
frightens animals away. This startling, yet harmless action is a 
remarkably effective deterrent.

Repellents SPRAY AWAY 750879

The only motion activated sprinkler that has DUAL protection 
settings to target your specific nuisance animal, and a smart 
warning system to alert you when the battery is low; ensuring your 
yard is never unprotected. From squirrels to heron, Spray Away 
will defend your property from animal damage day and night.

Repellents SPRAY AWAY ELITE 813301

The Spray Away Elite Motion Detector Sprinkler Animal Repellent 
is a water-based repellent that works by detecting an animal’s 
heat and movement with infra-red sensors. Once detected, the 
system releases a sudden burst of water to scare the animal 
away. An adjustable sensitivity detector and random spray pattern 
prevent animals from growing accustomed to the sprinkler. Instead 
of a hose, it utilizes a water basin that holds 3.5 gallons of water 
and lasts for approximately 35 activations. The basin can be 
buried for discrete nuisance animal protection. • HOSE-FREE!! • 
Flexibility to place it anywhere • Safe, Humane, Effective • Scares 
animal away with random bursts of sound & water • Conditions 
animals to avoid area • Discrete: Option to bury unit • Eco-Friendly 
• No running water & Solar powered • Covers 1,900 sq. ft.

Repellents SQUIRREL 
REPELLENT 826681

Bird Seed Squirrel Repellent is an all natural powder made from 
the capsicum plant that repels squirrels away from wild bird feed in 
outdoor feeders. Squirrels hate the taste of the powder and avoid 
the seed, while the birds cannot taste the powder. In fact, the 
vitamins found in Bird Seed Squirrel Repellent are beneficial to the 
birds! To use, just sprinkle into the bird seed and place the seed in 
the feeder. All it takes to be effective is one tablespoon of powder 
to five pounds of bird seed. It may also be used around the base 
of the feeder and around perimeters of gardens. This product 
WILL NOT HARM SQUIRRELS.

Repellents TANGLEFOOT 10oz 826554

Tanglefoot Bird Repellent adheres to all surfaces while retaining 
its soft, sticky elasticity. It simply deters nuisance birds from their 
resting places by making roosting areas undesirable. 10oz caulk 
on tubes.

Repellents URINE - BOBCAT 
(16oz/pint) 826447

Good for attracting/trapping Bobcats. Also keeps small critters out 
of the yard and garden.

Repellents URINE - COYOTE 
(16oz) 826448

Use 3-6 ounces per application. Mainly used to repel deer, but 
may also work on nesting raccoons.

Repellents URINE - FOX (4oz) 826449

This urine comes from meat fed red fox and is used for fox 
trapping as a territorial scent.
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Repellents VOLE SCRAM 
PROFESSIONAL 804215

Vole Scram professional is a proprietary blend of all-natural 
ingredients specifically designed to reduce and eliminate vole 
activity with both bad smell and taste. This repellent is the only 
one specifically formulated just for voles! It’s easily spread over 
infested areas. Covers 13,200 square feet.

Repellents WINDOW ALERT UV 
DECAL BIRD 825585

Stop birds from crashing into windows with WindowAlert static 
decals. Each decal brilliantly reflects UV light which birds can see, 
while humans cannot. Available in Maple Leaf and Hummingbird. 
WindowAlert is a static-cling or low-tack adhesive decals that are 
applied to the exterior of glass windows. A special component in 
each decal brilliantly reflects ultraviolet light, which birds can see 
while humans cannot. The decals act as a neon stoplight for birds. 
4 decals per pack.

Repellents WINDOW ALERT UV 
DECAL MAPLE 825586

Stop birds from crashing into windows with WindowAlert static 
decals. Each decal brilliantly reflects UV light which birds can see, 
while humans cannot. Available in Maple Leaf and Hummingbird. 
WindowAlert is a static-cling or low-tack adhesive decals that are 
applied to the exterior of glass windows. A special component in 
each decal brilliantly reflects ultraviolet light, which birds can see 
while humans cannot. The decals act as a neon stoplight for birds. 
4 decals per pack.

Respirators ADVANTAGE 200 
RESPIRATOR

715784 
715783

Featuring the new Multi Flex System a combination of rubber and 
plastic facepiece that offers a customized, comfortable fit that 
eliminates pressure points from the face seal area. The Advantage 
200 also offers exceptional stability - it won’t collapse during wear! 
Meets 42CFR84 standards.

Respirators ADVANTAGE 3000 
RESPIRATOR FULL

802446 
802447 
802448

The full-face respirator from MSA has many features, including 
a wrap-around flexible lens that offers a comfortable fit with 
increased vision. It also weighs about 40% less than conventional 
full-face respirators and uses the same cartridges as the 
Advantage 200 program, so less duplication of inventory!

Respirators ADVANTAGE P-100 
HEPA CARTRIDGE 715795

Low profile HEPA cartridge for organic vapor, dust, mist and 
fumes. Use on Advantage 200 & 1000 respirators. 2 cartridges 
per pack.

Respirators RESPIRATOR FIT 
TEST KIT 809405

This respirator fit test kit uses Bitrex to test disposable and 
reusable dust and mist respirators, creating an unmistakable bitter 
taste that indicates break through in the respirator fit. Bitrex has 
been found safer than saccharin tests while producing identical 
results. Disposable glass ampules make pouring solution into 
nebulizers easier and reduces the chance of contamination.

Respirators SURVIVAIR FULL 
T-SERIES (L) 632405

SURVIVAIR Opti-Fit Full Facepiece Respirators are designed for 
protection and a good comfortable fit. This unit is constructed to 
include a durable silicone skirt to enhance the wearer’s comfort. 
The new state of the art lens is replaceable and offers an 
exceptional view. It also includes an anti-scratch coating to help 
prevent obscuring scratches. Featured with a nose cup helps 
to prevent fogging. This unit is convertible to CF SAR and is 
compatible with both S and T series cartridges. NIOSH approved.

Respirators SURVIVAIR FULL 
T-SERIES (M) 682694

SURVIVAIR Opti-Fit Full Facepiece Respirators are designed for 
protection and a good comfortable fit. This unit is constructed to 
include a durable silicone skirt to enhance the wearer’s comfort. 
The new state of the art lens is replaceable and offers an 
exceptional view. It also includes an anti-scratch coating to help 
prevent obscuring scratches. Featured with a nose cup helps 
to prevent fogging. This unit is convertible to CF SAR and is 
compatible with both S and T series cartridges. NIOSH approved.

Respirators SURVIVAIR P100 
CARTRIDGES (4) 803107

Type 1 SURVIVAIR Organic Vapor/P100 stacked cartridge. For 
protection against organic vapors: 99.97% efficient against all 
non-oil and oil based particulates including dusts, mists, fumes, 
asbestos,and particulate radionuclides. Do not exceed maximum 
use concentrations established by regulatory standards. Two 
required for each mask.

Safeguard SAFEGRD BOBCAT 
48x15x22-FRONT 786604

For small Dogs and Coyotes. 1” x 1” 12 ga. mesh. Front release 
only.
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Safeguard SAFEGRD BOBCAT 
48x15x22-SLIDE 785146

For small Dogs and Coyotes. 1” x 1” 12 ga. mesh. Sliding rear 
release.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

CHIPMUNK 18x5x5-
FRONT

755845

For Squirrels, Rats and Muskrats. Front release only. 1/2” x 1” 16 
ga. mesh

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

CHIPMUNK 18x5x5-
SLIDE

741800

For Squirrels, Rats and Muskrats. Sliding rear release door. 1/2” x 
1” 16 ga. mesh

Safeguard
SAFEGRD DOG/

COYTE 60x20x28-
SLD

737744

For medium dog-sized animals. 1” x 1” 12 ga. mesh. Sliding rear 
release.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD DOG/

COYTE 72x20x28-
SLD

788166

For large dog-sized animals. 1” x 1” 12 ga. mesh. Sliding rear 
release.

Safeguard SAFEGRD E-Z SET 
LIVE TRAP 755398

This is the most versatile trap on the market, as it can go virtually 
anywhere, in or around any corner (inside or outside), or it may be 
set in a straight line. 20”L x 3.375”W x 2”H Holds approximately 
25 mice, with no setting required. Effective one-way doors on 
both ends trap mice inside. Sliding vented covers provide for easy 
viewing and easy rodent removal and cleaning. Non-lethal, safe 
for use around pets and children. Sturdy plastic construction.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD LG 

RACCON 42x15x18-
SLD

741801

For Foxes, Coyotes and Bobcats. 1” x 1” 12 ga. mesh. Sliding rear 
release.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD LG 

RACOON 42x15x18-
FRT

800014

For Foxes, Coyotes and Bobcats. 1” x 1” 12 ga. mesh. Front 
release only.

Safeguard SAFEGRD MULTI-
CATCH MOUSE 824834

This non-lethal galvanized multi-catch mouse trap will quickly 
reduce rodent population in homes, farms, warehouses, plants 
and businesses. Safe for use around pets and children. No 
settings required, effective one-way doors on both ends trap mice 
inside. Hinged cover with clear plastic viewing window for easy 
rodent removal. Holds up to 25 mice.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 
RACCOON 

30x11x12-SLIDE
746107

For Raccoons, Opossums and small Cats. 1” x 1” 14 ga. mesh. 
Sliding rear release.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 
RACCOON 

30x11x12-SWING
807302

For Raccoons, Opossums and small Cats. 1” x 1” 14 ga. mesh. 
Front release only.
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Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

RACCOON PRO-
FRONT

745939

This line of Professional Traps was developed for the wildlife 
professional and incorporates several product enhancements for 
increased safety, performance and durability. 30” x11” x 12” For 
Raccoons, Opossums and small Cats. 1” x 1” 14 gauge mesh. 
Front release only. FEATURES:  • All traps made of Galfan™ wire 
as opposed to common galvanized wire for a higher corrosion 
resistance, resulting in a three-times longer life. • Internal bait tray 
travel stops. • Heavy duty bait tray to eliminate damage by trapped 
animals. • Additional operating rod support rings for superior 
durability. • 1/2” x 1” 14 gauge wire covering the entire floor of 
trap to protect turf and roof shingles. • Carrying handles and hand 
guard. • Trap door reinforced to provide maximum performance 
and superior animal retention. • Made in the USA and covered by 
a 1 year warranty against manufacturer’s defects.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

RACCOON PRO-
SLIDE

736502

This line of Professional Traps was developed for the wildlife 
professional and incorporates several product enhancements for 
increased safety, performance and durability. 30” x11” x 12” For 
Raccoons, Opossums and small Cats. 1” x 1” 14 gauge mesh. 
Sliding rear release. FEATURES:  • All traps made of Galfan™ 
wire as opposed to common galvanized wire for a higher corrosion 
resistance, resulting in a three-times longer life. • Internal bait tray 
travel stops. • Heavy duty bait tray to eliminate damage by trapped 
animals. • Additional operating rod support rings for superior 
durability. • 1/2” x 1” 14 gauge wire covering the entire floor of 
trap to protect turf and roof shingles. • Carrying handles and hand 
guard. • Trap door reinforced to provide maximum performance 
and superior animal retention. • Made in the USA and covered by 
a 1 year warranty against manufacturer’s defects.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

SQUIRREL 24x7x8-
FRONT

741668

For Rabbits, Skunks and large Squirrels. 1” x 1” 14 ga. mesh. 
Front release only.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

SQUIRREL 24x7x8-
SLIDE

741669

For Rabbits, Skunks and large Squirrels. 1” x 1” 14 ga. mesh. 
Sliding rear release door.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

SQUIRREL PROF-
FRONT

789897

This line of Professional Traps was developed for the wildlife 
professional and incorporates several product enhancements for 
increased safety, performance and durability. 24” x 7” x 8” For 
Skunks, Chipmunks and Squirrels. 1” x 1” 14 FEATURES:   • All 
traps made of Galfan™ wire as opposed to common galvanized 
wire for a higher corrosion resistance, resulting in a three-times 
longer life. • Internal bait tray travel stops. • Heavy duty bait tray 
to eliminate damage by trapped animals. • Additional operating 
rod support rings for superior durability. • 1/2” x 1” 14 gauge wire 
covering the entire floor of trap to protect turf and roof shingles. 
• Carrying handles and hand guard. • Trap door reinforced to 
provide maximum performance and superior animal retention. 
• Made in the USA and covered by a 1 year warranty against 
manufacturer’s defects.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

SQUIRREL PROF-
SLIDE

736501

This line of Professional Traps was developed for the wildlife 
professional and incorporates several product enhancements for 
increased safety, performance and durability. 24” x 7” x 8” For 
Skunks, Chipmunks and Squirrels. 1” x 1” 14 FEATURES: • All 
traps made of Galfan™ wire as opposed to common galvanized 
wire for a higher corrosion resistance, resulting in a three-times 
longer life. • Internal bait tray travel stops. • Heavy duty bait tray 
to eliminate damage by trapped animals. • Additional operating 
rod support rings for superior durability. • 1/2” x 1” 14 gauge wire 
covering the entire floor of trap to protect turf and roof shingles. 
• Carrying handles and hand guard. • Trap door reinforced to 
provide maximum performance and superior animal retention. 
• Made in the USA and covered by a 1 year warranty against 
manufacturer’s defects.

Safeguard SAFEGRD TIN TRAP 
10x3x3 788749

A non-lethal galvanized rodent trap for indoor or outdoor use. 
Sensitive trip mechanism for lightweight animals like chipmunks, 
mice and voles.
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Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

TRANSFER CAGE 
20x11x12

736593

Transfer cages are built to match up evenly to traps with sliding 
rear doors, for easy animal transfer. These cages include 
removable pans for quick cleaning. They are durable, easy to use 
and designed especially for the simple transportation of animals. 
The top of the cage also opens to allow easy removal of animals.

Safeguard SAFEGRD TRAP 
COVER 15-18 807312

These trap covers aid in protecting animals from the elements, 
while providing adequate ventilation. Covers are also useful in 
blocking the view of captured skunks. Made of rigid.090 inch 
green polyethylene. This plastic material is non-porous and non-
absorbent for easy cleaning. Folds for transport and storage. For 
use on 15” and 18” traps.

Safeguard SAFEGRD TRAP 
COVER 24 736585

These trap covers aid in protecting animals from the elements, 
while providing adequate ventilation. Covers are also useful in 
blocking the view of captured skunks. Made of rigid.090 inch 
green polyethylene. This plastic material is non-porous and non-
absorbent for easy cleaning. Folds for transport and storage. For 
use on 24” traps.

Safeguard SAFEGRD TRAP 
COVER 30-36 736588

These trap covers aid in protecting animals from the elements, 
while providing adequate ventilation. Covers are also useful in 
blocking the view of captured skunks. Made of rigid.090 inch 
green polyethylene. This plastic material is non-porous and non-
absorbent for easy cleaning. Folds for transport and storage. For 
use on 30”, 35” and 36” traps.

Safeguard SAFEGRD TRAP 
FORKS 736589

Trap Forks are great tools to use for isolating a trapped animal. 
Just slide the fork down through the wire mesh openings of the 
live trap to isolate the animal at one end of the trap. They are 
perfect for restraining an animal for an injection or to apply a catch 
pole or cat grasper. They also make the release of an animal easy 
and stress free. Just coax the animal to the back of the live trap 
and slide the divider into place. For 30, 35 and 36 inch traps.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

WOODCHUCK 
36x11x12 SLD

741804

For Woodchucks, Cats and Large Raccoons. 1” x 1” 14 ga. mesh. 
Sliding rear release.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

WOODCHUCK 
36x11x12 SWG

741803

For Woodchucks, Cats and Large Raccoons. 1” x 1” 14 ga. mesh. 
Front release only.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

WOODCHUCK PRO-
FRONT

813512

This line of Professional Traps was developed for the wildlife 
professional and incorporates several product enhancements for 
increased safety, performance and durability. 36”x 11” x 12” For 
Woodchucks, Cats and Large Raccoons. 1” x 1” 14 gauge mesh. 
Front release only. FEATURES:   • All traps made of Galfan™ wire 
as opposed to common galvanized wire for a higher corrosion 
resistance, resulting in a three-times longer life. • Internal bait tray 
travel stops. • Heavy duty bait tray to eliminate damage by trapped 
animals. • Additional operating rod support rings for superior 
durability. • 1/2” x 1” 14 gauge wire covering the entire floor of 
trap to protect turf and roof shingles. • Carrying handles and hand 
guard. • Trap door reinforced to provide maximum performance 
and superior animal retention. • Made in the USA and covered by 
a 1 year warranty against manufacturer’s defects.

Safeguard
SAFEGRD 

WOODCHUCK PRO-
SLIDE

736581

This line of Professional Traps was developed for the wildlife 
professional and incorporates several product enhancements for 
increased safety, performance and durability. 36”x 11” x 12” For 
Woodchucks, Cats and Large Raccoons. 1” x 1” 14 gauge mesh. 
Sliding rear release. FEATURES:  • All traps made of Galfan™ 
wire as opposed to common galvanized wire for a higher corrosion 
resistance, resulting in a three-times longer life. • Internal bait tray 
travel stops. • Heavy duty bait tray to eliminate damage by trapped 
animals. • Additional operating rod support rings for superior 
durability. • 1/2” x 1” 14 gauge wire covering the entire floor of 
trap to protect turf and roof shingles. • Carrying handles and hand 
guard. • Trap door reinforced to provide maximum performance 
and superior animal retention. • Made in the USA and covered by 
a 1 year warranty against manufacturer’s defects.
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Snake Bags MW INNER BAG 
REPLACEMENT 826360

Snake Bagger inner bag - replacement part

Snake Bags MW OUTER BAG 
REPLACEMENT 826361

Snake Bagger outer bag - replacement part

Snake Bags MW PRO BAGGER 
SYSTEM 826363

At around 1-1/2 lbs., this collapsible snake bagger rides compactly 
on your hip in an open sheath. The extra long 55” bag with 
restraining tube attachment sleeve is made of lightweight ripstop 
nylon. Super compact at only 22” long x 5” wide x 1-1/2” thick. 
May be carried this way until needed, freeing your hands. When a 
snake is discovered in the field, you can use a hook or tong with 
one hand and when ready, reach to your hip with the other. Pull 
out the Pro Bagger and with a flip of your wrist, the system locks in 
place ready for use. Overall size is 36 inches, but with a push of a 
button it can be extended to 48 inches long. The triangular shaped 
hoop is approximately 20” wide and 15” out from handle. Warning: 
There is no top bar on the triangle that can be used to pin the bag 
shut! This is necessary to allow for the collapsibility of this unit. 
You will love this tool. Always inspect bag before using.

Snake Bags MW REPLACEMENT 
BAG PRO BLACK 826341

Replacement bag for Pro Bagger System

Snake Bags MW SNAKE BAG 
LARGE 826364

NEW UPGRADED DESIGN - Quality made bag. Something you 
will always need as a herper. Large bag is 18” x 36”.

Snake Bags MW SNAKE BAG 
MEDIUM 826365

NEW UPGRADED DESIGN - Quality made bag. Something you 
will always need as a herper. Medium bag is 14” x 24”.

Snake Bags MW SNAKE BAG 
SMALL 826366

NEW UPGRADED DESIGN - Quality made bag. Something you 
will always need as a herper. Small bag is 12” x 20”.

Snake Bags MW SNAKE 
BAGGER SYSTEM 826367

One of a kind dual bag system for safety and the ability to have 
a backup when one bag is in use. Light weight at 2 lbs. Includes 
2 bags 48’’ in length - 1 inner/1 outer - designed with a sleeve on 
the bottom corner to work with our restraining tubes or to step on 
to create tension in bag. Triangular aluminum frame made from 
aircraft grade aluminum with strong comfortable handle. Features 
two safety snap locks on bag frame for quick release. Frame can 
be taken off and be replaced with a hook, pinning head adapter or 
a cleaning tool. Always inspect bag before using.

Snake Control MW HOOK 
ATTACHMENT 826342

Stainless steel hook polished to a mirror finish. With an anodized 
aluminum dual locking insert. 2” long.

Snake Control MW PINNING 
ATTACHMENT 826362

Pinning End has a forked appearance with a top grade rubber 
tube to press down and hold a neck without any solid surface 
against the reptile. Similar to what is known as a jigger. Excellent 
tool when holding down in a humane way.

Snake Control CAHABA LARGE 
GLUE PADS (3) 777490

Nearly a half pound of glue and 162 square inches of catch power. 
This insert is made to handle large snakes. Activated inserts work 
for 12 months and properly stored inserts last for up to 5-years. 
Constructed with the best adhesive available. 18.5”L x 9.5”W
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Snake Control CAHABA SMALL 
GLUE PADS (10) 823026

32 square inches of catch power. Designed for snakes, but will 
also will help control mice, lizards, insects and spiders. Great 
for Brown recluse spiders indoors. Constructed with the best 
adhesive available. 8.5”L x 5.25”W

Snake Control CAHABA SNAKE 
TRAP - FOLDABLE 822370

This foldable Cahaba Snake Trap measures 32” x 10” x 3” and 
comes complete with one replaceable glue insert. You may need 
more catch inserts to finish the job, but we’re giving you the choice 
of a quality product, with a budget price. This foldable trap is 
durable, reusable, disposable and can be used both inside and 
outside.

Snake Control CAHABA SNAKE 
TRAP - LARGE 821552

A completely re-usable trap for catching snakes. The Cahaba 
Snake Trap also helps control rodents, mice, lizards, insects and 
spiders. This trap is constructed of commercial grade plastic, 
making it very durable and weather resistant. A single trap will last 
for years. 32”L x 10”W x 2.5” H

Snake Control CAHABA SNAKE 
TRAP - SMALL 822368

Specially designed for small snakes, up to one and a half feet. 
Also catches spiders, lizards, mice, scorpions and other crawling 
insects. This trap is constructed of commercial grade plastic, 
making it very durable and weather resistant. A single trap will 
last for years. Can be used indoors or outdoors. 16”L x 5.25”W x 
2.25”H

Snake Control SNAKE OUT 779135

The special blend of ingredients in Snake Out Snake Repellent 
is especially unpleasant to snakes. When they come into contact 
with Snake Out in the air, an escape/avoidance reaction is 
triggered so the snakes are actually repelled away from the 
product. Snake Out doesn’t harm snakes; instead, it actually 
repels them-naturally. • Biodegradable • Will not harm lawns, 
gardens, flower beds or other desirable plants when used as 
directed • May be used in areas where children and pets play • 
Apply around homes, foundations, barns & outbuildings, garages, 
woodpiles, sheds, campsites-anyplace where snakes may be a 
problem • Easy-to-apply patented “Comfort Grip” container • As 
natural oils, Snake Out is exempt from EPA regulation • Does 
not contain naphthalene • Part of your Green Pest Management 
program Using the convenient dispenser cap on this package, 
lightly sprinkle a band 6-8 inches wide, next to and around the 
area you wish to protect. It is not necessary to completely cover 
the ground with the product. One pound will treat a band 8-inches 
wide by 50-feet in length. Do not water after application. Reapply 
product after heavy rains or every two weeks to obtain best 
results.

Snake Control
SNAKE SCRAM 
PROFESSIONAL 

22LB
795970

Snake Scram Professional is effective in deterring and repelling 
most snakes, including many venomous species such as 
rattlesnakes and copperheads. While most snake species are 
harmless, many varieties can strike and bite if surprised or 
disturbed by human activity. Snake Scram Professional is highly 
offensive to snakes’ Jacobson organ receptors and causes them 
to leave treated areas. Covers 6,600 square feet.

Snake Control
SNAKE SCRAM 
PROFESSIONAL 

8LB
795975

Snake Scram Professional is effective in deterring and repelling 
most snakes, including many venomous species such as 
rattlesnakes and copperheads. While most snake species are 
harmless, many varieties can strike and bite if surprised or 
disturbed by human activity. Snake Scram Professional is highly 
offensive to snakes’ Jacobson organ receptors and causes them 
to leave treated areas. Covers 2,400 square feet.

Snake Control SNAKE-A-WAY 28 
LB PAIL 717220

Single 28-pound pail of Snake-A-Way. Protects 3.5 acres. NOT 
REGISTERED FOR USE IN: AK, CA, HI and NY

Snake Control SNAKE-A-WAY 4LB 793975

Snake-A-Way is the worlds only EPA approved, university tested, 
patented snake repellent. It has been proven effective against 
both poisonous and non-poisonous snakes. When used and 
applied as directed it is safe to humans, animals and plant life. 
It has been universally approved and endorsed by naturalists, 
conservationists and ecologists. NOT REGISTERED FOR USE 
IN: AK, CA and HI
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Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

MW GENTLE GIANT 
COLL TONG 40 826356

The Gentle Giant Collapsible has the highest quality collapsible 
components available. Now upgraded to a more user friendly 
higher quality precision tool that will amaze you in it’s appearance 
and performance. This tong comes standard with the large super 
tong option. The new “Quick Release Positive Lock System” is the 
component that makes this tool second to NONE.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

MW GENTLE GIANT 
TONG 40 826357

Triple rubber coated top jaw creates drag on top of the snake’s 
body for secure holding • Lower jaw is polished which creates 
a smooth surface, reducing snake’s ability of forward motion • 
Constructed of blue aircraft grade aluminum tubing featuring a 
concealed (non visible) stainless steel cable and spring • Test 
results have shown that the Gentle Giant’s 2 1/4;” wide jaws 
eliminate stress in many situations, allowing the animals to be 
handled in a more relaxed state compared to other tongs currently 
available in the reptile industry. Some species that react radically 
to capture by regular tongs have proven to be less combative 
when restrained by the Gentle Giant Tongs™. Extra Wide Jaws 
The 2 1/4” wide gentle grip disperses pressure over a greater 
surface area of the snake’s body, eliminating the possibility of 
direct pressure between individual ribs, and reducing the risk of 
musculoskeletal injury. A wider, more gentle jaw allows faster 
gripping which is a great advantage when handling or capturing 
species of water snakes and tree dwelling snakes which are 
notoriously fast and difficult to restrain, lessening the chance of 
injury or escape.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

MW GENTLE GIANT 
TONG 52 826358

Triple rubber coated top jaw creates drag on top of the snake’s 
body for secure holding • Lower jaw is polished which creates 
a smooth surface, reducing snake’s ability of forward motion • 
Constructed of blue aircraft grade aluminum tubing featuring a 
concealed (non visible) stainless steel cable and spring • Test 
results have shown that the Gentle Giant’s 2 1/4” wide jaws 
eliminate stress in many situations, allowing the animals to be 
handled in a more relaxed state compared to other tongs currently 
available in the reptile industry. Some species that react radically 
to capture by regular tongs have proven to be less combative 
when restrained by the Gentle Giant Tongs™. Extra Wide Jaws 
The 2 1/4” wide gentle grip disperses pressure over a greater 
surface area of the snake’s body, eliminating the possibility of 
direct pressure between individual ribs, and reducing the risk of 
musculoskeletal injury. A wider, more gentle jaw allows faster 
gripping which is a great advantage when handling or capturing 
species of water snakes and tree dwelling snakes which are 
notoriously fast and difficult to restrain, lessening the chance of 
injury or escape.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

MW SNAKE HOOK 
COLLAPS 17-39 826368

This Collapsible Hook is useful while traveling to foreign countries 
or just for backpacking. This collapsible hook has a thick, non-
rotating shaft, made from aircraft grade aluminum. The collapsible 
hook’s tubes are grooved to prevent rotation. Do not use to pin 
snakes, or lift or flip debris.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

MW SNAKE HOOK 
STANDARD 40 826369

These high quality hooks are made from space age alloys for 
strength and safety. The hook insert is made from a solid anodized 
aircraft grade aluminum rod. The Standard Hook is the most 
widely used hook on the market today. If you work with snakes at 
all, this will be your number one basic tool. Made with a slightly 
flexible stainless steel shaft and an aluminum hook 3 1/2 inches 
wide at the end.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

MW SNAKE TONG 
COLLAPSIBLE 40 826370

Collapsible 40 inch Standard Tong was designed to accommodate 
the many requests from customers who travel, whether by flying, 
backpacking, biking, hiking or keeping them under the seat of 
a vehicle. The 40 inch tong folds in half to a legth of 22 inches. 
All new completely upgraded to a more user friendly Higher 
Quality Precision tool that will amaze you in it’s appearance and 
performance. The new Quick Release Positive Lock System is the 
components that make this Second to NONE. The collapsible tong 
is 20’’ long folded, opening to 40’’ usable length.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

MW SNAKE TONG 
STANDARD 40 826371

By far the number one selling of all our tongs. 40’’ in length makes 
it comfortable for the average size person. Made from high-grade 
materials, the ends are cast aluminum.
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Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

TOMAHAWK SNAKE 
HOOK 319 46 692532

46” long hook with 1/4” stainless steel hook and shaft.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

TOMAHAWK SNAKE 
TONG 312NE 24 826132

These light weight tongs are perfect for handling small to medium 
size snakes and reptiles. The tong jaws and handle are made 
of super strong nylon composit and the shaft is made of black 
anodized aluminum.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

TOMAHAWK SNAKE 
TONG 314NE 36 826144

These light weight tongs are perfect for handling small to medium 
size snakes and reptiles. The tong jaws and handle are made 
of super strong nylon composit and the shaft is made of black 
anodized aluminum.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

TOMAHAWK SNAKE 
TONG 315NE 42 826145

These light weight tongs are perfect for handling small to medium 
size snakes and reptiles. The tong jaws and handle are made 
of super strong nylon composit and the shaft is made of black 
anodized aluminum.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

TOMAHAWK SNAKE 
TONG 317NE 60 824701

These light weight tongs are perfect for handling small to medium 
size snakes and reptiles. The tong jaws and handle are made 
of super strong nylon composit and the shaft is made of black 
anodized aluminum.

Snake Hooks & 
Snake Tongs

TOMAHAWK SNAKE 
TONG 318NE 72 692527

These light weight tongs are perfect for handling small to medium 
size snakes and reptiles. The tong jaws and handle are made 
of super strong nylon composit and the shaft is made of black 
anodized aluminum.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

ACES THROW 
NET 4ft 827451

We have the best selection and highest quality throw nets for 
capturing birds, cats, dogs and wildlife in the field. Our nets are 
lightweight, strong and easy to use. Weighted perimeter rope for 
easy throwing. The 4’ net has 2.5” mesh.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

ACES THROW 
NET 6ft 827452

We have the best selection and highest quality throw nets for 
capturing birds, cats, dogs and wildlife in the field. Our nets are 
lightweight, strong and easy to use. Weighted perimeter rope for 
easy throwing. The 6’ net has 3” mesh.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

ACES THROW 
NET 8ft 827453

We have the best selection and highest quality throw nets for 
capturing birds, cats, dogs and wildlife in the field. Our nets are 
lightweight, strong and easy to use. Weighted perimeter rope for 
easy throwing. The 8’ net has 4” mesh.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK 3350 
MIGHTY NET 692534

Tomahawk’s Mighty Net, Model 3350, has been ergonomically 
designed to fit your hand and provide the utmost strength in 
restraining animals up to 50 pounds. The XL triangular shape of its 
exclusive handle is an oversized 1&frac14;” in diameter, so it fits 
comfortably in your palm and provides positive control of the net. 
Its power catch shaped handles eliminate searching for the spring 
button when extending the handle to the locked position. The one 
of a kind, Brute Hoop has been re-engineered with a teardrop 
shape to maximize strength. The heavy duty extruded aluminum 
yoke provides ultimate strength at the critical stress points of the 
net. And, the professional style gold and black anodized finish 
is impervious to corrosion. This net is great for cats, large birds, 
waterfowl, wildlife, and dogs up to 50 lbs. The hoop opening is 
34” x 40” and the tangle free net is 48” deep with 1&frac34;” mesh 
openings. The handle telescopes from 65” to 96”. Extra postage 
is required for this item because of its size. It must ship at the 30 
lb UPS weight.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK 3421 
MINI NET 824989

The Mini Net is intended for animals up to 25 lbs. It has a hoop 
opening of 21” x 25”. It features a telescoping handle that reaches 
from 2’ to 4’. It has a tangle free, nylon net that is 36” deep with 1” 
mesh openings.
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Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK 3543 
EXTENSION NET 670122

Tomahawk’s Extension Net, Model 3543, is perfect for a wide 
variety of smaller animals, from bats and chipmunks, to cats 
and rabbits. Its D-shaped hoop has and opening of 19” x 
17”. Its telescoping handle reaches from 6 to 18 feet. Its soft 
honeycombed black mesh, provides the best design for restraining 
animals, and it measures 20” deep with &frac14;” mesh openings. 
Extra postage is required for this item because of its size. It is 
shipped in two packages, a 30 lb UPS package, and a 4 lb UPS 
package. A fee is also added by UPS because one package 
exceeds 5 feet.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK DURA 
FLEX HD NET 5’ 824990

38”x28” Hoop - Tomahawk’s 5’ Heavy Duty Dura-Flex Net, Model 
HN303, is great for restraining cats, small to medium size dogs, 
bats, birds, raccoons, and rodents. Its solid polycarbonate hoop is 
strong, yet flexible and can be pressed firmly and FLUSH against 
the ground. This allows the animal to be netted at any angle. For 
smaller shaft sizes, please see HN301 and HN302. Because this 
net is so large, it must be shipped at the 30 lb UPS rate.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK DURA 
FLEX ST NET 4’ 824991

26”x20” Hoop - Tomahawk’s 4’ Standard Dura-Flex Net, Model 
SN202, is great for restraining cats, small to medium size dogs, 
bats, birds, raccoons, and rodents. Its solid polycarbonate hoop is 
strong, yet flexible and can be pressed firmly and FLUSH against 
the ground. This allows the animal to be netted at any angle. For 
other shaft sizes, see SN201 and SN203. Because this net is so 
large, it must be shipped at the 30 lb UPS rate.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK DURA 
FLEX ST NET 5’ 824993

26”x20” Hoop - Tomahawk’s 5’ Standard Dura-Flex Net, Model 
SN203, is great for restraining cats, small to medium size dogs, 
bats, birds, raccoons, and rodents. Its solid polycarbonate hoop is 
strong, yet flexible and can be pressed firmly and FLUSH against 
the ground. This allows the animal to be netted at any angle. For 
shorter shafts, see SN201 and SN202. Because this net is so 
large, it must be shipped at the 30 lb UPS rate. A fee is added by 
UPS because the package exceeds 5 feet.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK DURA 
FLEX ST REP NET 824994

Tomahawk’s Standard Dura-Flex Replacement Net, Model SN200 
is a 48” deep nylon net with &frac14;” mesh openings. It has a 60” 
hoop circumference, and a drawstring tie off cord. Metal hoop not 
included with replacement net.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK 
THROW NET 4’ w/1 824804

1.4 lbs / 4’ Diameter / 1’’ Nylon Mesh 4’ This throw net, is great for 
cats, small dogs, and similar sized animals.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK 
THROW NET 6’ w/2 824805

Tomahawk’s 6’ Throw Net, Model TN6, is great for catching cats, 
dogs, rabbits, and most medium sized wildlife. Just throw it like a 
Frisbee over the animal. Its weighted perimeter makes it easy to 
throw with great accuracy. The TN6 is 6 feet wide with 2” nylon 
mesh openings.

Throw Nets and 
Pole Nets

TOMAHAWK 
THROW NET 8’ w/4 824807

4.3 lbs / 8’ Diameter / 4’’ Nylon Mesh8’ This throw net, is great for 
medium to large size dogs and similar sized animals.

Todol Products TODOL 1-G FOAM 
REFILLS 752750

The professional foaming system” expands and bonds in-place 
to seal and stop the passage of air, gases, water, dust, fibers and 
sound. BEIGE/YELLOW COLORED FOAM.

Todol Products TODOL BLACK 
STRAW FOAM 720983

Benefits - High Volume, Low Cost, Easy to Use, Deadens Sound, 
Perfect for Outside Applications Features - Saves Labor, Sandable 
and Paintable, Fills Any Void, 5.0 R-Factor per inch Highlights - 
Dispensed Gallons, 0.9 Cubic Feet, 21 Liters, 3/4;” Bead = 1025 
lin.ft, 1000 Cubic Inches

Todol Products TODOL FLEXIBLE 
TUBING 24 793142

This tubing fits over the extended tip on the Pageris foam gun. 
This tubing allows you to place the foam in narrow hard to reach 
spots.
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Todol Products TODOL FOAM GUN 
CLEANER 661562

20 oz. cleaner to flush out dispensing guns.

Todol Products TODOL GREEN 
PLASTIC CASE 736007

Durable plastic carrying case specifically molded to fit our foam 
products. It can hold up to 4 cans of product including a can 
mounted on any of our foam guns.

Todol Products TODOL IPF PEPPER 
FOAM REFILLS 689327

IPF a foam sealant with scented pepper aroma added to deter 
insects, rodents, birds, and small animals. A valuable tool for 
PCOs.

Todol Products
TODOL PAGERIS 
ECONOMY FOAM 

GUN
825008

This economy Pageris gun is quite similar to the top of the line 
Pageris model, but is not constructed of stainless steel and does 
not carry the one-year warranty. Still, a great value for a sturdy-
built foam gun. REMEMBER TO SCREW FLOW ADJUSTMENT 
VALVE TIGHT AFTER EACH USE AND ALWAYS KEEP A CAN 
ON THE GUN.

Todol Products TODOL PAGERIS 
FOAM GUN 677128

The state of the art stainless steel dispensing gun. Comes with 
a 1-year warranty (from date of manufacture). REMEMBER TO 
SCREW FLOW ADJUSTMENT VALVE TIGHT AFTER EACH USE 
AND ALWAYS KEEP A CAN ON THE GUN.

Todol Products
TODOL PAGERIS 
LONG BARREL 

GUN
738207

The same state of the art stainless steel dispensing gun as the 
Pageris gun, only with a 26-inch barrel. Great gun to reach those 
dormer gaps. REMEMBER TO SCREW FLOW ADJUSTMENT 
VALVE TIGHT AFTER EACH USE AND ALWAYS KEEP A CAN 
ON THE GUN.

Todol Products TODOL PUR BLACK 
FOAM REFILLS 665782

A black colored foam sealant for outside applications. Gun 
dispensed for complete control. A real tool! Each can has a net 
weight of 27.8 oz, and can cover 1,200 linear feet with a 1/2” 
bead.

Todol Products TODOL PUR CLEAN 
SOLVENT 4.5 OZ 662518

A spray nozzle and straw dispenser to clean up uncured foam.

Todol Products TODOL PUR 
SHOOTER 689299

An inexpensive all metal gun. Tough and sturdy!

Todol Products TODOL STARTER 
KIT/PLASTIC BLK 801778

Starter Kit includes: 3 cans of BLACK Foam, 1 Pageris Gun, 1 
can Pur Fill gun cleaner, 2 foot Plastic tubing, 5 plastic needles, 1 
plastic adaptor, 1 foam reducer, and a product catalog - packed in 
a hard plastic case.

Todol Products TODOL STARTER 
KIT/PLASTIC YEL 826052

Starter Kit includes: 3 cans of YELLOW Foam, 1 Pageris Gun, 1 
can Pur Fill gun cleaner, 2 foot Plastic tubing, 5 plastic needles, 1 
plastic adaptor, 1 foam reducer, and a product catalog - packed in 
a hard plastic case.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 1010 
DOUBLE DOOR 828241

Features two trap doors and is designed for raccoons, 
woodchucks, armadillos, and similar sized animals. Trap doors 
at both ends allow wary animals to see through the trap without 
obstruction and enter with confidence.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 102 
CHIPMUNK/RAT 681957

16”x5”x5” Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 102, is 
Tomahawk’s most popular selling trap. It is the most perfect trap 
for catching chipmunks and rats because of its small 1/2 x 1 inch 
wire mesh openings. If storage space is a concern, Model 102 is 
also available as a collapsible trap.
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Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 103 
RED SQUIRREL 645772

19”x6”x6” Model 103, is a must for trapping squirrels and 
muskrats.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 104 
SQUIRREL 828246

24”x6”x6” - Tomahawk Double Door Live Trap, Model 104, is 
highly effective for trapping squirrels, rats, and chipmunks. This 
trap may ultimately double your chances of catching an animal, 
because the animal can enter the trap from either end. Once the 
trip pan in the middle of the trap has been triggered, both doors 
simultaneously spring shut and lock into place.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 104.5 
SKUNK/SQUIRREL 824895

20”x7”x7” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 104.5, 
is a very compact trap that prevents most skunks from raising 
their tails.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 105 
SKUNK/SQUIRREL 658926

24”x7”x7” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 105, 
is another one of Tomahawk’s great skunk traps. It is compact 
enough to prevent the skunk from raising its tail, yet long enough 
to catch large skunk. If more reassurance against accidental 
sprayings is needed, Model 105 is also available as a covered 
skunk trap, Tomahawk Model 105.2.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 105.2 
ENCLOSED SKUNK 653326

24”x7”x7” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 105.2, 
is Tomahawk’s most popular skunk trap. It is an enclosed skunk 
trap that humanely and effectively traps skunks, but leaves their 
odor behind. The enclosed trap keeps the trapper out of sight 
which keeps the skunk calm, and unable to target in and spray, 
scratch, or bite its trapper. This trap also works very nicely on 
other medium sized animals. Remember to PLEASE, set the trap 
in a shaded area during hot weather.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 105.5 
SKUNK/SQUIRREL 828247

24”x7”x7” - Tomahawk Double Door Live Trap, Model 105.5, is 
highly effective for trapping skunks, rabbits, minks, large squirrels, 
and kittens. This trap may ultimately double your chances of 
catching an animal, because the animal can enter the trap from 
either end. Once the trip pan in the middle of the trap has been 
triggered, both doors simultaneously spring shut and lock into 
place.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 106 
SKUNK/CAT/

RABBIT
645188

26”x9”x9” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 106, is 
the perfect trap for catching cats and rabbits. Just place a can of 
cat food with a couple of holes punched into it at the back of the 
trap and your ready to catch that stray cat.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 107 
SKUNK/CAT/

RABBIT
824812

32”x9”x9” - Tomahawk Double Door Live Trap, Model 107, is 
highly effective for trapping cats and rabbits. This trap may 
ultimately double your chances of catching an animal, because the 
animal can enter the trap from either end. Once the trip pan in the 
middle of the trap has been triggered, both doors simultaneously 
spring shut and lock into place.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 108 
RACCOON 824886

32”x10”x12” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 
108, is a great trap for catching raccoons, opossums, rabbits, 
groundhogs, armadillos, feral cats and lots of other medium sized 
animals.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 108.5 
XL RACCOON 747877

36”x12”x12” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 
108.5, is the perfect trap for extra large raccoon, groundhog, and 
armadillo. This trap is even large enough to catch fox.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 108.6 
DOUBLE DOOR 824887

36”x10”x12” - Tomahawk Double-door Rigid Live Cage Trap. 1” x 
1” - 12 gauge mesh. Great for raccoons, groundhogs and cats.
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Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 108.7 
ARMADILLO 824888

Tomahawk Double Door Live Trap, Model 108.7, is most 
commonly known as the heavily reinforced, Armadillo Special!! 
It’s the most effective armadillo trap on the market. Model 108.7 
can trap more than just armadillo. It can handle just about any 
medium to large sized rodent, including raccoon, groundhog, feral 
cat, and opossum. This is Tomahawk’s ultimate trap. This trap may 
ultimately double your chances of catching an animal, because the 
animal can enter the trap from either end. Once the trip pan in the 
middle of the trap has been triggered, both doors simultaneously 
spring shut and lock into place.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 109 
FOX/JACKRABBIT 824890

42”x15”x15” - Tomahawk Double Door Live Trap, Model 109, is a 
must have for trapping fox and jackrabbit. Even the most timid fox 
will enter with confidence. This trap may ultimately double your 
chances of catching an animal, because the animal can enter the 
trap from either end. Once the trip pan in the middle of the trap 
has been triggered, both doors simultaneously spring shut and 
lock into place.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 109.5 
BOBCAT 824891

42”x15”x20” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 
109.5, is the perfect trap for bobcats, coyotes, nutria, or small to 
medium sized dogs.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 110-A 
DOG TRAP 828243

48”x20”x26” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 
110A, is perfect for trapping small to medium sized dogs and 
coyotes.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 110-B 
DOG TRAP 681956

60”x20”x26” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 
110B, is the most versatile dog trap Tomahawk offers. It humanely 
catches all sizes of dogs and coyotes.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 110-C 
DOG TRAP 828244

72”x20”x26” - Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 
110C, is the largest trap Tomahawk manufactures.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 306 
TRANSFER CAGE 825699

This is a sliding door transfer cage for raccoons, cats and similar-
sized animals. The sliding door is designed for easy transfer of 
animals from live traps.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 403 
TURTLE TRAP 40# 824976

32”x18”x9” - Tomahawk Turtle Trap, Model 403, is the ultimate 
turtle trap for turtles under 40 lbs. It is a heavy duty, single 
catching turtle trap the can fold flat in seconds for easy storage 
when not in use. If a trap is needed for turtles larger than 40 lbs, 
Tomahawk manufactures a turtle trap for up to 100 pound turtles, 
Model 404.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 404 
TURTLE TRAP 100# 824977

40”x24”x11” - Tomahawk Turtle Trap, Model 404, is the ultimate 
turtle trap for turtles between 40 and 100 lbs. It is a heavy duty, 
single catching turtle trap that can fold flat in seconds for easy 
storage, when not in use.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 
410 REPEATING 

TURTLE
824978

This fantastic trap is a multiple catch turtle trap that can catch and 
hold many turtles at one time. It has a unique swinging trap door 
system that allows turtles to enter and not leave. It also has a “bait 
door” near the back of the trap to allow you to quickly and easily 
bait the trap without reaching through the repeating trap door. It 
works especially well on snapping turtles. Just bait and set this 
trap and watch the turtles keep on coming.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 603 
SLIDING SQUIRREL 658927

19”x6”x6” - Tomahawk Deluxe Transfer Trap, Model 603, is just 
like Tomahawk Model 103, but it also has the added benefit of 
having a rear release door. This addition makes Model 603 a 
must-have for catching squirrels and muskrats. If storage space 
is a concern, Model 603 is also available as a collapsible trap, 
Tomahawk Model 202. The collapsible version however, does not 
have a rear sliding door.
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Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 606 
SLIDING CAT/RABIT 824969

26”x9”x9” - Tomahawk Deluxe Transfer Trap, Model 606, is just 
like Tomahawk Model 106, but it also has the added benefit of 
having a rear release door. This addition, makes Model 606 a 
must-have for catching cats and rabbits. In fact, its one of our best 
sellers!! If storage space is a concern, Model 606 is also available 
as a collapsible trap, Tomahawk Model 205. The collapsible 
version however, does not have a rear sliding door.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 608 
SLIDING RACCOON 666061

32”x10”x12” - Tomahawk Deluxe Transfer Trap, Model 608, is 
just like Tomahawk Model 108, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. This addition, and its versatile 
size, make Model 608 a must-have for catching feral cats, 
raccoons, opossums, rabbits, groundhogs, armadillos, and lots 
of other medium sized animals. Tomahawk also manufactures a 
flush mount version of this trap, Model 608.2. If storage space 
is a concern, Model 608 is also available as a collapsible trap, 
Tomahawk Model 207. The collapsible version however, does not 
have a rear sliding door.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 609 
LARGE RACCOONS 824967

Model 609 is designed to capture large racoons, woodchucks and 
similar size animals. It weighs 14 lbs and measures 36L x 12W 
x 14H. It is contructed from 1” x 1” - 14 gauge galvanized wire 
mesh. It has an easy release rear door. And it has the “bait saver” 
feature which is tighter 1/2” x 1” mesh pattern at the back portion 
of the trap to prevent animals from reaching in from the outside 
and stealing bait.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 609.5 
SLIDING BOBCAT 824968

42”x15”x20” - Tomahawk Deluxe Transfer Trap, Model 609.5, is 
just like Tomahawk Model 109.5, but it also has the added benefit 
of having a rear release door. This addition, makes Model 609.5 a 
must-have for catching bobcats, coyotes, nutria, fox, and small to 
medium sized dogs. If storage space is a concern, Model 609.5 is 
also available as a collapsible trap, Tomahawk Model 209.5. The 
collapsible version however, does not have a rear sliding door.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 721 
CAT DEN (GREY) 828249

These units provide animals a quiet place to hide within larger 
holding cages. They can also be used as transfer cages, as they 
match up nicely to the back of Tomahawk TNR traps and cages. 
Our cat handlers are easy to disinfect as there are no nuts or bolts 
protruding into the inside of the unit. They have an acrylic sliding 
door to allow handlers to check on animals without disturbing 
them. They also feature a porthole door with a flip down cover. 
Simply close the porthole door to secure the animal inside. Please 
select SMOKE DOOR or CLEAR DOOR model.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK 801 
BAILEY BEAVER 824981

39”x21” - The suitcase-like frame of the Tomahawk Bailey Beaver 
Live Trap, Model 801, measures 39 inches long by 21 inches 
wide. The mesh frame is constructed of chain link fencing, while 
the base bar and cross bar are constructed of aluminum. Model 
801 fastens securely around the beaver as it swims over the trap 
and trips the T-bar. The beaver is trapped safely and securely 
inside the trap. Half of the beavers body remains in the water, 
while half of the beavers body stays out of the water to allow for 
easy and adequate breathing.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK M35 
DOUBLE DOOR SM 824796

These traps feature heavy-duty galvanized wire mesh frames and 
spring loaded trap doors at both ends. The doors are designed to 
allow animals to easily enter the trap and to prevent escape.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK M40 
DOUBLE DOOR MD 824797

These traps feature heavy-duty galvanized wire mesh frames and 
spring loaded trap doors at both ends. The doors are designed to 
allow animals to easily enter the trap and to prevent escape.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK M50 
DOUBLE DOOR LG 824799

These traps feature heavy-duty galvanized wire mesh frames and 
spring loaded trap doors at both ends. The doors are designed to 
allow animals to easily enter the trap and to prevent escape.

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK S50 
SIMPLE RODENT 778075

24”x5”x5” - Tomahawk Simple Trap, Model S50, is perfect for 
catching several chipmunks, rats, or squirrels at a time. Or if you 
prefer to go after that one pesky rodent, activate the trip pan and 
place some bait at the back of the trap. This cost effective trap 
gives you the choice.
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Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK TRAP 
DIVIDER 10-12 824808

Tomahawk Trap Divider, Model TD10, is perfect for isolating 
animals at the back of all Tomahawk Traps and Cages 9 inches to 
11 inches wide. Perfect for using with Tomahawk Traps: 106, 107, 
108, 108.2, 108.7, 205, 206, 207, 606, 608, and 608.2

Tomahawk Original 
Series

TOMAHAWK TRAP 
DIVIDER 7-9’ 824810

Tomahawk Trap Divider, Model TD09, is perfect for isolating 
animals at the back of all Tomahawk Traps and Cages 7 inches to 
9 inches wide. Perfect for using with Tomahawk Traps: 104.5, 105, 
105.5, 106, 107, 605, 606, 204, 205, 206, 605, and 606.

Tomahawk 
Professional Series

TOMAHAWK 102SS 
PROFESSIONAL 824893

Model 102SS is our professional series live trap for chipmunks, 
gophers, rats, and similar size animals. It feature a very strong 
wire frame with tighter mesh patterns and extra reinforcing steel 
rods welded to the frame for even greater strength. These traps 
have the same great design as our Original Series traps with 
stronger materials and more demanding specifications. Tighter 
mesh patterns not only give the trap additional strength, but also 
prevent critters from reaching into the trap and stealing bait, and 
reaching out of the trap and damaging lawns, roofs, decks, and 
other property.

Tomahawk 
Professional Series

TOMAHAWK 103SS 
PROFESSIONAL 811317

Model 103SS is a professional live trap for squirrels, muskrats, 
and similar size animals. It feature a very strong wire frame with 
tighter mesh patterns and extra reinforcing steel rods welded to 
the frame for even greater strength. These traps have the same 
great design as our Original Series traps with stronger materials 
and more demanding specifications. Tighter mesh patterns not 
only give the trap additional strength, but also prevent critters from 
reaching into the trap and stealing bait, and reaching out of the 
trap and damaging lawns, roofs, decks, and other property.

Tomahawk 
Professional Series

TOMAHAWK 105SS 
PROFESSIONAL 824894

Model 105SS is a professional trap for skunks, opossums, prairie 
dogs and similar size animals. It feature a very strong wire frame 
with tighter mesh patterns and extra reinforcing steel rods welded 
to the frame for even greater strength. These traps have the same 
great design as our Original Series traps with stronger materials 
and more demanding specifications. Tighter mesh patterns not 
only give the trap additional strength, but also prevent critters from 
reaching into the trap and stealing bait, and reaching out of the 
trap and damaging lawns, roofs, decks, and other property.

Tomahawk 
Professional Series

TOMAHAWK 108SS 
PROFESSIONAL 824889

Tomahawk Single Door Rigid Live Trap, Model 108SS, is a great 
trap for catching raccoons, opossums, rabbits, groundhogs, 
armadillos, feral cats and lots of other medium sized animals. You 
asked for it and Tomahawk delivered. This trap is entirely 1/2” x 1” 
mesh (all four sides, rear and door).

Tomahawk 
Professional Series

TOMAHAWK 603SS 
PROFESSIONAL 824896

Model 603SS is a professional live trap with an easy release door 
for squirrels, muskrats and similar size animals. It feature a very 
strong wire frame with tighter mesh patterns and extra reinforcing 
steel rods welded to the frame for even greater strength. These 
traps have the same great design as our Original Series traps with 
stronger materials and more demanding specifications. Tighter 
mesh patterns not only give the trap additional strength, but also 
prevent critters from reaching into the trap and stealing bait, and 
reaching out of the trap and damaging lawns, roofs, decks, and 
other property. The easy release door allows for the easiest way to 
release trapped animals and to bait the trap.

Tomahawk 
Professional Series

TOMAHAWK 605SS 
PROFESSIONAL 824897

Model 605SS is a professional live trap with an easy release 
door for skunks, opossums, prairie dogs and similar size animals. 
It feature a very strong wire frame with tighter mesh patterns 
and extra reinforcing steel rods welded to the frame for even 
greater strength. These traps have the same great design as our 
Original Series traps with stronger materials and more demanding 
specifications. Tighter mesh patterns not only give the trap 
additional strength, but also prevent critters from reaching into the 
trap and stealing bait, and reaching out of the trap and damaging 
lawns, roofs, decks, and other property. The easy release door 
allows for the easiest way to release trapped animals and to bait 
the trap.
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Tomahawk 
Professional Series

TOMAHAWK 606SS 
PROFESSIONAL 824897

Model 606SS is a professional live trap with an easy release door 
for cats, rabbits and similar size animals. It feature a very strong 
wire frame with tighter mesh patterns and extra reinforcing steel 
rods welded to the frame for even greater strength. These traps 
have the same great design as our Original Series traps with 
stronger materials and more demanding specifications. Tighter 
mesh patterns not only give the trap additional strength, but also 
prevent critters from reaching into the trap and stealing bait, and 
reaching out of the trap and damaging lawns, roofs, decks, and 
other property. The easy release door allows for the easiest way to 
release trapped animals and to bait the trap.

Traps Other CHIPMUNKINATOR 827677

A multi-catch trap that allows multiple chipmunks to be trapped 
in one setting, proving that it is much more efficient than a 
conventional single catch trap. 14” x 14” x 4.5”

Traps Other ODORLESS SKUNK 
TRAP 826624

This tube trap features removable doors on BOTH ends of the 
trap. The rear panel slides out, allowing you easy access to the 
bait pan. Verifying and releasing your catch just got easier, as they 
can now leave from either end of the trap. Cleaning your trap is a 
breeze, just slide the doors off and rinse. No more hidden areas 
for bait, or droppings to hide. Skunks can NOT lift their tail in this 
trap - you will not get sprayed while the skunk remains in the trap.

Traps Other RATINATOR  828767

A multi-catch trap that allows multiple rats to be trapped in one 
setting, proving that it is much more efficient than a conventional 
single catch trap. Trap size is 25” x 15” x 6.5”. Mesh size is 1/2” 
x 1”

Traps Other SQUIRRELINATOR 827678

A multi-catch trap that allows multiple squirrels to be trapped 
in one setting, proving that it is much more efficient than a 
conventional single catch trap. 24” x 24” x 4”

Traps FLOATING 
MUSKRAT TRAP 827492

This Floating Muskrat Trap is the most innovative trap for muskrat 
on the market today. There is essentially no set-up required; the 
trap is sturdy, light-weight, and simple to use. Because only a 
foot of water is required to set the trap it can be used anywhere 
from shallow wetlands to the middle of a pond or lake. Overall the 
trap is 18L”x 16W”x 20H” and is made of 1” by 1” galvanized wire 
mesh and contains two compartments. It weighs only 9 pounds 
and the floatation foam is located inside the trap to make it more 
durable and resilient. The trap has a 7 inch floating platform 
that the muskrat will comfortably rest on. From the platform the 
muskrat will smell the bait inside the trap and enter the one-way 
door. Once the muskrat enters the trap there is no way for it to 
get back out. The capture is now in a 7 inches high compartment 
above water. There is plenty of room for the rest of the family to 
enter as well. Another spring loaded one-way door, in the middle 
of the trap, leads to an underwater compartment that is 13 inches 
tall. For lethal capture, leave the door free to open so captures 
enter the bottom chamber and are contained underwater. For 
live capture, wire this door open so the muskrat can move freely 
from the top to the bottom of the trap. The second compartment 
door can also be wired shut so muskrat can not move down to 
the second chamber below water. There are two clean-out doors, 
one for the top compartment and one for the bottom. Great for use 
around golf courses, condo developments, corporate parks where 
the use of conventional traps is discouraged. 30-lb dimensional 
shipping weight.

Traps LARGE PIGEON 
TRAP 827494

Features: • 7 Panels, NOT 6 as others have. The 7th panel is used 
to divide the trap in half when removing birds. • Improved Hook & 
Eye at each panel end for connecting the sections easily. • Spring-
loaded hooks to hold the top panels and door in place. • Last, 
but certainly not least, bobbin doors which are 3 times thicker 
in diameter and much more rigid than others on the market. 
These WILL NOT bend and jam, preventing birds from entering. 
Specifications: • 48”L x 36” W x 24” H • Weighs 35 pounds • Can 
hold up to 65 birds
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Traps NO SEE-UM 
CHIMNEY TRAP 827493

Called the No-See’Um Chimney Trap because it fits right down 
into the chimney flue and is hidden from sight. The No-See’Um 
fits both 9 x 13 and 13 x 13 chimney flues. The trap itself 
measures 9”W x 5”H x 42”L. The body of the No-See’Um is 1” x 
1” galvanized mesh and will deliver years of service. The doors at 
both ends of the No-See’Um are constructed of sturdy 10.5 gauge 
1/2” x 2” mesh. There is a flange of the 10.5 gauge material at 
the bottom end which expands against the side of the chimney to 
funnel the raccoon into the trap. Please Note: This trap will NOT fit 
in a 9 x 9 chimney flue.

Traps WOODEN RABBIT 
TRAP 827491

This is the all wooden rabbit trap specifically designed for 
capturing rabbits that refuse to go into a wire cage. The simple 
design was “borrowed” from the Penn. Game Commission who 
published a document on capturing cottontail rabbits. Anyone 
who has tried to get a rabbit to go into a wire cage knows that it 
isn’t that easy. Rabbits seem to be more comfortable entering a 
wooden box. The back of this trap is wire mesh so you can see 
inside after the wooden door has closed. Like a see-saw, the 
rabbit walks up the incline inside the trap, towards the bait, and 
then their weight tilts the wooden pan of the trap forward and the 
door closes behind them. It is recommended that you bait the trap 
with apple slices. As an added attractor, the All Wooden rabbit trap 
comes complete with 1 oz. of pure Apple Essence. Use a drop of 
apple essence every 4 - 6 inches and lead the rabbit right into the 
trap. The all wooden rabbit trap measures 24” x 7” x 8.5” and is 
constructed of 3/4” pine. You could stain the exterior (ONLY) with 
a green stain or allow the trap to weather to give it the “aged” look.
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EXTENSIVE LINE OF WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS

LIVE TRAPS
ANIMAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
ANIMAL BAITS & LURES
RODENT BAIT & BOXES

CHIMNEY CAPS
EXCLUSION PRODUCTS

REPELLENTS & DEODORIZERS
SNAKE, BAT & BIRD CONTROL

Easy to Order Online, Over the Phone, or at any of our 65 locations.
Plus an Experienced Sales Team focused on your Product & Training Needs.


